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SUMMARY

Apparatus has been developed, which permits the measurement of electrification produced by rolling or sliding contact between a spherical specimen,
and a plane dielectric sample.

Measurements of the charge transferred to

metal contact spheres, and the two-dimensional dielectric surface charge
distribution, have been carried out under controlled conditions.
pation processes of air

bre~kdown

The dissi-

and bulk condution have been studied.

The

importance of metal work function, dielectric material, the normal force
during contact, the mode of contact, and the time of contact has also been
investigated.
Contact electrification and charge dissipation occurring in a vibrated bed
have been studied.

The variables of interest were the bulk par.ticle resist.i- .

vi ty, the amplitude of vibration, and the. system electrode geometry.

Theoret-

ical models have been developed for the processes occurring, and the models
could be used to interpret experimental observations.
results to previous

parti~le

The relevance of the

electrification studies, and to general particle

handling situations has been discussed.
Two new applications of particle charging have been examined.

The first

utilised particle contact electrification occurring naturally in a fluidised
bed.

By applying a suitable alternating electric field normal to an immersed

heater surface, considerable increases in the heat transfer coefficient have
been obtained, as a result of the imposed particle movement.
on the heat transfer

coeffi~ient,

The influence

of the electric field magnitude and frequency,

together with the fluidising air velocity, has been studied.
The second application involved devising a novel means of electrostatic
separation, using induction charging applied to the particles on the surface
of a vibrated bed.

A theoretical model for predicting particle collection rates

has been developed, and verified by comparison with experimental observations.

An efficient separation has been demonstrated on a combined size/resistivity
basis.

CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
When two solid materials are contacted and separated in a gaseous
environment, an electric charge frequently remains on the solids.
due to this charge was noticed as early as the 6th century B.C.

The force

(1)

,and yet the

mechanism responsible for the formation of the charge is still incompletely
understood.
system

(2-4)

transfer.

Charge production has been observed for a mercury/polymer contact
, indicating that friction is not a necessary requirement for charge
Charge production has also been observed, when a small area of one

sample of a given material is rubbed by a large area of another sample of the
same material. (5-6 )

This has been termed asymmetric rubbing

(6-8)

, and the

charge produced has been ascribed to a temperature difference at the contact
junction(7,8).

Thus, two distinct forms of charging

ar~

apparent, one is related

to the intrinsic behaviour of the contact materials, and the other is related
to the distribution of frictional forces during contact.
Electrification arising from the intrinsic material properties has been
termed contact electrification(7), whereas electrification arising from the
frictional forces has been called triboelectrification(7) or frictional electri-

fication~7).

However the distinction between the application of these terms is

not precise, as evidenced by the fact that Peterson(9) suggests calling all
electrification by the term contact electrification, whilst O'Neill(10) has
termed electrification in which the temperature rise during contact is

~egligible

- triboelectrification.For the purposes of the present study, the term, contact
electrification will be used.

This is defined as the production of charge when

two solid materials are 60ntacted and separated in

B

gaseous environment, in

such a way that the local temperature rise at the contact area, is sufficiently
small, to have little effect on the charge separation at the interface.

In

0
practice this limits temperature rise to approximately 200 C(7) , j f an insulator
is not to be made semiconducting by the temperature rise.

Temperature rises

of less than 20°C will have little effect on polymer mechanical properties,
for the materials studied in this investigativn.
Temperature rises during the

calculated using the method

2
o , d b Y TJ
f or th e mos t severe s I'd'
descrlbe
narper (7) are 1 ess th an ')oC
~
1 lng con d't'
1 lons.
Temperature rises with rolling contact will be orders of magnitude les8 than

2 0 C, thus the charging observed, conforms to the definition of contact
electrification.
If two solids are contacted in an electric field, then each will possess a
charge if they are separated whilst the electric field is applied(11).

The

magnitude of this charge depends on the time of application of the electric field
field, both during contact and during separation.

This type of electrification

, d uc t lon
'
'
( 11) , 1,S conSl, d ere d 'ln Ch ap t er 6 'ln re 1 a t lon
'
t
known as ln
c h arglng

0

an

electrostatic separation technique.
1.

1. The importance of dissipation processes.
When materials possessing an electric charge are separated, electron
tunnelling due to quantum !nechanical effects can occur

(7 12)
'
•

This ceases with

conductors after about 1 nm to 2.5nm of separation(7), and with insulators and
(7)
semiconductors will sometimes be restricted to much smaller separation distances.
Thus the charge observed is modified by this effect.

For a given geometrical

situation, the charge after tunnelling processes have occurred, is related by
a constant. term, to the charge existing before tunnelling(12), and therefore
the charge after separation can be used to characterise the fundamental charge
transfer mechanism.

Since the quantity of pnctical importance, is the charge

level remaining after tunnelling ceases, electron tunnelling can be considered '
as intrinsic to the electrification process.
As the materials are separated further, certain other charge dissipation
processes can occur.

If the contact material is an electrically isolated

conductor, charge rearrangement 1iill ensue, to give an equipotential conductor
surface.

If the contact material is an in s ulator or se miconductor, then the

possible dissipation processes are gas electrical breakdown, field emission,
and conduction through the mat e rial bulk a nd alon g ihe surface. , Field emission
is the spontaneous emi.ssion of e lectrons due t.o the pr e sence of electric fi e lds.
This occurs for electric fi e lds gr eater than 10 7 V md own pro c esses "ccur a s a resu 1 t

0

1

~13)

Gas electrical break-

"G]o
' ve lonl
,
, s a t lon
' ( 1 4- 1 6 ) .
umu 1 a O
f cO
0

0

Th lS
' lS
, d ue

to the acceleration of natura lJ.y pr e sent ions a nd. e l e ctrons in a ga s, by a high

electric field, and is discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.

h

2. Practical situations involving contact electrification.
Contact electrification arises naturally in an extremely diverse range of
physical situations, which cover many human concerns ranging from large scale .
industry to domestic activity.

There are both useful and hazardous aspects

associated with contact electrification.
The most dangerous hazards occur when sufficient charge is accumulated by
solid material, to cause electrical discharges of sufficient energy to ignite
a flammable gas or vapour, or a dust dispersion(17,18).

This situation can

arise with insulating powders and insulating sheet material.

Several fires due

to this cause, in a diversity of physical situations, have been described in
an Institution of Chemical Engineers bulletin

(19)

•

.
(17)
(20)
Glbson
and Hughes

have also described the occurrence of fires due to air breakdown following
charge accumulation, and Mclntyre(21) has reported dangerous charge acoumulations
in herbicide storage silos.
Many sources of nuisance arise as a result of contact electrification.
Electric discha.rge occuring during photographic film processing can produce
unwanted exposure of the film(22), whilst electrostatic attraction of airborne
dust particles to textiles, known as fog-marking (23) , presents a considerable
problem to the textile industry.

Electrical discharge can cause the destruction

'
.
·
of metal-oxide-silicon solid state d eVlce
s, d
urlng
manu f a c t ure (22) , an d p hYS10-

logical shock caused by electrical discharge is a famili a r problem.

Tenacious

electrostatic attraction of dust particles to industrial handljng equipment(1),
or in the domestic environment is a further source of nuisance.
Industrical applications of contact electrification have been summarised by
Inculet

(24)

.
(25)
(26)
, Brlght
and Corbett
and described in mor e d etail in a book

by Moore (27) •

App l'lca t·lons lnc
. 1 u d e, e 1 ec t ros t a t·lC coa t·lng (24,25.28)
.
, e 1 ec t ro-

.
. (24 25 27 29-32)
(24-27)
.
statlc separatlon
'
, '.
, xerography
, e l e ctrlcal power
(24,26) ,an d e 1 ec t ro s t a t·lC crop spraylng
. (33) •
·
genera·t lon
The maximum charge "hich can be carried by an individual particle, is dir ectly
rela~ ed

to the surfac e area.

Thus the force exert ed on a pa rticle in an

externa.lly appli ed uniform el e ctric field, which is equal to the product of

b

4
particle charge and electric field
surface area.

magnitude, is also directly related to the

Since the gravitational force on the particle is directly propor-

tional to the particle volume, the ratio of electrostatic to gravitational forces
is inversely proportional to the particle diameter.

Consequentl~

as the particle

size decreases, the importance of electrostatic forces increases.

Hence many

practical particle handling situations, are much influenced by electrostatic
forces, which can arise directly from contact electrification.

Utilisation of

contact electrification with particulate systems, likewise offers much scope for
future development.
In general, the problems and hazards due to contact electrific'ation are wide...,.
spread, since charging is involved to some degree in almost all material handling
operations.

However applications of contact electrification are at present quite '

limited, and are specific to particular
1.

situation~.

3. Theoretical models describing contact electrification.
The three basic questions which need to be answered, in order to predict the
magnitude of contact electrification, between known materials under defined
contact conditions, have been stated by Harper(J4) as follows.
carries move?

(b) Why do they move?

(a) Which charge

(c) Why does the process come to an end?

Harper(7) has analysed. charge transfer involving met.als and semiconductors in
terms of quantum

mechanic~l

electron effects. The driving force for the charge

transfer process is the difference in Fermi levels between the contact materials.
In general the Fermi level corresponds to that energy level "Thich has a
probability o£ 1/2 for being occupied by an electron(35).

For a metal, the Fermi

level corresponds to the highest occupied electron energy level at OOK(35).
Conditions at room temperature are similar to those at OOK with regard to the
(

)

Fermi level 35.

(7)

The prediction from this analysis, is tha.t if both materials

are metals, the charge density after contact, at thermodynamic equilibrium, will
be directly proportional to the work function difference between the metals.

The

,.ork function is the minimum energy necessary to remove an electron from the
interior, and take it to rest outside the material.

The relations derived for

semiconductors are more complex and d 2pend en the doping properties.

Harper(7)

has extended the analysis to insulators, and concludes that for material with

5
a resistivity greater than

1010~m, very little charge transfer will o.:!cur due

to filling of bulk traps at a discrete energy level.

This indicates that the

theoretical approaches of Van Ostenberg(36) and Mott(37) are in fact incorrect,
since they are based on bulk

el~ctron

transfer.

Several other theories have been proposed for charge transfer involving
insulators.

These theories are sophistications of the Volta-Helmholtz hypo-

thesis(7). This attributes charge transfer to the formation of a charge double
layer at a solid/solid interface, the effect of sliding acting merely to increase
the area of contact. Henry

(8)

has derived an energy band scheme to describe ionic

transfer. Unfortunately the ion energy leveJs cannot be deduced from known <pantitie3.
. (38)
(39)
Electron transfer theories have been reported by Davles
,Chowdry
and
Garton(40), for transfer into the material bulk.

Davies(38) assumed that the

charge injected into an ir.sulator was not dependent

011

t.he concentration of

charge carriers in the bulk, and was in fact uniform in depth.

On this basis,

he predicted that the ,charge transferred, would be proportional to the
effective work function difference between the r.ontact materials.
Chowdry(39) has pointed out inconsistencies in Davies' (38) theory, and has
proposed a further theoretical approach, based on either a uniform trap distribution with respect to energy levels, or discrete trapping levels.

The former

case leads to a prediction that the charge density will , be directly proportional
to the work function difference between the contact materials, whilst the latter
case leads to a prediction that charge will be related quadratically or
exponentially to the work function difference, depending on the band bending
and the energetic position of the traps.

The time required to transfer a

-4
-2
charge density of approximately 10 C m
is estimated to be of the order of

120s (39).

Inconsistencies which arise in the theory of Chm,' dry have been

.
(41)
(42) .
discussed by Wlntle
and Chowdry . •

Garton(40) has devised expressions for the charge transferred to an insulator
having traps or "self-trapsll a.t a single energy level.

The theory is based. on a

classical approach, and predicts a large increase in charge transfer for a contac ·t
potential difference greater than 0.5V, b etween the contact metal and insulator.
The increase is due to the importance of quantLUTI mec ha nic a l restrictions

6
at 0.5V contact potential difference.

For contact potential differences less

than 0.3V, the predicted charge transfer approaches zero.
Charge transfer associated with surface state charge sites on an insulator,
.
(12)
has been consldered by Krupp
•
carriers.
material

This analysis applies to electron charge

The surface states may be due to impurities or to the actual insulator

(7).

The surface charge density, following contact between a metal and

.
1 a t or a t th ermo d ynamlc
. equl. 1 1. brlUID
'
. glven
.
by ( 1 2 ) ,
an lnsu
lS

a

ZeD (Lp
s

m

tp p ),

-

1 .1

+ ed D

1

c s

E

o

including a . modification suggested by

Hays(2~

to account for the real contact
.

(2)

area differing from the apparent contact area, and using the correct dimensions.

a

In equation 1.1
charge,

E

o

2
is the surface charge density (Cm ), e is· the electronic

is the permittivity of free space, d

c

is the separation distance

between the metal and the insulator over which charge transfer occur
)
rna tely 4x10-10 m,

tp m

and

(0

't'p

(approxi-

are the metal and polymer work functions

respectively (eV), D is the density of sur'f ace states (unit e nergy level)-1,
s
in the band gap between the valence and conduction bands ( m-2 eV-1) .D

. th e range 1 t
can h ave va 1ues ln

.

If D 18 greater than 10
s

18 -2
m

0

eV

1 0- 7

-1

(2 , 7 , 43 )

,then equation 1.1 simplifies to

a

s

is

Z is the ratio of real to apparent area of contact, (this

assumed uniform.

If D

s

1.2

is less than 10

o =

ZeD

s

16

2
1
m- eV- , then equation 1.1 simplifies to

-Lp).

(10

't'm

1.3

p

,
E ,equa t 10n
·
1 . 1 can b e wrl. tt en as ( 2 )
In the presence of an applied electric fleld
(dc
1.4
ZeD s ( Lp m + )0 E dy - Lp 1» ,

a

1

+ ed c Ds
E

o

where y is the distance normal to the met,al surface.

Simplifica,tions equivalent

to equations 1.2 and 1.3 can be derived from equation 1.4.

Th e situation of D
s

'
greater than 10 1 8 m- 2 eV-1 has been shown to be th e pro b a b 1 e case f or c er t aln

7
polymers

(2)

•

The theoretical approach of Henry(8) to ionic transfer has also been modified
. to describe the effect of

a~

applied electric field(1,8).

In this case, as with

the surface state electron approach, the prediction is that the relation
between the applied field and the charge transferred is linear for an abundance
of available ions.
It is apparent that at present there are several theories available to
descrilie charge transfer.

The observed diversity of experimental results as

discussed in Section 2.1, suggests that none of these theories has universal
applicability.
1.

4. Previous experimental work.
Previous experimental work has concentrated either on the fundamental physics
of charge generation, or on obtaining empirical informa+.ion for a particular
practical situation.
A summary of previous experimental studies associated with the fundamentals
of charge generation, is given in Section 2.1.

From this summary, it will be

apparent that there is still cOilsiderable uncertainty with regard to prediction
of the effect on charge transfer of (a) dissipation processes and (b) several
independent mechnical variables, for example the force during contact and the
mode of contact.

The applicability of the charge transfer models discussed in

Section 1.3 is also not at present

l~own,

and transient charge characteristics

are not well understood.
A summary of experimental studies involving particulate systems, is given
in Section 4.1.

Measurement of a particular variable, such as · the potential of

a metal probe immersed in a fluidised bed has been carried out.

This has been

assumed to characterise the electrification behaviour of a particular system,
and extrapolation to general material handling processes is not possible.
1.

5. Scop e of the present work.
In any practical situation it is the combination of contact electrification
and dissipation processes, which determines observed charge levels. Thus, it is
essential initially, to obtain indep endent

u~d e rstanding

of the variables affect-

ing the fundam 8ntal charge transfer mechani s m, and the dissipa tion processes.

8
'l'hus, the first ffipect of the present work, involved

devising and using

experimental apparatus, designed to study contact electrification and
dissipation processes at a single well defined contact.

This work is

described in Chapters 2 and 3.
In practical processing situations, contact electrification is of great
importance with regard to

particula~

material.

In order to minimize hazards

arising from contact electrification or devise new applications resulting from
contact electrification, it is necessary to understand the modifications to
individual particle charge behaviour, arising as a result of the presence of a
particulate mass.

Thus the second part of the study, involved investigating the

electrification characteristics of a vibrated particle bed.

This study,

described in Chapters 4 and 5, was designed to permit conclusions to be dra1m;
of relevance to general particle handling situation •
. The final part of the present work invo.lved devising two new applications
associated with particle charging.

The first utilised particle contact electri-

fication occuring naturally in a fluidised bed, to improve heat transfer from
an immersed heater surface.

The second application utilised induction charging

applied to a vibrated particle bed, to permit the design of a novel electrostatic separation device.

These applications are described in Chapter 6.

9
CHAPTER

2

FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES OF ELECTRIFICATION AT A SINGLE CONTACT.
PREVIOUS WORK, . EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS, AND CALIBRATION PROCEDURES
The basic requirements for a study of the fundamentals of charge transfer
are:- (1) a well-defined contact situation, (2) elimination or measurement of
dissipation processes, accompanying charge production.

Several previous

investigations have been carried out with these ideas in mind as discussed in
the following summary.
2.

1. Previous investigations and areas requiring further study.

(7 44)
(45)
(46)
"
Harper'
, Bredov
, and Lowell
. have examJ.ned contact electrification between metals of measured work function under well-defined contact
conditions.

They find t.hat the charge remaining after separat"ion is directly

proportional to the work function difference between the materials.

This

observed behaviour confirms the theory of contact electrification(7) mentioned
in Chapter 1, which is based on Fermi level equalisation between metals.
It is reasonable to

e~pect

that similar considerations will apply to low

resistivity semiconductors(7), and some evidence for the importance of electron
transfer with contact electrification of semiconductors hag b een presented by
Kr upp (47) an d Ka sa1"(48) •

The contact electrification

beha~ur

of insulating material, as a ftmction
(

of charge carrier energy distribution, is not well understood.

Experimental

work performed at atmospheric pressure (49-58) is subj ect to air breakdmm
limitations, which complicate interpretation of the results.
2.

1.1. The relation betw ee n contact ar ea a nd charge trans f erred.

" (50,58,59)"1nd"1ca t e, that provided the interfacial temperaS evera 1 s t u d 1es
ture rise is small, the effect on charge transfer of relative movement between
materials, is simply to incre a se the area of contact.

This is in accord with

the Volta-Helmholtz hypothesis (7) mentioned in Cha pt er 1. However, air discha rg e'
processes occurred in the work of Rose (50) and D,wies (58), which ob s cured the
dependence of the initial charge transferred on the contact area.

Davi~s(58) investiga ted the charged di e lectric ar ea produc ed by contact

z

10
between a metal sphere and a dielectric plane for

sev~

l~e

applied forces.

dependence of the contact area on the normal force was interpreted in terms of
. the elastic deformation theory of Hertz(60).

The classical theory of

Hertz(6~)

for the contact between a sphere and a plane undergoing elastic deformation,

r

predicts that the area of contact

A=

2.43[~R

A is

given by,

2

2.1

where F is the normal force exerted by the sphere on the' plane,
sphere radius, Y is the Young1s modulus of the polymer.

Rp is the

Equation 2.1 has been

derived by assuming the polymer Young1s modulus is much less than that of the
contact metal, and that Poisson1s ratio for the polymer is equal to 0.3(7).
. (58)
The area measurement technique used by Davles
,relied upon induction
probe measurements (a description of induction probe operation is given in
Section 2.5).

The area for given contact conditions was determined from the

induction probe potential, by assuming a rpalistic charge density for the
surface charge, in order to obtain agreement with the
tion of equation 2.1.

Hertzian~60)

area predic-

The charge density was determined from the smaller area

values, and was assumed to remain constant with changing area of contact.
. (58)
However, in calculating the expected area from equation 2.1, Davles
appears to have used incorrect units for the polymer Young1s modulus, resulting
in an overestimate of the expected area, by approximately two orders of magnitude.

.

If the correct areas are calculated (FIG.1) assuming Y

=

9

-2

3.25 x 10 N m

,

.
+h
b
1 .b +.
.
. l' . t 1y ·bY DaVles
. ( 58 ) , th e necessary
~ e pro e ca 1 ra~lon glven lmp lCl
th en uSlng
4
2
surface charge density.is found to be 3.76 x 10- C m-

This value can be

shown to be consistent with limitation due to air breakdown effects, using the
Paschen curve (Section 3.4) and the potential across the air gap(61) for the
surface charge density.
are shown in FIG.1.

The measured areas and the Hertzian area prediction

-8 2
It is apparent that for areas greater than 2.5 x 10
m,

the experimental area diverges markedly from the prediction.

This divergence

is found to occur when the charged area is a factor of 30 smaller than the
probe area used by Davies(58), and Davies ' (58) original conclusion that the nonlinearity was due to the similarity of probe tip and charged areas is considered

incorrect.

It is probable that the Hertzian(60) relation does not describe

the real contact area in the case.

Confirmation that the Hertz

(60)

.
analys1s

is probably inappropriate can be found in the results of W&hlin(51 ,59) •
. (51 59)
W&hl1n
'
measured both the charge transferred, and the track width, for
various values of the applied force and contact sphere radius, for sliding
contact between metal spheres and Teflon plane surfaces.

The

~onclusion

from

both of Wdhlin' s investigations (51 ,59), at atmo spheric pressure (51) and under
vacuum conditions (59) , was that the charge transferred per unit length travelled
was independent of the radius of curvative of the contact sphere.

This behaviour

is expected where the force of contact is supported by plastic deformation of the
dielectric over the contact area

(62 63)
' , o r by elastic deformation of a large

number of small asperities on the dielectric, in the contact region(59).
In the case of plastic deformation, ~x p
of the material.
the track width
w

=

[4F
TIPm

-1
rLunit
length]
travelledJ

.

-1

F, where p

ill

is the yield pressure

J.
J

Thus, if the charge transferred is directly

( unit area )

=

112

Thus, d

then the charge

m

proportioc~l

1,2

= 0 dw =0 [~] , where
.
TI p
m

to the contact area,

o

is the charge

•

If the surface charge ( unit area )
then the charge (unit length)
the applied force.

-1

-1

remains constant as the force is changed,

should be proportional to the square root of

The fact that this dependence was observed by Wlhlin(59),

indicates that the charge Cunit · area)-1 is independent of force, and that the
charge transferred is directly proportional to the contact area.

However, some

departure from linearity was observed (FIG.2) for the largest applied force.
t

The charge levels observed, as a function of (F)J, as would be predicted by
elastic deformation theory (equation 2.1), are also shown in FIG.2.
apparent that within experimental error, a linear relation 1S found.

It is
It is not

possible to differentiate between the deformation theories on this basis alone.
H01ofever, the lack of dependence of charge (unit length)-1 on radius of curvature
of the contact

metal, provides conclusive evid ence tha t Hertzian(60) elastic

deformation theory is inapplicable.
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. The effect of relative movement between the contact materials has been
.

shown to be of great importance for charge separat10n

(10 55)

'

•

o

1

Ne i 11 ( 10) and

Kornfel 1 d(55) report that very little charge transfer resulted from contact of
materials alone, whereas relative movement during contact produced greatly
increased charge levels.

This could be explained as follows(7

The absence

of relative movement results in contact occuring at only a few asperities of
small total area.

Movement multiplies the number of contact asperities,

the real area of contact, and thus the charge transferred.
1.2. Previous studies of variables influencing contact electrification
and dissination processes.

2.

In order to understand the mechanism of charge transfers across an insulator/
metal interface, several investigators have studied the effect of an applied
· f'1e Id(2,3,9,64-68) •
e I ec t r1C
Hays(2) and Medley(3) both report an approximately linear dependence to
charge on the applied electric field, as expected on the basis of ion or surface
state electron transfer theories (Chapter 1).

However, interpretation of these

results is difficult due to ' uncertainties as to the particular mechanism responsible for the electric field effect(3).

Induction effects are of overiding

importance in some studies(9,66,67), whilst modification of the actual charge
.
.
.
(68)
transfer mechanism has been postulated to expla1n further results
•
Inculet

(64 65)
.
'
observed a max1mum and minimum in the charge transfer occuring

between a metal and a dielectric, as the field strength was varied.

This

result is not anticipated on the basis of charge transfer theories proposed to
date (Chapter 1).
The effect of temperature on charge transfer -is not well understood.

Con-

duction (65) effects were fbund to increase with increasing ambient temperature,
.

and the ambient pressure has been found to mod1fy temperature effects

(10)

. The

temperature gradient at the contact has been observed to modify the charge mag'

.

n1tude

(10 69 70)

'

,

.
, although no clear pattern of behaviour has emerged.

Attempts to elucidate fundamental mechanisms of charge transfer, have
utilised metal/insulator contact, using various metals of different work
functions.

,...
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Several theories mention ed in Chapter 1, have b e en proposed, relating
electron charge transfer to a particular functional dependence on the work
function difference between the contact materials(7,12,36-40).

Each of these

theories assumes that one dominant mechanism is responsible for charge transfer.
Whilst this situation may prevail in any individual instance, it is certainly
not universally true, as shown by the divergence of reported results from
d 1' ff eren t 'lnves t'19a t'lons (7,38,59) •

In fact, the large variation of measured

charge observed, under well-defined and apparently identical conditions(52,71),
suggests that more than one mechanism is operative at anyone time.
,
(38 52 59 72-80)
Nevertheless, some studles have been reported
'
"
which indicate
one mechanism is dominant under particular conditions.
Several investigators report finding for metal/insulator contact, a linear
' (38,52,59,72-75,m
dependence of the charge transferred on the me t a I wor k f unc t lon
•
However, other results indicate a non-linear relation between charge transfer
and metal work function(76,81), and in some cases the charge transferred was
,
.
. . (50 75 77 82)
found to be lndependent of the metal work functlon
'
, ,
•
,
(38 52 59 72-75 78)
The linear dependence of charge transfer on work functlon
'
"
"
, (38)
(39)
supports the t.heories of DaVles
, Chowdry
for a uniform t.rap distribution, and Krupp(12) for surface state electron transfer.

Some results of

Davies(83) and Kittaka(81) have been used as confirmation for the theory of
discrete trap levels presented by Chowdry(39) which predicts po i nts of inflexion
for the charge transferred as the metal work function is changed.

Other results

given by Davies, have been used to confirm the theory of Garton(40), which
predicts essentially zero charging for a substantial range of met.al work
function values , with sharp increases in the cha rge levels ,,,hen the contact
material work functions differ by more than 0.5eV.
Several widely divergent theories then can be confirm ed by pa tticular
experimental results, although no general theory is univ er sa lly applicable.
This reflects the large degree of variability of re s ults.

It is not possible

at present to ascertain which of the theories mentioned, is mo s t relevant for
any Practical situation, or indeed, if in fect ot her va riabl es a re involved,
which must also

b~

con s idered.
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The fact that further variables may be involved seems proba.ble, particuHarper(7) , . found that
(38,59)
certain insulators which in subsequent investigations have charged strongly,
larly when some additional results are considered.

gave no charge at all in contact with various metals.

This was interpreted as

evidence that electron transfer cannot occur with insulators (7) •
Evidence for ionic effects has been provided by several investigators using
a W1"d e range

0

f rna t er1a
"1 s (55,79,84-89) •

C

In any pr ~ical situation involving an insulator, it will probably have
undergone surface charging at some point in its past history.
often

This charge will

be neutralised by atmospheric ions}7,8) and consequently it is to be

expected that insulator surfaces will have an ionic coverage under normal conditions, and that contact charging will be affected by this ionic layer.
The lack of reproducibjlity of experimental observations llilder well-defined
conditions, could be explained by an observation of Hays (90) ,that atmospheric
ozone has a significant effect on the charge characteristics of polymers
containing unsaturated material.
Investigations to date then, indicate that both
be important in contact electrification.

io~

and elatron transfer may

The transient behaviour of material

undergoing contact charging is not well understood.

There are estimates

o~

" f rom severa 1 mlnu
" t es (38) , t
"
th e necessary t 1me
.f or c h arge t rans f er varylng
less than tens of milliseconds(59) under different conditions.
that the long time

0

It is possible

constants are associated with a change in the real contact

area.
The only explicit study of iothermal contact electrification bulk conduction,
known

to the author, which eliminates air breakdmm effects and surface

conduction, is that carried out by Davies(38).
required in this area,

Further investigations are

particularly in view of the theoretical mechanisms of

"
(91-95)
conduction which have been developed for corona charged lnsulators
•
The effect of air pressure on contact electrification has been studied by
Medley(96), and Wdhlin(59), for flat polymer

sheets.

The gene ral behaviour

has been established, however detailed behaviour is uncertain, particularly

~F"""------------"""""·
the applicability of empirical eq~~~i6il:~; developed for air breakdown wi ih
conductor systems, and the effect of charge non-uniformity.

Studies of contact

.modes other than the perpendicular case, are extremely limited for situations
where dissipation processes have been characterised.
studied by Davies, (72,73) and siiding contact by

Rolling contact has been

W~hlin(59),

and O'Neill (10).

Davies(72,73) only reports studies of metal work function and polymer material,
in all cases for contact times of at least several minutes in total.

W~hlin(59)
q~ent

made no detaiied measurements of the charge distribution subse-

to contact, or of the transient characteristics for contact times less

than 60ms.
0'Neill(10) studied only the charge on the polymer sheet in the direction
of contact movement, and the transient behaviour was not investigated.
~.

1.3. Some fundamental aspects of contact

electrifi~ a tion

reguiring further study.

req~ired

Bearing these facts in mind, further knowledge is

in the following

areas:(1) A greater understanding of dissipation processes.
(2) Identification of transient charging hehaviour.
(3) Identification of the effect of the mode of contact on charge transfer.

(4) Further study of the effect of metal work function and polymer material
on charge transfer during rolling or sliding contact.•
(5) Clarification of the relation between charge transferred and the normal
(59 )
force applied during contact, for higher loads than those observed by Wahlin.
In order to study these phenomena, experimental apparatus is necessary which
facilitat~s

contact

production of contact electrification under well-defined and

conditio~

at controlled air pressure levels.

~lown

A non-destructive charge

measurement technique is required, to permit study of dissipation processes.
Measurement of charge on both contact members is preferable, allowing a check
on the accuracy of the charge measurement methods.

Continuous charge measure-

ment is also required, in order to study transient effects.

The utilisation

of normal co~~ercial materials is desirable, sinc e this permits extrapolation
of the results to practical industrial situations.

The apparatus describad

in the following sections was designed to meet these requirements.

2.

2. Vacuum chamber system.
The overall assembly is shown in FIGS. 3 and 4.
a dural vacuum vessel

The assembly consisted of

(A), mounted on a mild steel framework (L), above an

Ed,.".ards two inch combined vacuum pumping unit, code no. A088-:-·, 5-000.

Two

viewing ports were provided in the vacuum vessel (B,C).
Pressure mea.surement, for the range 3 to 10

-2

torr was by means of an Edwa.rds

Pirani 10 thermal conductivity gauge (1]), tp.e sensing · head being located.
adjacent to the rotary pump (Y).

Pressures below 10

an Edwards Penning 8, cold cathode ionisation
mounted on the vacuum vessel (I).

-2

torr were measured using

gauge (K), the gauge head being

Pressures above 3 torr were measured using a

mercury manometer, which was connected in place of the Pirani 10 head, when
required.

When controlled pressures above the minimum value were required, an

Edwards needle value, series LB, was connected to the tvo inch spacer (~).
Further controlled air leaks were available using an air admittance valve located
adjacent to the rotary pump.

Atmospheric pressure was measured. using a

conventional Fortin barometer.
Supported inside the vacuum vessel, the dimensions of which are shown in
FIG.5, was a turntable unit, and from the hinged lid, an induction probe, and
a sphere support system, as shown in FIG.6.

The horizontal lid position was

maintained constant using a brass cylindrical spacer on the support hinge (PIG.5).
The turntable unit construction is shown in FIGS. 6,7.

This consisted of a

228mm diameter dural disc, 19.1mm thick, supported in the horizontal plane.

A

0.7mm thick, 17mm wide, gold plated ring was secured to the upper face of the
disc, close to the outer edge.

On top of this ring, e1ually spaced around the

upper surface, were 4, 12.7mm diameter, 2.5mm thick gold plated discs.

The base

metal for the ring and discs was brass.
Dielectric specimens could be attached firmly to the table surface using
6BA threaded holes in the dural disc.
The dural disc was supported by a steel shaft, which was held vertically by
p.

tufnol, and a graphite loaded nylon bush, in the gea.r support unit.

shaft and dural disc were electrically isolated.

t

The steel

A commutator and carbon brush
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slip ring arrG.ngement, mounted as shown in FIG.6, enabled any reClujred potential
to be fLpplied to the disc, via an electrical vacuum feedthrough located in the
vessel base.

The gear unit housing contained a 3:2 Delrin®Dbevel gear arrange-

ment, which transmitted rotation of the horizontal shaft to the turntable.

The

turntable and gear unit was moveable in the horizontal plane, being supported
by two parallel circular steel
runners with PTFE pads.
ment.

r~'ners.

The gear unit was clamped to these

This provided a stable and low friction clamping arrange-

Horizontal table movement was obtained from a vertical rotary shaft move-

ment, transmitted through the ,vessel base via a
to a 3:2 Delrin®Dbevel gear arrangement.

til

Edwards rotary vacuum couplin~

This translated rotation of the

vertical shaft, to a iinch Whitworth threaded rod in the horizontal plane,
parallel to and supported between, the circular steel rlmners.

A correspondingly

tapped brass block was firmly mounted to the gear unit, a.nd rotation of the
threaded rod, which passed through the brass block, resulted in horizontal table
movement.

The table height was constfLnt to

0.00.1 inch (0.025mm) throughout

the transverse movement.
The drive motor was a Fracmo 1500 R.P.M. 12lb in, synchronous motor (FIG.4),
with a built in gear reduction to 73.2 R.P.M. This was connected to the Edwards
rotary feedthrough, using a Universal connection.

The table position was

monitored using a variable resistor used as a potential divider, coupled via a
10:1 gear reduction, to the drive shaft outside the vessel (FIG.4).

The output

from the position monitoring circuit was transmitted to one channel of a 4
channel Honeywell 1706 ultra/violet recorder, the galvanometer of which could
respond to an 18Hz oscillation.
present purposes.

This was a sufficiently fast response time for

A series of turntable rotatioris was performed with a

dielectric specimen on the turntable, whilst a sphere was contacted from a known
position in the vessel lid.

By measuring, with a travelling microscope, the

position of the observed track on the disc surface, for several different
horizontal table positions, and comparing this with the position sensing output
from the ultra/violet recorder, it ,vas possible to calibrate the position sensing
device.

Micro-~witches

¥cre positioned as sho,.n in FIGS.6,7, which automatically

r
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switched off the drive motor when they were operated by the gear unit movement.

The switching circuit, which also contained a manual direction reversal

switch, was designed to operate the micro-switches in the vacuum vessel at 12V,
to avoid arcing problems.

The total traverse length wa.s 110.8rnrn, with a

cons t ant linear t a bl e speed, rela t ive t

0

the surrounding vessel of 2.72mm s -1

Rotary table movement was provided by a 1500 R.P.M. J16hp, synchronous
Fracmo motor (FIG.4).

Rotation was transmitted from the motor, via a 5:1

reduction toothed belt drive, to a Kopp continuous variable speed gear unit,
then, via a Universal

couplhi~

to a gearbox constructed in the Department.

The

gearbox provided a ratio 1:1, or reduction ratios of 5:1, 25:1, and 125:1, as
required.

The rotation was further transmitted via another

and a support bearing, to a 1:1 toothed belt drive.
upper wheel of the belt drive to the
via a keyway.

til

Univers~l

coupling,

The connection of the

Edwards rotary vacuum feedthrough, was

Rotation inside the vacuum vessel was transmitted from the Edwards

coupling, to the horizontal shaft in the turntable gear housing, via a Universal
coupling (FIG.6).
The speed of rotation of the horizontal drive shaft, prior to the turntable
unit, was monitored using a photocell arrangement, mounted as sholVll in FIG.4.
This consisted of a brass disc, mounted on the rotating shaft, 110mm in diameter
with a 5.5mm ,,,ide slot, aligned with a static photocell and light source.
When disc rotation occurred, movement of the slot produced a light pulse at the
photocell.

The photocell output puke was detected using suitable circuitry,

and shown on a 1.2 MHz Racal counter timer.

By measuring the number of pulses

over a known period, the circular table speed was determined for various variable
speed settings.
2.

3. Sphere support unit.

2.

3.1. Hechanical construction.
The mechanical sphere support system is shown in FIGS. 8,9.

The sphere

could be moved accurately in the vertical plane, from outside the vacuum vessel,
to w"ithin 0.1 mm, and was moved initially to the required horizontal position.
A 2.0mm diameter silver steel shaft, "was secured to each sphere through a hole

F
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located along a diameter.

Th e atta chment was by means of soldering for metal

spheres, and epoxy resin for th e hollow aluminium sph eres, sufficient metal/
metal contact being maintain~d to ensure a contact resistance of less than
The dielectric spheres were attached by compression fitting.

2n.

The silver steel

shaft was supported in PTFE bushes which were held in a brass stirrup.
maximum sphere size which could be accomodated was 19.1mm diamter.

The

Two brass

discs were held at either end of the silver steel support rod, by steel pins
passing through the rod and the discs.

The brass discs maintained the sphere

horizontal position constant for spheres of diamter less than 19.1mm, and also
permitted electrical contact to be made to the sphere, via a spring-loaded
carbon brush at one end.

The sphere could be clamped rigidly when re.q uired

at the other end, using a metal clip and a 10BA tapped hole in the brass disc.
The shaft holding the saddle unit, was covered .. ith a PTFE sleeve over the
upper part of the length, to reduce horizontal sphere movement to a minimum.
The sphere was held in contact ,.ith dielectric specimens by the action of a
spring in the carrier unit (FIG.9).

The total normal force between the sphere

and the plane was equal to the weight of the carrier unit, together with the
force exerted by the spring.

The carrier weight was

m ~ a s ured,

and the spring

was calibrated for force as a function of extension, as follows.
The vessel lid was mounted horizontally, with the sphere carrier shaft
positioned in the upward vertical plane.

The sphere s upport saddle was removed

and replaced by a flat metal plate of known weight, upon which further we ights
of known value could be placed.

The exten s ion of the spring, relative to the

fully compressed position, was measured u s ing a mechanic a l vernier system, for
known applied weight.

The relation between spring ext ension and the number of

turns of the control button relative to the end mov ement point, was measured
independently.

Both of these relations were linear, and by eliminating the

spring extension b etween the two, th e· relation b et ween the number of control
button turns, and the force was obtained, for three differ ent springs.
When charging experiments were carried out, the numb er of control button
turns required to give contact b et wee n the s :ph er e and th e di e lectric was

q

p
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observed visually, hence the force during contact could be calculated.

The

vertical position of the brass support saddle, relative to the support shaft,
could be varied, allowing the same force to be exerted for different sphere
sizes.

The spring calibra.tion, both before and after experimental runs, was
.. . ,
~ ~

. found to be identical.
2.

3. 2. Charge measurement.
The charge transferred to the sphere was measured using a

Vibron~33B-2

electrometer, connection being via the carbon brush system, and a vacuum feedthrough in the vessel lid.

Anti-microphonic coaxial cable, was used where

appropriate for electrical connections in the present study, including
connection to the sphere.

The input ca.pacitance of the electrometer was

selected to give a suitable full scale range.

The value of this capacitance,

together with associated iJ.put leads, was determined to an accuracy of 0.5%
using a Wayne Kerr B 221 capacitance measuring unit a.nd an AA 221 autobalance
adaptor, which utilised au alternating current bridge circuit.
-15
The electrometer leakage current ,,'as a maximum of 10
A.

Since the minimum

mea3ured charge levels were of the order of 4 x 10-10C, and maximum measurement times were of the order of 1 hour, the leakage current introduced a
maximum measurement error of 1%, and in most cases the error was one hundred
times less than this value.

The electrometer zero drift · of 0.1mV in 12 hours

was sufficiently small not to affect measurements.
Measurements of charge at the upper end of the contact velocity range were
influ.enced to a certain degree by the slow response time of the electrometer.
A correction was required for this effect, and could be derived from the
measured electrometer response to a step change in the input potential.

The

electrometer output was observed on one channel of the same ultra/violet
recorder used for position monitoring.

The galvanomet e r could respond to a

24Hz signal, a sufficiently fast response.
The electrometer response to a step change in the input potential was
determined by applying a charge from a storage capacitor.
was charged to

~

A known capacitor

given potential from a voltage source through a

se~ies

•
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resi stanc e.

By a manual swi tc·hing operation, very rapid transfer of all the

charge on the storage capacitor to the electrometer input capacitance was
achieved.
In order to ensure total transfer of charge from the storage capacitor to
the electrometer, the electrometer capacitance was equal to 210 x storage
capacitance.

The electrometer response was found to be slightly underdamped

(FIG.10) and independent of the jnput capacitance and range.

The electrometer

potential after the step charge, agreed 'veIl with the expected value, calculated
from the charge originally on the storage capacitor.

In order to calculate

the required correction factor to account for the slow response time of the
electrometer~

it was assumed that the actual system could be approximately

represented by a first order system, with a time constant equal to the time
taken by the actual system to reach 63.2% of the final value.
Considering a general first order system, the potential output, V

o

from this

is related to the potential input V. , in the Laplace Transform domain by(97),
1

2.2

Vi (SL) is the Laplace Transform of the potential applied to the network, and
Vo(SL) is the Laplace Transform of the observed output potential.
Laplace Transform variable,

1:

c

is the system time

cons~ant

SL is the

(the time to reach

63.2% of the final value).
During transient charge experiments, for which the correction

1S

required,

the input to the electrometer can be considered as a ramp cha nge with respect
to time.
Thus Vi (t)

= A1t,

where A1 is a constant.

The Laplace transfo rm of this is

given by (98) ,
2.3

Consequently, by substituting for Vi(SL) from equation 2.3 into equation 2.2 and
inversely transforming,V (t) can be determined.
o

The inverse transform follows

from dividing the expression into partial fractions.

Th e resu lt is given

~y,
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This defines the output potential for a ramp change in the input potential •
. When t / l

c

is greater than 3, then,

vo (t) = A1

(t-

1c)

to within

5%

2.4

The value of V required in the experimental results, is that corresponding
o
to V. at any time, which is given by V.
1

1

=

I f t' is set equal to t +

At.

then Vo (t') is equal from equation 2.4, to A1 t.

T ,
C

'fhis indicates that i f the

electr.ometer time constant is added to the actual elapsed time, the value of
the output potential, unaffected by the electrometer transient characteristics,
will be determined.

This procedure was easily adopted, using the ·trace of the

output potential from the ultra/violet recorder, during the cha~ng experiments.
The assumption that t / l
and in many instances t / l
correction factor.

c

should be greater than 3 was true in all cases,

c

was much greater than 3, resulting in a very small

The maximum correction required represented at most

25%

of

the final value, and consequently the initial approximation of a first order
system is reasonable.

2.

4. Contact Rotential measurement.
Contact potential measurement for the metal sphere was carried out by a
modification of the Kelvin method(99).

When two conductors are connected

together at thermodynamic equilibrium, electron

.

level of each

.

1S

(7 100)

equal'

•

flo~

occurs until the Fermi

This results in a potential difference, the

contact potential difference, appearing across the gap between two conductors
if their rear faces are connected together.

The contact potential difference

is numerically equal to the work function difference in eVe

If the metal of

interest and a reference metal of known work function, form the electrodes of
a capacitor, and they are electrically connected through a resistor, then a
change of capacitance will cause a current to flow through the resistor.

If

an external bias potential is include~ in series in the circuit, and adjusted
until any capacitance change produces no potential
then the contact potential difference J
polarity to the applied

drop across tile resistor,

is equal in magnitude, and npposite in

potenti~I(101).

The measurement circuit used is shown in FIG.11.

A detailed analysis of this
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A-d erson (102) an d Ma c d ona Id(103) ,
'
b y .'til
for vibra t ed e I ec t ro d es h as b een glven

1
whilst Guptill( 04) gives a simplified analysis. . Vibrating electrode contact
potential measurement systems, have been employed in studies of contact
' t'10n b y severa l 'lnves t'19a t ors (7,10,38,46,52,59,72-74,77)
elec t rl'f lca
.
'
•
In the present experimental apparatus, it was possible to utilise the rotating
table movement for contact potential measurement, in a similar manner to that
described by KOI!ll(105).

The gold plated ring and four gold plated discs formed

the reference surface, and the discs produced a periodic change in capacitance
with respect to the test sphere, when the turntable was rotated.

The table was

positioned so that the discs could be rotated immediately beneath the metal
sphere of interest.

The observed signal is proportional to the rate of change

o f capaCl't ance (104) , which in turn is proportional to the maximum capacitance.
Consef quentlY, by carafully reducing the gap between the sphere and gold d~s,
the capacitance and hence the measured signal was increased.
The signal was measured using a solid state electrometer device, constructed
in the department, with a built-in amplification stage and an input resistanc e
of 5 x

107~.

The signal was displayed on a Marconi oscilloscope Type TF 2203.

The table circular speed was 94
determinations. The

bias

R.P.M., for all the contact potentia,l

voltage was applied from a 4.5V battery, to the

whole electrically isolated section of the turntable uhii, and was measured
using a range box and galvanometer, having a mlnlmum full scale range of 100mV.
The maximum noise level due to stray capacitance effects, '>'as equivalent to

25mV at the input.

Measurements to this accurancy were acceptable, since the

range of contact potential values was approximately 1V, and contact potentials
are sometimes subject to variation of approximately 100mV, due to d{fferences
botween various samples of the same material

(101 )

.

The measured contact potential was independent of the separation distance
between the sphere and the gold discs, confirming that stray capacitance effects
were negligible.
distance.

Sensitivity of course decreased with increasing separation

The contact potential measured represented an average value over an

area of the sphere close to the discs.

The change in measured contact potential

values, when different parts of the sphere were placed adjacent ·1;0 the discs,
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was below .measurement accuracy, indicating that the work function of each sphere
was substantially constant over the surface.
In order to determine the metal work function from the measured contact
potential, it is necessary to either assume, or measure independently, the work
function of the gold reference surface.

Early measurements of the work function

of gold, indicated a value of 4.7eV , whilst later results gave a value of
5.32 ey(106).

This difference is attributed to a

chemisorbed mercury layer in

.
(106)
the former experiments, caused by a mercury diffusion pump belng used
_

In

general it is rather uncertaln as to the actual value which should be used.
Since in contact electrification studies, it is the relative value, rather than
the absolute· value for different metals, that is important, results will simply
be expressed as a contact potential relative to gold, rather than a work
function.
The gold reference surface was chosen for its stability with time, and its
work function is not expected to vary outside measurement accuracy, under the
experimental conditions employed in these investigations.
described, contact potential values of
shown in Table 1.
illeasurements (107) •

Using the technique

several metals were measured and are

These values are in reasonable agreement with

pr~vious

The contact potential in all cases was found to decrease at

the rate of approximately 15mY per hour, during the first two hours of exposure
to vacuum conditions.

The contact potential of aluminium changed markedly as

shown, when the oxid e layer was removed by rubbing with very fine abrasive paper.
The oxide layer re-formed in a time period of less than t"TO weeks, returning the
,.ork function to the original value.
marked with the other metals.

The oxide layer effect was much less

Measured contact potential values during

experimental work, were found to lie within:!: 50mY of the values shown.
2.

5. Induction probe tmit.

2.

5. 1. Mechanical construction.
The mechanical support system is shown in FIG.12a.

Movem e nt of the probe

tip was possible from outside the vacuum v esse l, ,.ith controlled and measured
accuracy to 0.001 in (0.0254mm). Rotation of the control button outside the
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vessel, which had a tapped interior hole, moved a threaded rod vertically.
This was connected by a mechanical lever and pivot, to the probe tip assembly,
and .produced equivalent vertical movement, of the probe tip assembly.

The

control button scale was calibrated in 0.001in (0.0254mm) divisions, and the
accuracy was confirmed by comparing the scale reading, with the probe tip
movement, measured using a mechanical vern>i er arrangement.

The probe could

also be adjusted to various angular positions relative to the sphere support
unit.

The angular position was maintained at 180

described.

o

throughout the experiments

The whole probe unit was secured to the vessel lid by means of a

tapped brass block, which was screwed tightly to the threaded cyli~drical
section of the probe unit, protruding through the lid.
The probe tip (FIGS 12b,12c) consisted of a 0.132mm diameter enamelled copper
wire

(J), which was held in a 0.16mm

diame~r

diameter brass screening electrode (H).
a threaded PTFE cylinder

(N), which in

hole, drilled through the 8mm

This brass cylinder was supported on
tu~n was held on an 8BA threaded rod (M).

The PTFE and brass cylinders were moved until the probe centre wire was visually
level with the brass cylinder surface.
brass block (K).

The 8BA rod was secured by a nut into a

This block was supported in a PTPE block (L), compression

fitted to the brass cylinder (F), connected by the lever ar~angement (p) to the
movement system

(Q).

The 8BA rod and part of the brass screening cylind er , were sc reened further
by another brass cylinder (G), which maintained 0.5mm clearance between itself
and the inner screening cylinder. This arrangement permitted the centre
screering cylinder and probe sensing wire to be accurately lower ed visually on to
dielectric specimens, and by moving upwards a known amount, controlled separation
could be obtained.

The inner bra ss screening cylinder was connected to an

anti-microphonic coaxial cable screen, which was connected via 8.n electrical
fe edthrough in the vess e l lid to earth.

Th e centre wire of the probe was

connected to the centre core of the coaxial cable and th ence via an electrical
fe edthrough to an electrometer.

The ves se l itself was earthed, and all other

internal metal pa.rts were connected to a comn,on earth point.

F
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'fheprobe tip height could be varied to accomodate different
of dielectric specimen.

thicknesses

The probe tip design is pimilar to that described by

Scruton (108).
2.

5.2. Mode of operation and input capacitance calibration.
Induction probe techniques have been utilised in several previous investi·
ga t lons

0

f cont
. t·lon ( 1 0,38,54,72,73,78, 1 09 ) •
act l
e ec t rl. f lca

VarlOUS
'
pro b e

.
( 5 3 11 0-113 )
.
.
( 11 0 .1 1 4 )
deslgns'
, and electrometer ClrCUl ts
'
, ha.ve been proposed

for charge scan measurement, whilst the theoretical relation between uniform
(61,111,113,115-117)
surface charge and the probe potential has been derived by several investigators.
For the physical situation shown in FIG.13a the relation between probe
potential and surface charge density can be derived as follows(117).
shows a specimen of dielectric constant (r2' thickness
base plane.

FIG.13a

L, resting on an earthed

Parallel to, and at a distance g above the dielectric surface, is

another conductor

, representing the inquction probe.

upper plane is measured using an electrometer

The potential of the

of input capacita.nce C , a.nd
E

gain G.
The dielectric is assumed to have a uniform surface charge density 0 on
the upper surface, and V' is the potential of the upper surface of the
dielectric.

It is assumed that there is no volume charge distribution.

Charge densities 0 band 0 p are induced on the lower· and upper metal
electrodes respectively, due to the dielectric surface charge.

- 0

a

and + 0

a

Charge d ensities

are on the upper and lower electrodes respectively, due to the

potential of the measuring source.

Except where otherwise stated, all quantities

are expressed in uni is consistent with the rationalised S.1. system.
Considering cylinder A (FIG.13a), the field b"et"een the plate s is wliform,
· 1 ar t
an d on 1 y componen t s perpen d lCU
D
1

=

-(0

p .

0

th epa
1 t es eX1S.
. t

Fr.
'_ oln Ga us s 's Law (118) ,

- 0 ),

2.5 .

a

where D is the electric di sp lacemen t.
The displacement in the conductor is equal to zero, since no steady state
electric field component can exist in a conductor.
the air gap reglon.

Consid eri ng

cy lin~ e r

B,

D

The subscrip·t 1, refers to

.- D

1
2
"here the subscript 2 refers to the di e lectric region.

o ,

2.6
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Considering cylinder C,

= a

D1

+

ab

+

2.7

aa

The electric field is related to the displacement by(118), E

E

where E is the electric field,
is the dielectric constant.

o

, 2.8
D
Er E 0

is the permittivity of free space and E

In the air space Er1

=

r

1
2.9

dY
dy

E

=

where y is the distance measured from the lower electrode (FIG.13a).
Integrating 2.9 over the uielectric region, and eliminating D2 from equation

= -E 2 L

2.8 gives,

-D 2 L

2.10

Eo Er 2

Similarly, for the air space,
2.11

Eliminating y/ from equation 2.10 and equation 2.11 gives,
D2

=

2.12

-D 1 g Er2 - YE;: Er2

L

L

Substituting for D2 from equation 2.12 into equation 2.6 gives,

Dl ~ -[VE:~Er2 +0]-[ 1+g~r2rl.
Thus from equation 2.8 with Er1

2.13

= 1.0,

El ~ t~r2 + ~J{ + ~~rr
The charge on the upp e r plate Q = A (a

2.14

P

- aa) = -

AD 1 , from equa tion 2.5,

where A is the area of the upp e r plate.
Thus u s ing th e v a lue of D1 from equation 2.13 gives
Q

where Y

e

~ [~: gE~:2jt ~ ~ ELr2] ~ Cd (V - V e )

2.15

0

is the equivalent potential of the surface cha r g e

Cd is the capacitance of the unit,

aL
Eo Er2

= _-,,At: 0 _E r 2.
L + g Er2
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The charge can be changed by changing C_.

a

The electrode forms a charge

source or sink, charging or discharging the detector circuit.
Using the detector circuit shown, consisting of an integration condenser
and electrometer, the following charge conservation equation can be derived,
2.16
where C is the capacitance of the electrometer input.
E

By differentiating 2.15,

By substituting equation 2.16 into equation 2.17, integrating and rearranging,
the following relation between the final potential and the capacitance change
can be derived,

vf --

2.18

where Vs and Cds are the initial potential and capacitance, and V and C
are
f
df
the corresponding final values.
The detecting electrometer was constructed in the department according to
the circuit diagram shown in FIG.14.

The input lead capaci tanc'e was of the

order of 160pF as measured by a 1vayne Kerr capacitance bridge, and the input
resistance was 1.5 x 10

3

2.4 x 10 s.

j(.

The decay time constant consequently was equal to

This ,vas sufficiently long to ensure that during the maximum

scan time of 4 s
than 0.2%.

13n

over charged areas, the error introduced by decay was less

The speed of response of the instrument, ,,;hich had a response time

constant of 1ms, was faster than the associated indicating equipment.

This

consisted of one channel of the same ultra/violet recorder used for position
sensing and sphere charge monitoring.

A

galvano~eter

was used in the recorder,

which could respond linearly to an alternating frequency at l eas t as high as
80Hz.

Since the scanning traverse speed was 2.72mm s

-1

, the rise time calcu-

lated from the response to an 80Hz signal,corresponds to a distance travelled
of 0.017mm.

This is much less than the estimated probe resolution as derived

later, of 0.5mm.

Consequently the respon se was s ufficiently fast so as not to

affect the observed charge levels.
When the probe is scanned over a charged area from a point initially very

-
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far from ' the

then Cds = 0, and Cdr from equation 2.15

area~

=

\

U~ing values for a typical dielectric specimen, the maximum ob s erved Cdf for

-3

the present experiments, assuming E = 6, L = 1.5 x 10 m, g = 0.127 x 10
.
r2
-16
pF.
is found to be 8.2 x 10
The surface area assumed for the probe was
3.5 x10

-3 m,

-8 2

m, which was derived from the calibration results discussed later

in this section.

It is apparent that C
is less than 0.001 % of C which was
df
E

equal to 160pF, and therefore equation 2.18 can be written as

+V

s

If the electrometer gain is equal to G, then the observed output potential
Vj

=

GVf

+ GV

=

The potential increment due to scanning over a

s

charged area, is equal to the potential when the probe is above the charged
area, minus the potential "hen the probe is at infinity

and C
is equal to O.
df

This latter potential is GV .
s
Thus, Vmg

=

Vj - GV s

=

GVeCdf/C E

·ivhere V
is the potential increment with a prob e to charge laye r separation
mg
di 5tance equal to g.

a = ~[1
. AG

Substituting for Cd and Ve from equation 2.15 gives,

2]

+ g__
E r_
L .

Vmg.

2.19

By considering the incremental potential change, as the ch a rg e d area was sc a nned.,
any problems due to the small zero drift in the el e ctrome ter we re eliminated.
The surface charge density can be determined from the measured probe
potential, knowing g and L from mea s urement, and Er2 from s tandard tabulations,
if CE/AG can be determined.

This was achi e ved by me a s uring th e p rob e potential

for several different known se paration distances . from a 1 .59mm thick dural di s c,
on the dural turntable, maintained at a known potential.

The separation

distance between the probe and dural disc, wa s d e t e rmin e d by bringing the probe
into contact with the disc, and moving the probe up a lrnmm amount.

The dural

di s c was required in order to bring the table h e ight within the probe movement
range.

Having positione d th e probe as required, a step voltage change was

applied to the disc from an A.P.T. Electronic Indu s tri es Hod e l 509 volta g e source.
The appli e d potential was me a s ured u s ing a ga lva n ome ter and ran ge box.

The

\
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l'esul ting electrometer potential increment ","as recorded, and this procedure
was repeated for several probe to plate separation distances.
The charge induced on the probe
Q= -AE E, by Gauss's Law,

o

(FIG.13b).

From the line integral of the field, E
o

differentiated as previously.

g

«

CE

V)/g, where Va is the potential

Thus, Q = (A E / g) . (V

applied to the disc.

A Eo

= (Va

This expression can be

V ).

a

"

Substituting into equation 2.16 knowing that

, and including the electrometer gain, then the electrometer

"

potentl.al increment V

m

due tn a step plate voltage change V , is given by
a

Thus,

2.20
V

m

AGV E
a 0

A plot of 1/V

m

determined experimentally, against the measured probe to

surface separation distance is shown in FIG.15 for V

a

equal to 200V.

As

predicted from equation 2.20, the experimental points lie on a straight line
passing through the origin.
connections was adequate.
1/~m

This confirms that the screening of the probe
The line would pass through a finite value on the

axis if screening was inefficient.

The value of CE/AG d e termined from

the slope of the line drawn through the experimental re:;ults, and equation 2.20,
2
is 7.77 x 10-4 p m- •
The electrometer gain was determined indep endently by applying a known input
signal and measuring the output pot e ntial.

The gain was found to be 5.76, and

since C was equal to 160pF, the effective probe diamet e r, calculated from the
E
value of CE/AG determined above, was equal to 0.213mm.

This is of the same order

as the expected value of 0.16mm, th e di s crepancy is due to tape ring of the
drilled hole in the brass screening cylinder.
The d e rivation for

equation

this was obtained by having

a

2.20

as sum ed a illliform field in the gap,

flat parallel screening el e ctrode of ar e a much

greater than the exposed probe centre cor e area and close to the probe potential.
The charge tr a cks scanned in th e expe ri me ntal ob se rva tion s t yp ic a lly haci
widths greater than 0.6mm, con se qu ently the above r e so lution wa s a dequate.

"
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The equations derived up to now have assumed
on the dielectric "Tas uniform.

t~~t

the surface charge density

In actual measurements charge tracks of finite

widths were studied, and a correction for this is required, when converting
observed probe potentials to surface charge densities.

Murasaki(119) has

analysed the regponse characteristics of an induction probe, to a single
polarity sinusoidal charge distribution.

The electric field at the probe

surface can be determined by solving Laplace's equation in the air space and
the dielectric region between the electrodes, using appropriate boundary
conditions.

The result is

(119 )

for the electric field at the probe surface a distance g above the peak charge
region, corresponding to a charge distribution,

a = __
0e

(1 + cos pX ) •
1

2

The physical arrangement is as shown in FIG.13a.
Bg

~

(cosh pg + E r2 sinh pg roth J?L) -1 , Boo

\ 1S the spatial wavelength, x

E

o

1

~

[1 + E

r

rt

1

p

~ 2 Ttl A

is the distance coordinate, and g, L, E r2'

are as defined previously.
The charge distributiommeasured 1n the present experiments were not

sinusoidal, but consisted of a single peak, together sometimes with associated
reverse peaks (FIG.16a).

Consequently the electric field value given by

Murasaki (119) is not directly applicable.

However, the equation can be

modified, to allow determination of the peak chal:ge den s ity from the probe
potential, for the single charged peak.

The actual di st ribution contains

charges of both signs distributed approximately sinusoidally for one periodic
distance.

Assuming initially that the charge distribution doe s not terminate

0= 0e(k + cos px ), as
1
2
shown in l<'IG.16b, where k is a paramet e r to account for the presence of a bi-polar

after one periodic distance, this can be described by

charge distribution.

k is equal to 1.0 for the ulli-polar charge distribution

considered by Murasaki (119), and k is equal to 0 for a symme tric a. l bi-polar

-

"
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(119 )

An analysis similar to that of Murasaki

charge distribution.

using this

surf~ce,

new charge distribution, yields for the field at the probe

above the

peak charge region,

E1 g

ae [k

+

2Ear

-:!l

+

2.21

E~2g]

This equation applies to a bi-polar sinusoidal charge distribution.
Murasaki (119) has shown that the average electric field over the probe
surface, is related to the point field by
E

sin pRpw E1 g
pR
pw

19Av

2.22

for a square probe tip, where R
is the probe tip width.
pw

As a first approxi-

mation the same relation is assumed for a circular probe of radius R
pp

For

the conditions studied sfu pR /pR
is very close to 1, and this approximation
pp
pp
is acceptable.
For the present experiments, V is less than 600mV, L is greater than 1.5mm,
and Er2 is less than 6, which gives a maximum value
Since

a

6

is greater than 10- C

2

fo~

VEr£

3
of 2.4 x 10 •

L

m, a

is greater than 1.13 x 10

5

and VEr2
L

can be neglected in equation 2.14.

o

By substituting for
1

+ g Er2

Thus E1 =

o

2.23

from equation 2.23, into equation 2.19, V
. mg

L

can be determined as a function of the field at the probe surface.

Thus

If the field is non-uniform then for a probe to charge layer separation distance
of g,
V

sfu pRpp E1 g'

mg

pRpp
Eliminating E

1g

from equations 2.21 and 2.24 yields

2.24
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ae

CE.[1

mg

AG

sin pR

pp

. [2k V
+ ~]

•

2.25

B-

OO

The charge density required is the value of 0L' which from FIG.16b is seen to
be

a e (1

Or

+ k) •

2.26

2

Thus substituting equation 2.25 into equation 2.26 gives,

Or

~ ~~. t g:r2)- ::~PPRp~~\k~) .Vmg
+

2.27

for the charge density of the peak charge region.
As

A

approaches

<Xl,

equation 2.27 become s equal to equation 2.19 for a

uniform charge distribution, as expected.

The influence on the probe potential

of charge regions distant from the probe, decreases with

increa~ing

separation

distance, and the finite observed charge widths are much ' greater than the probe
diameter.

Thus, it is reasonable to expect that the probe potential corres-

ponding to the peak region of the observed finite charge width (FIG.16a) which
resembles part of a s inuS0idal di s tribution, will be similar to the probe
potential corresponding to the peak region of a complete sinusoidal charge
distribution.

Therefore, it is postulated that if k is consid e red as a general

parameter, which describes the deviation of the actual finite charge distribution from the complete sinusoidal case, as well as the change from a uni-polar
to' a bi-polar charge situation, then equation 2.27 can be applied to the actual
mea sured charg e di s tribution.

The di s tant r eg ion s in th e compl e te sinusoidal

case will have some influence on the probe potential, and thus the value of k
in the finite charge width situation, will not correspond exactly to the
geometrical interpretation of FIG.16b, which applies to the compl e te sinusoidal
case.

A means of determining an appropriate value of k for the actual mea s ured

charge distribution, will be described in Chapter 3.
The curvature of the cha~ge line was considered to be zero for this
derivation.

This is reasonable, since the minimum char ge cicle di a meter was

40mm, whilst the · probe resolution was O.5mm, and tb e non-linearity can be shoYTIl
to be negligible for these dimensioni.
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The probe resolution was checked using a printed circuit board, with
conductive lines of measured width, e tched into the surface.

The board itself

was made of 1 .5mm thick insulating material coated with copper.

The etcheq.

lines on the upper surface were joined by conducting paint at the edges, and
similarly to the reverse metallised side of the board.

The board was clamped

to the dural disc surface and a high potential applied to it.

The dural table

was then moved beneath the induction probe, and the output signal recorded as
the lines passed beneath the probe.

For a probe to surface separation distance

of O.127mm, approximately O.5mm of linear table traverse was required for the
probe potential to reach its maximum value.

This was close to the expected

(11 5 )
value of approximately 1. 5 x probe diameter, that is O.32mm.

The di screpancy

is due to the probe centre core not being absolutely level with the screening
cylinder, and the tapering effect of the drilled hole.
All line widths greater than O.5mm, gave a constant electrometer

output

for the peak value, indicating the applicability of the technique to line
widths greater than O.5mm, on dielectric specimens.

The resolution distance

measured above, enabled a correction to be applied to the spatial wavelengths
measured on dielectric materials.

This eliminated "any errors due to probe tip

misalignment.
A number of different 5er1es resistors were used at the ultra-violet
recorder input, to enable selection of different full scale deflections.

These

were calibrated by applying a signal from a millivolt box, directly to the
resistor, the magnitude having been accurately monitored usin g a digital voltmeter.
Problems due to microphonics associated with cable movement at the electrometer

input,~re

eliminated in the apparatus, since the probe was maintained

in a fixed position, whilst the sample was moved relative to it.
It is apparent that the apparatus described, fulfills all the necessary
requirements mentioned in section 2.1, for the experimental investigation.
Experimental re s ults obtained with this apparatus are discu ss8 d in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER

3

ELECTRIFICATION AT A SINGLE CONTACT.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

An experimental study of the dissipation processes subsequent to charge
transfer, and of some of the variables affecting charge transfer, was carried
out using the apparatus described in Chapter 2.
3.

1. Experimental techniques and materials studied.
The polymers obtained were commercial samples in most cases.

Some specimens

of additive free polyethylene (L.D.) and polypropylene, and some
polyethylene

specimens of

tere phthalate were kindly supplied by 1. C. 1. Plastics Division.

The range of polymers studied is shown in Table 2 together with certain
properties of interest.

The spherical contact metal or polymer specimens,

were supplied by Insley Industrial Limited.
electroplated on to brass

~pheres.

Gold, Silver, Nickel and Tin were

A list of

materi~ls

used, together with

associated tolerances is given in Table 3 ..
Before any charging experiment was carried out, both the dielectric sheet,
and the contact sphere were cleaned with a tissue soaked in

isopropan~l,

a fresh

tissue being used on every occasion. This cleaning technique is similar to
that employed satisfactorily by Davies(72) for polymer specimens.

As P?inted

out by Davies(72), over elaborate cleaning techniqup.s lead to increased
variability in the experimentally observ e d charging behaviour.
discussed the notion of a clean s urface.

Harper

(7 )

has

He concluded that all real surfaces

should be considered as brought to a standard prepared state, rather than an
absolute state of cleanliness.

The cleaning technique se lect e d, was considered

effective in bringing the materials to a standard prepared state, whilst
retaining the natural material charging properties.
In order to ensure that no surface charge was present after cleaning, the
dielectric specimens were exposed to an

a-particle air ionisation source,

which consisted of a 3M static eliminator Type 204.

This reduced the surface

charge below the detection limit of the induction probe, which was approximately
equal to 4 x 10

-7 Cm-2 .

Since the charge levels s tudied in these investigations

2
5
were in general greater than 10- C m- , the discharging process was considered
'sfactory.
satisfactory.

.

I

\

'
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During charging experiments, turntable rotation \Vas initiated before contact
\Vas made.
levels.

This avoided

bac~ lash

effects in the gear system, modifying charge

Like\Vise, contact \Vas terminated, before, table rotation \Vas stopped.

The linear velocity values given in the follo\Ving sections, are the velocities
of area, elements on the di.electric surface, at the radial position for \Vhich
contact \Vi th the sphere occured.

These velocities are calculated from the kno\Vn

circular speed and radial position.
The charge transferred to the contact sphere is frequently expressed as
charge (unit circumferenti:. . l.. :!.ength)-1 in the following sections.
are

These values

calculated from the quotient of the sphere charge, and the contact track

circumference determined from the kno\Vn radial contact position.
In all cases a fresh track was used on the dielectric specimens for each test.
This avoided any progressive effect of changing surface properties, or changing
contact area.
Induction probe measurements were carried out by lowering the probe on to the
surface of the dielectric, and then raising the probe to a known height.

The

charge distribution normal to the charge track, was determined by moving the
dielectric radially beneath the probe, at various angular positions.
avoided any effects due to the initial probe/surface contact.

This

The charge

distribution along the track length was determined by ma nually positioning the
peak charge region directly beneath the probe,and rotating the turntable.
Preliminary studies showed that the degree to \Vhich the PTFE bearings
supporting the contact sphere shaft, were tightened, had no effec t on observed
charge levels, over the tension range used experimentally.
The charge produced at a given contact, \Va s subject to changes of up to 50%
over periods of time of the order of days, a lthough during anyone set of runs
on a particular day, the charge remained constant to within approximately 15%.
The radial position over the mea s urem ent r ange of 20mm to 80mm track radius,
had no effect on the surface charge density.

This was confirmed by induction

probe measurements and sphere charge measur ements.
rolling contact was constant for all

~raverse

The d egree of slip during

radii u se d.

This was confirmed
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by counting the number of sphere r evolutiollS, for identical linear speeds, at
the extreme radial positions, over the same time interval.

The nwnber of

revolutions was equal in each ca.se, confirming that slip was identical in each
case.
The width of the contact track was estimated by measurement with a travelling
microscope, using a light source inclined at a suitable angle, to sh01' the
indentation asa shadow.

For polypropylene under a load of 8.2N, this width

was of the order of O.7mm, whilst for a similar load on polyethylene, the track
width was 1.2mm, in each case after 6 turntable revolutions.

These values

~re

significantly smaller than the observed charge widths given in Table 4, and
indicate that diffusion effects or local surface conduction, probably occurred
at the charge line edges.
from above the dielectric,

It is also pos sible tha t cha rg ed pa rticles attracted
con~ibuted

to this charge sp r eading effect.

The line

widths were calculated from plastic deformation theory (Chapter 2), and assuming
.
(63)
increasing deformation after several contacts as dlscu s sed by Bowden
•

The

calculated values of O.88mm for polypropylene and 1 .5mm for polyethylene using
the Yield strength values given in Table 2, are close to the mea sured values.
The decay of charge on polypropylene and polyethyl ene was found to be
negligible over an eight hour period, under a vacuum of 10-

4

torr.

Similarly over a fiftee:n minute period at atmosph e ric pressure, no charge
decay was observed.

Consequently, within the se mea s urement time s , the effect

of the variables of interest, on cha rge tran s fer, could be inv e stigated without
interference from cha rge decay processes.
Any charge present on the dielectric s urface adjac ent to th e iurntable s urfa.ce,
could possibly affect the induction probe

measure~ents.

However, calculations

of the expected effect indicated thi s to be negligibl e , compare d with the charge
on the upper surface.

This was confirmed by compa ring charge traces from a

dielectric coated on the lower side with c onduc ting pa int, with those from an
uncoated dielectric.

There was no difference in the ob se rv ed behaviour for

these two cases, confirming that cha rge on the lowe r s urf a c e had a negligible
effect on the induction probe pot ential.
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Mechanical parameters associated with lowering the sphere on to the
dielectric, were shown to have no effect on the transient charge characteristics.

This was confirmed by modifying the sphere support system to allow

very rapid lowering of the sphere.
to those obtained

3.

Results thus obtained, were identical

lisingmanual lowering.

2. Induction probe calibration for finite charge widths.
The re lanon between the induction probe potential (V ) and the peak surface
mg

(0)

charge density

r

for a finite bi-polar charge distribution, is given by

'

equation 2.27 for a probe surface to charge layer separation distance g, as

Or

= CE •

(1

(~ + k

AG
L

since pRpp
sin pR
pp

A

)

1.0.

In order to determine
lenl5th

2.27

+ __
g E
2)' (1 + k) Vmg
~r_

ar

it is necessary to know k and the spatial wave-

The wavelength is defined as the distan(;8 shown on FIG.16b for

a sinusoidal charge distribution.

The equivalent spatial wavelength for a

finite charge distribution, modified by the probe resolution ( )( of FIG.16a),
was measured on probe potential recordings.

By subtracting t,vice the probe

resolution length, determined from the resolution test grid, the defined spatial
wavelength was obtained.

This enabled calculation of B

g

and hence B /B
g

CO

for

a particular material.
The value of k was determined as follows!

From equation 2.24 the ratio of

the electrometer potential V at any probe height g, to the potential at O.127mm
mg
probe height, V ' in each case for the peak charge region, is given by
md
~

V

E
-1R

V

E

where E
is the field normal to the probe surface at a separation
1g

1d
md
dlstance of g from the dielectric surface and E'd is the field normal to the

probe surface at a separation distance of O.127mm, from the dielectric surface.
Thus, from equation 2.21
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,

v

~

3.1

V
md

where Bd is the value of Bg' for g

=

d

0.127mm, and Bg and Boo are as

defined in Chapter 2.
V
was measured experimentally for various probe heights including 0.127mm}
mg
V
mg
and several materials, enabling determination of V
as a function of the
md
probe height. During the measurement time, the charge decay due to conduction
effects was negligible.

Various values of k were chosen for each set of experi-

mental data and substituted into equation 3.1, until the optimum agreement with
experimental. results for the lowest probe heights was obtained.
measurements were taken in the region of lowest probe heights.

All subsequent
FIG.17 shows

results for the materials and conditions listed in Table 4, whilst the charge
distributions for these materials are sho~n in FIG.18.

Agreement between

experiment and curve-fitted theory is good for the parameters shown in Table 4.
This indicates that the assumed similarity b e tween the eff e ct on the probe of
the finite and sinusoidal charge distributions in the peak r e gion is reasona ble.
The values of k obtained, are purely curve fitting parameters, and they account
for the variation of the actua l cha rge distribution from the unipolar infinite
sinusoidal situation.

Thus, the s e values can be sub s tituted into equation 2.27,

to enable determination of the pea.k

charge density from the probe potential.

The general pattern of behaviour is as expected, an increase in k from material
B to material C, corresponds to the decrease in positive peak heights.
The values of the peak charge density calculated from equation 2.27 are ShOlofll
ln FIG.18, where CE/AG is equal to 7.77 x 10

-4

-2
.
F m . The positive peak heights

shown ln FIG.18 for materials Band C respectively, represent extreme values
observed in practice.

Consequently the corre s ponding k values can be con s idered

as limiting cases for any measur ements.

The average k value is 0.36, and from

equation 2.18 it is apparent that the maximum error in e stimation of
the average k value is 3%.

ar

using

Cons equently for later me a s urements, this average

k value was considered sufficiently accurate.

Similar considerations apply to

ma terial A, polypropylene, in this case the po s iti~ ~ p eak hei ght s a re inter-
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mediate between those of materials Band C, the k value . being correspondirU-Y
intermediate.
The charge transferred to the contact sphere was monitored during these
experiments, the charge (unit circumfffentllli length)-1 is shown in Table 5
for each material.

The charge (unit circumferential length)-1 is related t.o the

surface charge density by

51

o.

b

3.2

x
where x is the length travelled,

0 is the uniform charge

densit~aver

the track

width calculated from the radial charge scan (FIG.16a), allowing for the probe
resolution.
The actual charge density distribution can be considered approximately, to
consist of a triangular shape of height

or ,

and base length b, which in turn

is equivalent to a uniform strip of height Or and base length b.

Thus, from equation 3.2,

51
x

2

°.

b

I'

2

Values of charge (unit circumferential length)-1 calculated from this
expression are also shown in Table 5.

By charge continuity, these values should

be equal in magnitude, and opposite in sign to the . corresponding quantity
calculated from the sphere charge.

This is seen from Table 5 to be approximately

true in all cases, any di8crepancy can be accounted for by the charge density
non-uniformity around the charge track, and the area approximation.

This

confirms that the probe calibration technique is applicable to distributions
of a similar shape to those described.
The greatest error in using this cali bra tion technique ,,,ill ari se when
calculating absolute charge density from the probe potential.

The maximwu

possible error is 33% in estimating the charge density from equation 2.27, if
incorrect values of k are employed.

In the following sections, where absolute

charge density values are given, the comparison betwe en variou s values is of
interest and any small systematic calibration error i s not of great importance.
The principal use of the calibration technique, is in Section 3.4 in relation
to the effect of gas pressure on

charg~

levels.

In this ca se the relative
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electric field values at different heights above the surface are of importance.
The equations in Section 3.4 involving the parameters obtained from the preseni

I

calibration, are of an identical form to equation 3.1, from
meters were derived.

which these para-

Consequently ihe calibration parameters derived, are

accurateJy applicable to the equations used in Section 3.4.
3.

3. The effect of the ionisation pressure measurement gauge
on observed charge levels.
Measurement of the lowest pressures in the vacuum vessel, was achieved by
means of a Penning cold cathode ionisation gauge as mentioned in Chapter 2.
Whilst the gauge was switched on, a continuous negative current was detected
by the electrometer connected to the metal sphere.

This indicated that a stream

of negative particles was produced in the vacuum vessel by the gauge head.
These particles were probably either electrons due to thermionic emission, or
negative oxygen ions formed by electron attachment

(120 )

.

Although the dural

turntable provided some measure of screening for the dielectric sheet from the
gauge head (FIG.6), it seemed probable that the gauge could modify observed
' charge levels.

This was indeed found to be the case.

The effect of the dielectric surface charge layer on these charged particles,
will depend on the electric field distribution above the dielectric.
similar geometric situation has been analysed by Kao

(121)

.

A

If the distance to

an electrode above the surface is much greater than the dielectric thicimess"
then electric field reversal occurs at the edges of the charge distribution,
due to the effect of image charges in the base electrode.
This situation applies ,{hen the induction probe is far removed from the
dielectric surface.

This was the case in practice, except for small areas

under the probe during scan measurements.

Consequently the n e gative particles

produced by the ionisation gauge, would be attracted to these electric field
reversal regions when there was a negative s urface charge, and could have
contributed to the observed broadening of the negative charge peaks (FIG.1S).
The electric field due to the charge itself, possibly could either attract some
positive ions from the vacuum space, which were probably present due to the
ionisation gauge operation, or cause field emission from the surface.

Both of
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these effects would predominat~ at the edge of the charged area

(122 )

, and

would cause positively charged regions.
In practice, positively charged areas at both edges are always observed at
pressures below 2.x 10

-4 torr, for measured peak field strengths at the probe

6
-1
surface, greater than approximately 6.41 x 10 V m
foraO.127mm probe height

(FIG.18).

This effect has been confirmed by a large number of experiments

with polypropylene, polyethylene and polytetrafluoroethylene, and occurs even
when the ionisation gauge is switched off.

If the charge density is close to

the limiting value, below wh5ch no positive peaks occur, as defined by the
electric field strength above, then switching on the ionisation gauge was
found to initiate formation of positively charged regions in times less than
30s.

Gas pressure of the order of 10

of the positively charged areas.
below 10

-2

Th ~

-2

torr, resulted in increased magnitude

positively charged peaks,at pressures

torr, increased as the initial negative charge density increased.

Both electron emission from the surface, and positive ion capture, could be
responsible for the positive peaks, and the relative importance of these
mechanisms cannot be established from the observations.
The observed behaviour with positively charged surface layers ",·as different.
20r charge widths similar to those in FIG.18, small negative reverse peaks
appeared at the charge layer edges, when the gauge was .;;,dtched on.
peak height was

~educed

The positive

considerably, over a period of time of the order of

minutes, after the gauge was switched on.

1Nhen wider charged areas were

observed, caused by initial surface conduction and diffusion effects, actuation
of the ionisation gauage caused charge spreading (FIG.19).

In this case the

effects due to image charges must have been swamp~d by those due to too intenm cc"t.rnl
" f"1e ld , a t th e e d ges
c h arge e I ec t r1C

0

f the d1"str1"but1"on(122).

1'h]".s would.- llave

attracted the negative particles from the vacuum space, resulting in a charge
double layer on the insulator surface .

Since the central regions of the

positive charge layer, are the greatest distance from the negative l ayer, they
are at the highest potential, and conduction will occur preferentially from
central areas.

This leads to effective charge spreading, wihh d epletion of the
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central sections, as observed in practice.
When the induction probe was held over the charged region, no decay effects

I

were observed, due to the screening effect of the probe.
These observations with positive surface charges could account for the

I

spontaneous decay of positive charge observed by
surfaces.

O'Neill (10 ) on polymer

This was unexplained, and could have been due to switching on the

ionisation pressure measurement gauge.
No reference has been made to this effect by previous investigators, and it '
is quite possible that some previous charge measurements, have been unintentionally modified by ionisation gauge pressure measurements.
In order to avoid any disturbance to the measured values by the ionisation
gauge during the present experiments, the gauge was switched off during all charge '
measurements.

Gas pressure was checked before and after each experimental run.

3.

4. The effect of gas pressure on observed charge levels.

3.

4. 1. Theore tical co nsiderations.
When the electric field above a charged area of material reaches a critical
value, determined by the system geometry, gas concentration, number of free
electrons initially present in the gas, gas molecular species, and electrode
material, then cumulative ionisation re su lting in an avalanche effect will occur.
For the case of conducting electrode s and a lmiform electric field, the
critical potential to initiat e avalanche ionisation, and hence a spark, as a
function of gas pressure (p) and electrode separation di stance (c), is given
empirically by the so-called Pa sc h en curve(14,16,123).

The critical potential

passes through a minimum as (cp) is incre ase d, from below 1 torr rum.
(16)
The minimum, which occurs at a v a lue of (cp) eClllal to 5.67 torr mm for air
at 20 o C, is anticipated on the basis of

T~wn send ! s

theory of gas breakdown(15).

This theory attributes the avalanche effect, to t11e eumu] ative ionisation
resulting, when the naturally present initia.l electron s , (due to cosmic rays,
. ultra-violet rays and radioactivity) are acce lerr"ted by the electric field, and
collide with gas molecules inelastically.

When (cF) is greater thRn the value

atthe minimum (cP)HIN, the nwnber of collisiU[ls made by an e l ectron in crossing
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the electrode gap is greater than at (cP)HIN, but the energy gained bet-,,'een
collisions and. hence the possihility of ionisation is much
potential is raised.

lower~

unless the

For (cp) values less than (cP)HIN the reverse applies (15) •

The relation be-tween the criti_c al potential V , and (cp), for (cp) greater
c

than

~P)HIN,

is given by Meek(16), for a number of electrode materials.

There

is no observed dependence of the critical potential, on electrode material for
several metals in air.
For the case of a highly non-uniform electric field, cumulative ionisation
is restricted to the region of greatest electrical stress, and the gas discharge
process is known as corona discharge.

In this case a stable ionisation situ-

ation arises, rather than a spark which occurs with unjform electric fields.
When the electrode system consists of a wire of circular cross section,
surrounded by an outer
· Id E1 c ' f or
f ~e
E

1c

where

=

.

a~r,

ele~trode

..
gJ.Yen

~s

of arbitrary shape, the corona starting electric
. .

emp~r~ca

11y b y (120)

6 F,'"
4
3.22 x 10 V + 8.46 x 10

1
1
6'" 2(Rpo)-2

298P
0 760

the relative gas density is equal to

wire radius,

{] is the temperature

3.3
R
is the inner
po

(OK), and P is the gas pressure in torr.

The pressure dependence of the charge density on insulating surfaces. is less
well understood, partly because of the complex electric field non-uniformity
above the surface, resulting from the charge non-uniformity, both before and
·
d ur mg

.

a~r

b rea kd own (4,56,124-126) .

Th e

0

tller

. . 1 e comp l'~ca t·J_on ~s
. th a t

pr~ncl.p

during charging of an insulator by contact and separation, no single discharge
length can be defined, since a continuous range of length s is available for
discharge, from zero to the final separation distance.

The effective observed

discha rge length, is the greatest separation di stance for which avalanche
ionisation occurs, as the surfaces are separated.
Medley(96), O'Neill (10) and 'viihlin (59) report b ehaviour broadly similar to
the Paschen curve, for the charge transferred to a me t allic electrode during
sliding contact with a polymer.

The charge was found to pass through a zero

value as the pressure was reduced from 760 torr.
minimwn charge value.

The Paschen curve predicts a

No detai led examination of the final charge lev e l.s was

-.,.:..
4:)
carried out.

Peterson(9,127) detected a charge minimum, for an insulating

particle undergoing rolling contact with n. metal cylinder, as the pressure was
reduced from atmospheric.
The relation between the induction probe potential in the present experiments,
and the normal electric field at the probe surface is defined by equation 2.24 as

vmg = AG E 0 E1 g ICE•
since sin pRpp -::::::

2.24

1 for the present experiments.

pRpp
The functional dependence 0f
mines the dependence of E

1g

~he

surface charge density on gas pressure, deter-

and hence V
on pressure.
mg

On the assumption that

discharge occurs over a polymer surface to metal sphere separation distance c,
the value of the surface charge density 0
equations 2.21 and 2.26 with E

1g

c

I

after breakdown is given by

equal to E1 ' the critical air breakd.ovn
.c

electric field.
Thus

0/=
c

( 1 + k)
k

+ Bc

EoEl cJ'

~ \2
+

3.4

C
)

Boo
J

where B is the value of B with g equal to c.
c
g

The sphere curvature is

assulDed to be small over the discharge lengths considered.

This i s app:roxi-

mately true for the discharge lengths estimated later in this section.

TIlt?

electric field is considered as approximately equal to that which would exist
if the sphere were replaced by a plane positioned at the di s charge lengt.h.
1fuen the surface charge den s ity is monitored "ith the induction probe, the
relation between the electric field normal to the probe sur face and the surface
charge density 0"
c

is given by equations 2.21 an d 2.26,

3.5

By eliminating 0d betwe en equations 3.4 and 3.5,E
as a function of E1c is
1g
determined.
potential

Sub s titution of this va luG into equation 2.24 yi e ld s for the probe
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3.6

If the critical breakdown electric field E ' is kno'vn as a function of pressure,
1c
the n V
can be determined
mg

as a function of pressure.

For the case of corona

breakdown, E1c from equation 3.3 can b e substituted into equat ion 3.6
to give

Vmg =

3.7

In order to apply the Paschen curve to equation 3.6, it is necessary to know
E
as a function of Vc'
1c

The relation betweeneVcand E
can be d er ived using
1c

the approach described by Hurasaki (119).

It is found that for the values of c

determined in the present experiments, which will be discu ssed later in this
section, the electric field ca n be considered uniform over the air gap and
E

1c

== Vc/c.

'r hus substitution of this expression into equation 3.6 yields

the following expression for the probe potential
Ymg

AG Eo (k + BiB",)

CE(k

+ :: )

(1 + E~2C~ Yc

(1 + E~2g ) c

3.8

The Paschen curve is strictly only applicable for a uniform e lectric field
situation.

However, it is of interest as a possible means of approximately

predicting limiting charge levels in practical situations, for dielectric
material having non-uniform s urface charge di s tributions.
3,

4.2. Exp eri mental re sults a nd discussion.
The observed charge levels expressed as peak induction probe electrometer
potentials, as a functioll of gas pre ssure , for th:r.ee different spec imens, are
shown in FIG.20.
in Table 6.

The contact parameters and mat erials involved are de scr ibed

Discharge , reducing the charge level to a value below- the mGasure-

-2, occurred over a signific a nt pres s ure :range
ment sensitivity of 4 x 10 -7 e m
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as shown in FIG. 20, in which each point represen-ts the mean value of five
radial scan measurements.

This is in contrast to the much larger minimum value

predicted by the Paschen curve as will be shown later in this section.

The

corona discharge equation predicts very low charge levels as observed, however,
this equation does not of course apply to the region of increasing charge for
pressures below 0.3 torr.
The charge transferred to the contact sphere (unit

circQ~ferential length)~1

as a function of gas pressure, after six turntable revolutiornand after one
turntable revolution

is shown in FIG.21 and FIG.22 resFectively.

FIG. 22 is

directly comparable with previous results(59,96), and is in agreement with
regard to the expected pressure range, for the zero charge values.
the constant charge levels observed below 10
.
(59 96)
preV10US results,
'

a~d

Likewise

-3 torr are in agreement with

the charge levels at atmospheric pressure are of

a similar magnitude to previous results(59,96).

It is thought that the charge

maximum observed near atmospheric pressure (FIG.22), reflects differences in
charge uniformity near atmospheric pressure.
A new phenomenom is apparent from the results of FIG.21.

The sphere charge

passes through a maximum as the pressure is increas e d from the lowest
before the charge reaches the expected zero value.

v~lues,

The explanation for this

behaviour is apparent when the mean free path of gas molecules, in the
range is considered.

The mean free path

minimQ~

Lm ,18
. glVen
.
b y Hoore (128) as
3.9

where N is the molecular concentration, d
.
(128)
N1trogen
d

m

=

3.16 x 10

-10

m

is the molecular diameter, for

m.

The charge maximum occurs at ' a pressure in the region of 0.1 torr.
pressure, L from equation 3.9 is equal to 0.76mm.

m

For this

The longest path length

between unscreened parts of the contact sphere, and charged areas immediately
adjacent to the contact region is approximately -15mm, which is 20Lm • For
clUDulative ionisation to occur it is necessary that the field s hould exist over
many times the mean fI"ee path length(8).

The precise number of required path

lengths is unkn0'vn, however the order of magnitude expected i s in the re g ion of
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100 to 1000(8).

The available path length to the sphere is less than this

value, and consequently cumulative ionisation will occur when the contact sphere
is far removed from a particular charged area element.

Most ions of the same

sign as the surface charge, produced during the breakdown process, will migrate
to conductors other than the contact sphere, under the influence of the
charge electric field.

su~face

Ions of opposite sign to the surfaoe charge are

attracted to the surface and neutralise the charge, until the field above the
surface is below the critical breakdown level.

This neutralisation process

provides areas for further charge transfer during subsequent turntable revolutions.

The charge transferred to the sphere after several turntable revo-

lutions, in this case is gl'eater than when the charge transfer process is limited
by the electric field due to the charge remaining on the dielectric surface,
as occurs for pressures below 10

-2

torr.

As the gas pressure is increased, the mean free path decreases and gradually
a greater proportion of ions of the same sign as the surface charge migrate to
the contact sphere.

This provides a current of opposite sign to the contact

charge separation current, and results in a decrease in the net charge transferred to the sphere.

As the pressure is increased from below 10

-2

torr, the

t,.,ro effects firstly become exactly equal, and no net charge is observed.

Even-

tually the neutralisation current decreases as the air l:lreakdown strength
increases, leading to an observed net charge.
The effect of the gas molecule mean free path approaching the available
discharge length, has also been observed by Peterson

(127 )

.

The charge remaining

on an insulating particle, rolling in a metal cylinder, was fowld to be significantly greater, if a probe ,yas positioned 4 mm. " above the particle, for the
pressure range 0.02 torr to 0.1 torr, than if no probe ,yere present.

The probe

limited the available discharge length, and cau sed an apparent increase
infue critical air breakdown strength.
Radial and circular charge scans for various gas pressures, using
polypropylene dielectric, sample E, are shown in FIG.23 and FIG.24 respectively.
For pressures below that corresponding to the zero measured charge level, it is

F
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apparent tha,t either ions of opposite sign to the surfa.ce charge are attracted
to the peak field regions at the edges of the charged areas, or field emission
is occurring.

The discharge occurs at these low pressures, over discharge

lengths which are sufficiently long, to allow field intensification(121) at the
edge of the charged area to occur.

For short discharge lengths

wh~n

the

conductor above the dielectric is much closer to the dielectric surface
than the base plane,field intensification at the charge layer edges will be less
severe

(121)

•

The observed behaviour at low pressures is consistent with the

attraction of individual charged particles or field emission, rather than the
occurrence of spark type discharges.

Once the pressure corresponding to the

zero measured charge level is exceeded, local discharges become much more
numerous (FIG.24) and edge effects are no longer evident (FIG.23).
occurs over short path lengths at these pressures.

The discharge

The geometry of the con-

ductors for these path lengths, ensures that the peak field region is over the
peak charge region, and consequently discharge effects are evident in this peak
charge region (FIG.23), not at the edges of the charged area.
The occurrence of many dischal'ge pulses (FIG.24) is in agreement ",Tith the
observations of Bertein

(-124 )

, ,.ho used powder developed images to study discharge

used p h 0 t omu It'1p l'ler measuremen.... . s
e ff ec t s, an d Mambet d{v129) "'.ho
'"
emitted during discharge, to examine discharge effects.

0f

I'19ht pu 1 ses

Sasaki (54) reports

charge non-uniformity similar to FIG.24 at atmospheric pressure, for a contact
force greater than 10gm, following contact between dielectric or metal rollors
with dielectric sheets.
Ci.rcular charge scans at atmospheric pressure for th8 other materials listed
in Table 6 are shown in FIG.25.

The polypropylene

s am~eD

behaves in a similar

manner to sample E, however polyethylene shows evidence of greater charge nonuniformity arising from discharge effects.

The radial charge scans and circular

charge scans at lower pressures are s~bstantially the same for all the samples
studied.

The fact that numerous discharge peaks are observed, indicates that

spark type discharges occur, probably alongside corona discharge.
The induction probe electrometer potential is sho wn in FIG.26 as a function of
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pressure, for values above the pressure corresponding to the zero measured
charge level.

Also shown in this diagram are pre~ictions f~om equation 3.7 for

corona breakdown with R
equal to half the charge line "idth, and equation 3.8
po
Ova
I ues f or V glven
.
b y Mee k(16) • B IBco was
for the P asc h en curve, uSlng
c

g

assumed to be 0.604 corresponding to ihe earlier derived. valu8.for polypropylene
{Table 4),whilst k was taken as 0.5 since no reverse peaks at the edges of the
charge region were evident in this pressure range.

Using a value of

B
-R

equal

Boo

to 0.72 derived for polyethylene (Ta,ble 4), results in a maximum decrease in
the predicted potential of 4% relative to the prediction for polypropylene.
This is less than the experimental data scatter, consequently only the polypropylene predictions are shown.

The charge levels are substantially independent

of the dielectric material (FIG.26), which is as expected since the dielectric
co~s

of polypropylene and polyethylene are nearly equal (Table 2). Both the

Paschen curve and the corona relation, overestimate the breakdown electric field,
if a constant discharge length is assumed as shown.

This result is in agreement

with Peterson(127), who found that the Paschen curve was an overestimate
for the breakdown potential, when examining charge on an insulating particle.
By

asslli~ing

260to~r,

that the discharge length is equal to 0.3mm for pressures up to

and thereafter decreases as shown in FIG. 27, the corona prediction

closely approaches the observed values, as shown in FIG.26.

LikevTise the Paschen

curve prediction is closer to observation, when the discharge length is chosen
to minimise the probe potential predicted by equation 3.8.
required are shown in FIG.27.

The discharge lengths

The deviation of observed charge levels from

those predicted by the Paschen curve, is a reflection of the difference in the
discharge beha;v iour of insulating and conducting ma.terial. This ilif1erEtlCe is lRubably
associated with the electric field non-uniformity during discharge of insulating
material, and a difference in the electron emission characterisitics of
insulators compared with conductors.
The discharge leng~hs in FIG.27 are seen to decrease ~ith increa sing pressure.
This is expecteo, since a t a constant temperature, th e gas molecule mean free
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path is inversely proportional to pre ssure, and a minimum :'lUmber of mean free
paths lengths is required for cumulative ionisation(8).

The valu8s required

by the Paschen curve and the corona relation, deviate most markedly at 1m.,
pressures, when the discharge lengths are the longest, and the electric field
uniformity required for the Paschen curve is least likely to be observed.
The time required for charge neutralisaticn(15), can be shown to be of the

-4
order of 10 s, which is sufficiently small to ensure that table movement has
little effect on neutralisation for the velocities studied.
The critical electric field values observed in this section for atmospheric
pressure, will apply to practical situations involving localised charged areas
on dielectric surfaces .

The electric field distribution for any practical

situation must of course be calculated independently.

The Paschen curve

provides an order of magnitude assessment of the charge level remaining after
discharge effects, but will not provide an accurate prediction,

The corona

discharge conductor Telationship, provides a more accurate charge level assessment, provided the charge dimensions are known.
Although no measurements were carried out for pressures above atmospheric,
it is apparent by extrapolation from FIG.27, that air br eak down processes will
still be of importance for pressures several times atmcspheric.
that the postulate

of Cole

(43)

This suggests

".,ho assumed air br ealulo,m effects to be

negligible, for pneumatic transport at three atmospheres pressure, is not
necessarily correct.
In fact, it is probable that charge level s obtained under pr act ical conditions, "ill invariably be limited by air breakdown processes.

It is this

factor which is instrumental in providing the po 's sihility of attainment, and
utilisation, of well-defined charge l evels under practical conditions. '

3.

5. .

3.

5.1. Theor etica l considerations.

Decay of contact

c~_

The dec ay of surface charge, deposited by corona discharge on insula.. t.ing
t"19a'tors (91-95,130,131) .
,
sur f ace s , h as b een ana 1yse d by severa 1 lnves

potential of the initially more hi ghly charged s urfaces , was found

'''11e
J..

experir,~e nt a lly

to reduce to a value below that of the initially less highly charged surfaces,
after a certain time interval(130).
over" effect(131).

This behaviour has been termed the "cross-

The conduction effects subsequent to charge transfer, obey

the same defining equations for corona and contact charging, al -t-hough the charge
injection parameters and mobility parameters, may be different in each case.
Wintle(91) has presented an analysis of the decay of surface charge initially

a

present to a depth

on an insulator surface.

This analysis applies to the

geometrical situation shown in FIG.28a, for which it is assumed that the
electric field above the dielectric is zero.
The initial electric field distribution in the insulator is given by,

=

where E2s

n

ns e Q

s

is the initial concentration of injected charge

Er2 Eo

carriers, e is the magnitude of the elementary chruge.
The assumptions made are as follows.

(1) Total charge injection is instan-

taneous. (2) Thermally generated carriers, deep trapping with no subsequent
charge release during the period of interest, and diffu s jon effects can be
neglected.

Consideration of Poisson's equation, the continuity equa tion, the

conduction equation, and the displacement current,yields for the sub s equent
for y < Q + E.,",8, p. t

behaviour,

=

and E2
where

~

E2s '

n = 0,

,

for y>Q+ E2s~ t,

3.10

3.11

is the charge carrier mobility.

The induction probe potential "hen positioned over a volume cha rge distribution, has been given by Wintle(116) as,

L

= (
V

y

dy

fa

en( y')dy'

mg

E r2 Eo (1 +

3.12

~:)

where C is the measuring electrometer input capacitance,
E
Cd is the capacitance of the surfacp. charge de fined

equa tion 2.15.

applies to a geometrical situation corre sponding to FIG.28b.

'l'his
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'fhe ratjo of CE/Cd

sholl'n in Chapt er 2 to be greater than 1000 during

vTaS

measurement under the present experimental conditions, consequently 1 + CE/C
is equal to CE/C

d

"ithin 0.001 %.

d

Substitution of the requir ed value of carrier

concentratioll from equation 3.10 or equation 3.11 into equation 3.12, enables
equation 3.12 to be integrated.

Performing the integration, and including the

necessary electrometer gain, results in the folloll'ing expressions for the probe
potential,

vmg

V mg { 1 -

(a

+ E2 s

1-1 t

2L
V
mg

V
L
mgs
2(a + E2s ~ t)

]1,

The time

= ~

V L
mgs

t a l~ e n

+ 2C E ~t

a)

3.13

E2s ~

3.14

E2s ~

o
E

V
GAn eaL
mgs =
s
C ( E g + L)
r2
E

V
mg

< (L c

, for t>(L-a}

where the probe potential at t

Thus,

for t

is given by,

LC G
2s d
C
E

,

for t > (L - a)

3.15

E2s ~

C GL2
d

by the le a ding edge of the charg e layer to reach the ba s e plane,

the trans mit time t , is equal to (L-a) .
L
E
II
2s t-'"
the initial penetration depth a

These relations for the case of

equal to 0, have also been derived by Batra(93)

for surface charge d e c ay on photoconducting insulators, u sing the conc ept of
floll'lines.

Equations 3.13 and 3.14 predict that the probe potential lI'ill fall

linearly, r eac hing half the initial value when t = t , and henceforth will

L

decay in inverse proportionality with time, independent. of the initial charge
level.
An alternative explanation of the obse rve d charge decay ha s been a dvanced

by Van Turnhout

(117)

, who con s iders d ecay to be due to a combination of ohmic

conduction and dipole polarisation.

This results in a pr e diction, that the

ob se rved de cay will be the sum of two exponential term s .

Results given by

(132 )

for charge decay on fabrics at atmospheri c pressure, s upport this
(132 )
prediction. However the mea sur ement techniqu8 u sed by Ramer did not produce
Ramer

the well-defined geometrical s ituati on as s umed by Van 'furnhout .

Al so, further

>
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possible complications due to air ionisation effects, and surface conduction,
render interpretation of these results in terms of the theory, very difficult.
Similar problems arise, when theoretical interpreation is attempted of the
decay of highly non-uniform cha.rge levels measured by Murasaki (109) •
Davies(38) has

investi~ated

contact charge decay on glass and polyethylene,

under the well defined geometry considered by Wintle (91 ) •

A theoretical treat-

ment is given(38), which is valid if the charge layer remains close to the
dielectric surface.

between surface charge and time after

The relation

by DaVles
.
(38) as
. glven
.
con t ac t , lS
1 +

1

o os ·

t

3.16

~1

2 E o E r 2L

where 0 is the surface charge density at time t,
charge density.

Os is the initial · surface

This applies to the case of a negligible

of

conc ~ntration

thermally generated carriers.
Using the value of Cd from equation 2.15, and the r e lation betwe en surface
charge density and probe potential from equation 2.19, equation 3.16 can be
expressed as

V

3.17

+

mg

The induction probe pot e ntial, was observed by Da.vi es(38) for some specimen s,
to be hyp e rbolically related to time, as predicted th eoretic a lly (Equation 3.17)
when th e intrinsic carrier density lS negligible.

A transit time was n6t

identifi ed in these studies.
3.

5.2.

Exp~rimental

r e s u lts and

discussio~.

With the intention of determining a theor e tical a ppr oach r e l ev a nt to contac t
charge decay, charg e decay on Nylon 66 and Viton® synthe tic rubb e r, was
examined in the present experiments.

The s e two mat e rial s we re suitable for

study, using the apparatus de s cribed in Chapter 2, sinc t: d ecay tim e s we re con·venient for measurement purposes.

The technique employed, was initially to

charge the dielectric materials, u s ing ro lling contact

~.i th

a me tal sphere.

The charge decay was then observ ed, by moving the di e lectric beneath the
induction probe at known time intervals after termina tion of ch a rging.

To
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ensure that the field above the dielectric was zero, the charged area, was in
general maintained at a sufficient distance from the probe tip, to reduce the
field above the surface to negligible proportions.

During scarnling measure-

ments, this requirement was of course no longer fulfilled, and the presence of
the probe reduced the conduction rate.

However, since the proportion of time

spent by the charged area beneath the probe tip screening, was less than 2% of
the total measurement time, any error due to this factor was negligible.
The electrometer potential spatial distribution during a scanning measurement,
is shown in FIG.29 for two samples of Nylon 66 and two samples of VitonQD.
Sample G (Table 7) was given a surface wash immediately before the charging
experiment, causing increased charge spreading due to enhanced surface conductivity.

The contact line width was estimated, by independently measuring the

indentation, to be 3. 2mm for Vi ton® and 0.7mm for Nylen 66.

The charge widths

of FIG.29 are significantly greater than the contact line widths, and the
s-pecimen thicknesses ,,,hich limit the area
influence the probe.

OV'H

which volume charge distributions

Thus charge spreading occurred, which

presence of surface conduction or diffusion effects.
along the surface was observed for measurement

tim~s

ind~cates

the

No further 'cha.rge spreading
between 458

and 3600 s,

indicating that surface charge spreading occurred very rapidly after termination
of contact.
The charge decay situation measured subsequently, corresponds to that of a
surface charge layer moving through the dielectric, lmder the action of its own
field, as discussed by 'vintle

(91)

. (38)
and Dav1es
.

The charge layer widths for

Nylon 66 a.nd Vi ton® are greater than the values cO!isidered in section 3.2.
Consequently the error introduced by considering the char go distribution to be
approximately uniform and B
.

made.

g

IBm

equal to 1.0 is small, and this assumption 18

UJ

Electric field non-uniformity will exist in the dielectric however, and

may modify equations 3.10 to 3.17.

Since the obs er'v ed behaviour with Nylon 66

samples G and H is very similar, and the charge line widths are very different,
it is reasonable to assume that the field non-uniformity does not have a significant influence on the decay beha viour.

Some error is introduced iuto the
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mobility calculation discussed later, by a s suming B /B
g

sample H~

co

is equal to 1.0 for

A maximwn error of 7% for the calculat.cd electric field will result,

which is perfectly satisfactory when order of magnitude values are required.
The electrometer potential corresponding to the peak charge density, is shown
as a function of time after contact in FIG. 30a, for t,.,ro samples of Nylon 66,
and FIG.30b for two samples of

Viton~

The linear dependence of potential

on time, predicted by equation 3.13, before reaching the transit time, is only
observed for Nylon 66 sample H.

Equation 3.14 predicts that the measured

potential should vary inversely with time, ,,,hen t is much ~reater than

a
E 2s

IJ.

and that the extrapolated plot of the mea sured potential against the inverse
of time to infinite time, should pass through the origin.

If, deep trapping

of charge carriers in the insulator bulk(92), with no subsequent release during
the period of interest, or partial charge injection(92) were occurring, the
linear section ",auld extrapolate to a finite potential value for l i t equal to
zero

(92)

•

The measured pe a k

potential is shown plotted against the inverse of time in

FIG.31a for Nylon 66, and FIG. 31b for VitonQD.

The linear section observed

for the largest time values is in agreement with the prediction from equation
3.14.

The potential is zero when extrapolated to 1/t equ~l to zero, consequently

neither incomplete injection nor deep trapping are significant, and the
prediction of equation 3.14 is correct.
Equations 3.15 and 3.17 pr edict that the reciprocal of the measured
potential should be linearly related to time.

Equation 3.15 applies to values

of time greater than the transit time, and equation 3.17 applies to time values
after charge deposition.

Field dependent

mobili~y(92),

concentration dependent

mobility(92), and the presence of a significant concentration of thermally gener-ated carriers(38,92), all result in the prediction of a non-linear relation
between the inverse of probe potential and time(38,92).

It is apparent from

equation 3.15, that extrapolation of the experimental straight line, for the plot
of the inverse of the measured potential against time, to t
determination of the initial charge penetration d epth

a.

equal to 0, allO'."s
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The reciprocal of the meas~red peak potential is plott ed against time in
FIG.32a for Nylon 66 and FIG.32b for Vi ton®.

FIGS. 32a and 32b confirm the

hyperbolic behaviour predicted by equations 3.15 and 3.17.
from FIGS. 32a and 32b to distinguish the transit time.

It. is not possible

This is expected due

to the form of the predicted behaviour before the transit time, from equation
3.13.

The observation of a hyperbolic relation, indicates that field dependent

mo b 1·l·t
1 Y (92) ,concen t ra t·lon dependent mobility(92), and thermally generated
carriers(38,92) are unimportant in the specimens studied.
The initial penetration d epth

a

can be calculated from the intercept of the

lines in FIG.32, using equation 3.15,and the value of V
from FIG.30 by extramgs
polation to i equal to O.
Table 7.

Values calculated using this method are shovn in

.
( 1 33 )
( 1 34 )
These values are larger than those found ln Nylar
and Teflon
,

uSlng capacitance techniques.

The independent observation that the charge trans-

ferred (unit circumferential length)-1, r~mained approximately constant 'for Nylon
66, regardless of the number of turntable revolutions, indicates that the surface
charge must have initially, rapidly dissipated into the polymer or across the
surface.
the

This is consistent with the large penetration depths calculated, and

initi~l

surface charge s preading ob se rved (FIG.29).

ferential length)
revolutions.

-1

The charge (unit circum-

for Vi ton® decreased with an increasing number of turntable

This is presumably becau s e th e much larger contact area in this

case ensures that the electric field due to the initial contact charge, is sufficiently strong to influence subsequent charge levels, ev e n though charge movement into the bulk and across the surface has oc c urred.
The value of the carrier mobility can be calculated from the slope of the lines
in FIG.32, using equation 3.15 or equation 3.17.

Lill:e,:'ise th e c a rrier mobility

can be calculated from the transit time expre ss ion, knowing th e previously determined value of
to O.

a,

and the value of V
from FIG.30 by extrap olation to t equal
mgs

The tran s it time is taken as the t i me a t which the mea s ur ed probe

potential, has decayed to half the value for t equal to zero.
Since potential measurements were not ma de for t equal to 0, mobility
' calculation s from the tran s it time a re s ubj e ct to much greater errors,

p
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than calculations from the line slopes in FIG. 32, which do not require
measurements at t equal to O.
shown in Table 7.

The results of the mobility calculations are

Agreement between the mobility calculated from the transit ·

time, and that from equation 3.15 is good.

This is expected, since both methods

of calculation are based on the same theoretical approach.

The values of

mobility from equation 3.17 are however four times longer than those calculated
using equation 3.15.

The discrepancy is due to the fact that equation 3.17 is

derived on the assumption that the charge remains close to the upper surface
of the dielectric.
by ohmic conduction.

For this to be the case, charge decay "TOuld have to occur
This has already been shown not to be the situation.

In

fact, the surface charge migrates under its own field to the base plane, and
does not remain near the upper surface of the diel ec tric.

Cunsequently the

mobility calculated from equation 3.15 is considered more realistic, since this
equation is based on the as s umption that the charge is distribut ed throughout
the dielectric.
The mobilities calculated, vary with the initial surface potential.

This is

not anticipated on the basis of equation 3.15, and is contrary to the observation of Batra(93) for photoconducting insulators;

The initial potential in

the present experiments, was established by contact electrification, which was
subject to change, due to the effect of unknown va.riables.

Nylon 66 sample G

was given a surface wash very soon before the contact charge app lication, and
this is responsible for the difference in charge levels compared with sample H.
The specimens of Viton@,.ere tested several days al1art, unknown variablp.s
altering the contact charge levels.

In these cases the mobilities of charge

carriers were also observed to change.

Apparently the charge carrier mobility

is functionally related to the contact charge magnitude.

An increase ln the

mobility is accompanied by a decrease in the initial contact charge level
(Table 7).

The possibility that there is a flmction a l relationship be t,.een

material conductivity and initial contact charge levels has recently also been
O t e d b y WOII
O
(57) •
1n d lca·
1
lams
°

The intial penetration depth Q . i s l e s s fur samples of hi gher initial surface

r
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charge density (Table 7).

This is contrary to the observation quoted by

Wintle for corona charged specimens (91).

No "cross-over" effec·t ,,ras observed

with contact charged specimens (FIG.30).

Thus, the corona deposition mechanism

is apparently responsible for the "cross-over" effect.

This is further confirmed.

by the observation that the sign of contact charge has no effect on the decay
mechanism (FIG.32), ,.hereas the sign of corona deposited charge affects the
decay process

(135 )

.

Likewise, the dependence of corona charge decay on the

.
(135)
gaseous atmosphere durlng corona
, suggests that the corona deposition
mechanism is important.

Batra(93) has shown that

coron~

cbarge injected instant-

aneously into a photoconductor, obeys the theory of 1Yintle (91), and it is
probable that the corona deposition mechanism with other insulators, influences
the injection and trapping processes.
No evidence

w~s

found to suggest that the charge decay in the present experi-

ments could be represented by the sum of two exponentials, and the theory of
Van rrurnhout(117) is

conside~ed

inapplicable.

Arridge(136) has examined charge diffusion along the surface of nylon fibres
at atmospheric pressure, and for various relative humidities.

The measured

diffusion coefficient can be expressed as a mobility using the Einstein
.
(136)
relatlon,
~

=

coefficient in the

e.J)
kn.~

,where-0-

s~face

is the temperature, [) is the diffusion

aqueous layers, and k~ is Bottzmann's constant.

By extrapolation of the results given by Arridge(136)

the diffusion

coefficient in the surface aqueous layers at 20% relative humidity is 10-

9

2-1
m s

0

consequently the mobility at 20 C calculated from tho Einstein relation is
s

-1

This value, a factor of approximately 4000 greater than

the mobilities found in the present experiments und.er vacuurn conditions, is
attributed to diffusion in surface aqueous adsorbed. layers.
the overriding importance of surface

This illustrates

diffusion in certain other circumstances,

and charge decay experiments performed under ambient conditions are subject to
3
t as s h o·wn b y Sasa k·(
th
" 1· S e ff ec,
1 5 •)

Lock

( 137)

however reports that ambient

conditions had little effect on charge decay on polyethylene, a high resistance
material.

Thus, surface

diffusion effects do

not ahrays dominate under ambient

i

.
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conditions.
When the induction probe was held over the surface charge layer, in the
present experiments, the initial charge decay rate was found to decrease.

'rhis

is as expected, since close proximity of the probe results in a decreased
electric field in the dielectric, and the assumption of zero field above the
surface

of the dielectric no longer applies.

This effect confirms that charge

decay is due to charge movement in an electric field, and not to charge movement in a concentration gradient (diffusion).

Further confirmation is provided

by the observation, that lateral charge spreading was not observed during the
measurements, after the initial charge spreading prior to the first measurement.
Charge spreading would have been expected if diffusion effects were important.
The charge decay rate was also observed after several turntable revolutions
during the charging cycle.

After the initial rapid decay rate the probe

potential decay was found to follow an equation of the form V
mg
a<1.0, and H and a are constants.

=

H , where

~

The experimental results are shown in FIG.33

where the potential and time are plotted on logarithmic coordinates.
of the exponent a, is 0.69 for nylon, and 0.73 for

Viton~

The value

This departure

from the value of a equal to 1.0, which was found for one turntable revolution,
is due to the situation after several turnta ble revolutions resembling a case
of discret.e partial injection.

The decay rate is expected to have a complex

dependence on the circul ar spee d and number of turntable revolutions.
The mobility values calculated in the present experimental work can be
compared with resistivity values.
Thus for t,. . o materials A and B, r A

By definition, resistivity

=

rn

n

B

l'

= (ne~)-1.

~n

n A ~A

It is postulated that dur i ng resistivity measurements of insulating polymers
the concentration of charge carriers is dep endent upon the injection process
and not the intrinsic carriers in the material.

The work of Yahagi(138)

concerning conduction in polyethylene indicates that this postulate is rea sonable.
The values of n will be equal for tvro id entical measurement situations, involving diff e r ent dielectric materials.

Consequeritly r A
rB

=

~B

~A

3.18
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'!/'intle (91) has quoted a mobility value for polyethylene of approximately
10 -15 m2V-1 s -1

at room temperature, whilst the resisitivity of polyethylene is

approximately 10
10 11 - 10

14

15

r2m.

The resistivity of Nylon 66 is in the range of

r2m (Table 2), whilst that of Viton®is of the order of 2 x 1011r2m

(Table 2).

The measured mobilities from Table 7 for Nylon 66 and Vi ton® are

approximately 10

-11 2 -1 -1
mV s •

Consequently the postulated relation 3.18 can

be satisfied.
This confirms the conclusion

" (38) , th a t h"19h
of Jonscher (139) and DaV1es

resistivities of polymers are caused by extremely low carrier mobilities, rather
than small absolute numbers of carriers.

The reasons for this low carrier

mobility are still not entirely clear, although Jonscher(139) considers that
the low transition probability for hopping between the localised sites in the
material is responsible.

The conduction process has been shown to be consistent

with electron hopping models by Davies(140), who found the temperature dependence of mobility, to exhibit thermal activ?tion characteristics.

The charge
(137,141)
carriers are trapped at both grain boundaries(140), and terminal vinyl groups,

and iodine

impr~gnation(141),

mobility.

Thermal activation characteristics have'also been discussed by

Seanor
3.

(142 )

or oxidation(137) reduces trapping and increases

•

6. 'The effect 0 f metal work flli'1ction and the mode of contact
on observed charg e levels.
.

The charge transferred

-1

(unit circumferential length),io metal spheres of

various work fUllction values, after one turntable revolution, is sho,m in FIG.34
for polypropylene dielectric, and FIG.35 for polyethylene (L.D.) dielectric.
Resul ts for both rolling and sliding contact are show·n.

Induction effects due

to the remaining dielectric surface charge, introduced a systematic error of
less than 5%.

The metals used were Alrnninium, Brass and Stainless Steel, besides

which Gold, Silver, Nickel and Tin

were used, electroplated on to brass.

Contact potential was measured using the method described in Chapter 2.
From these results, it is apparent that there is no systematic effect of
,york function.

PHMA and Nylon 66 exhibited similar characteristics, in that no '
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effect of work function was observed.
It has been suggested, that for contact forces of the order of 40gm, oxide
layers may have a significant effect on charge trallsfer(143).

In order to

assess the imprtance of oxide layers in the present studies, charge transfer
from oxidised and oxide free aluminium surfaces was

examined.

potential of aluminitun relative to gold, changed from
oxide layer was removed with very fine abrasive paper.
in the charge transfer characteristics, with
observed.

respect~

0.63V to

The contact
1.15V when the

No corresponding change
polypropylene was

This confirms the previous results, in that no

~ffect

of work

function was observed.
The fact that contact electrification is independent of metal work function
°

lS contrary to the observatlons of several vl'orkers,

(10 38 52 59 72-74 78)
,
,
"
,
but

agrees with some previous 3tudies. (50,75,77,82) Previous results have been
discussed in Section 2.1.

Some previous workers(38,59) report using average

values for the charge transferred, following a number of observations, when
investigating the effect of work function.

This approach assumes that

fluctuations in charge levels over a time interval, are of a random nature.
The present experimental studies indicated the occurrence of some non-random
fluctuaiiDns due to unknmm variables, and it is considered inappropriate in
this instance to calculate the average charge levels.

These non-random fluctu-

atiolls apply to time periods of the order of days.
The reason for the discrepancy between the present findings and those of
.
(10,38,52,59,72-74,78)
o th er worKers
is not clear.

to
Three possible explana lons

are as foll01vs.
(a) If the polymer effective work function is sepurated by a large energy
gap from the metal work function, then the metal work function \wuld have little
t ron t rans f er were occurrlng
°
(12,38) •
ef f ec t on th e c h arge I eve I s, even l° feIec
Thus, if the polymers used in the present studies, possessed different energy
structures compared 'vi th those employed previously, so as to cause a large work
function difference between metal and polymer, then the present observations are
in accordance with expectation.
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(b) The charge levels in the present study could be sufficiently high to
initiate field emission.

This would limit all ch~rge levels to the same value

regardless of metal work function.

~tudies

The electric fields observed in the present

are of the same order of magnitude as the 10

7

Vm- 1 value at which

, t f'le Id emlSSlon
'
,
l'S"lnl t'la t e d· (13) .
pOln
(c) The mechanism responsible for charge transfer in the present studies
could be different from that in previous work, where the metal work function
had an effect on charge transfer.
in the present

investigation~

Thus ionic charge transfer may be dominant

whereas electron transfer was possibly of primary

importance in some previous studies.
It is not· possible to decide which of these explanations is applicable, on
the basis of the results available.
O'Neill (10) reports finding a large degree of scatter in the observed charge
levels with highly resistive polymers, as was found in the present studies
(FIGS.34,3S).

This "laS attributed in part to the non-uniformity of the surface
·

-1-'

clarge
1
Clarac
1
t erlSvlCS

(10)

.

FIG.36 shows a typical circular charge scan for

the polypropylene dielectric, from which it is apparent that the charge is in
fact fairly uniform in its distribution.

The oscillations of large period are

due to non-uniform dielectric thickness, which changed the probe to dielectric
surface

separation distance.

The degree of uniformity shown in FIG.36, is

typical for the materials studied, and the non-uniformity does not appear to be
sufficient to explain the scatter of experimental data, although non-uniformity
will make a significant contribution to experimental data scatter.
Charge levels with sliding contact are in general between 20% and 100% higher
than the values with rolling contact.
cantly greater with sliding contact.

The

observ~d

surface wear was signifi-

The difference in cha rge leve l s could

be due to:- (a) material transfer effects,

(b) a greater real contact area with

sliding as opposed to rolling, or (c) a difference in the cha~ng characteristics of the bulk and the surface of the polymer.
to abra.sion occurring during sliding.

Effect (c) would arise due

This YTould expose the polymer region

below the surface to contact with the metal.

If the charge characteristic3 of
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this region are different from those of the surface, then a
observed ch8.rge levels compared

~[i tll

modific~tion

of

rolling contact, ,,,ould result.

The general pattern of behaviour with respect to different metals, lS the
same for both modes of contact.

Since the frictional force during sliding and

rolling contact, will probably differ by a factor of ·b"o to three orders of
magnitude(7,63) for the same normal force, it is apparent that the charge
transfer characteristics are not directly correlated with the frictional
· t·lCS.
c h arac t erlS

TlS
h·
lS· ·ln agreemen t Wl. th an

0

b serva t·lon of Ra mer (132) , th a t

charge transfer between sliding insulating fabrics, is not correlated with the
coefficient of friction.

3.

7. The polarity of cha rge transferred for a dielectric/metal contact,
and the effect of additives in the dielectric.
The polarity of charge acquired by various polymer sheet materials, after
rolling or sliding contact with several metal spheres, is shown in Table 8.
Table 8 also shows which of these polymers hav e a polar structure.
(10,50,59,85)
The charge signs are .in agreement with several previous investigations ,
although Davies(72) reports charge sign reversal with a change 1.n metal work
function.

Seanor(144) indicates that some of the polymers in Table 8, have

work function values in between those of the meta ls used, which would produce
charge sign reversal with changes in meta l work function.
It is apparent that the polymer has a significant influence on the contact
charge sign.

The theory of Garton

(40)

.
,WhlCh ha s been presented on the basis

that polymers all behave identically with respect to metals, appears to be
inapplicable as presented, and different ,vork function values for the different
polymers would be required.

The polar polymers shown in Tab le 8 charged

positively whilst the non-polar polym ers charged negatively.

oII

The polar polymers all contain the functional group - C - (Table 2).

The

carbon oxygen double bond ha s a tighly . asyrnmetr ic charge distribution(145). The
strongly electronegative oxygen atom retains a significant negative charge.
Nucleophilic

addition could take place to the carbon/oxygen double bond, from

aqueous solvents ",hich may contact the polymer at some point in its history.

This could leave ionic ,groups on the surface to participate in charge exchange
processes.

Like'fise, the hydrogen atoms on the

a

carbon atoms; are particu-

larly susceptible to attack and may participate in charge excha.nge processes,
either directly, or indirectly having reacted chemically to form a mobile ionic
group.

The polar behaviour of the polymer, may be the explanation of Coehn's

Law(146), which states that when two insulators are contacted, the material
with the higher dielectric constant is charged positively.
not to be universally applicable (7).

This has been sho'vn

However, ' several polymers do conform to

the predicted behaviour(147), and previous explanations of the law have been
' " 1mage c h arge a tt rac t·10n (14 7 ) ~
b ase d on 10n1C

An alternative explanation is that the charge characteristics are in fact
correlated with the polar behaviour of the material, rather than the dielectric
constant.

Since a high dipole moment corresponds to a high dielectric constant,

but the reverse is not necessarily true, the polar behaviour could account for
both the agreement with Coehn's Law(146), and the discrepancies.

However, it

appears that the chemical structure of the pola:c group is important, since PVC

o

" - functional group, charges
which is polar, but does not possess the - C
negatively with respect to most metals(72,73).
A qualitative interpretation of Coehn's Law(146) 1n te:::-ms of mat e rial work
function for electron transfer has been given by Ruppel (148) .

It is not possible

to distinguish between the various interpretations at present.
The charge transfer characteristics bet,vee n three additive free polyethylene
(L. D.) samples, polymerised in different ways, and meta ls, 'vere found to b e very
similar to the

tho~e

of commercial material containing additives.

This

similarity of behaviour was also observed with additive free and commercial
polypropylene, and indicates that, in these cases, the ba sic polymer chemical
structure, determined the char ge transfer characteristics, rather than the
presence of additives, or polymerisation characteristics of the polymers.
3.

8. Contact electrification of two dielectric materials.
Sliding a dielectric sphere over a di elec tric sheet wa s found to produce very
low charge l eveis, an order of magnitude less than with rolling contact.

With

06
sliding contact the electric field due to the initially formed charge on the
sphere, reduces to negligible proportions further charge transfer, as the
contact path length is increased.

1'lhen the sphere is allowed to rotate, any

charged element on the sphere surface, experiences a field directed towards the
sphere support during part of the sphere rotation.

Consequently charge leakage

occurs to the support, and a net charge is observed, as shown in Table 9, for
several dielectric combinations.

From these results, and those of Table 8 it is

possible to order the materials in a Triboelectric series as shown in Table 10.
Since the magnitude of the charge levels is dependent on the contact area
and sphere conductivity, direct numerical comparison of values is only possible
for contacts'having identical values of these parameters.

The sign of charge

transferred is consistent with polar materials charging positively as
discussed in Section 3.7.

From numerical comparison of the charge

transferred to the VitonQDsphere which defines identical area values for
different dielectric sheets, it is apparent that the polymer sheet material in
contact, has a significant influence on observed charge levels.
The observation that charging occurs between samples of the same material,
indicates that different

specime~s

of the same material may have different

contact electrification characteristics.

This riould either reflect differences

in the bulk structure, or the surface properties.

Due

'(, 0

this disparity

bet,.een different specimens of the same material, it would appear unlikely that
a theory base d on electron energy structure, ,.• hich assumes constant parameters
for any given material, would have wide practical applicability.

Ho,-rever, since

in practical si tuations charge 1 evel s are invariably limit ed by air breakdo,m
effects, the only charge parameter which can be influenc ed by materia l properties
for a given contact area, is the charge pol arity .

Thus a knowledge of the

geometrical situation, together with the air discharge limit ations , and the
sign of charge produced on a. given. polym er , furnishes a complete description of
practical charging characteristics in many circumstances.
The theoretical models

(12 38 39)
"
furnished to date are useful, in that by also

,
,
',
,(38,72,73,144)
establishing experimentally, effectlvedlelectrlc work functlons

,
I
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some indication of the expected polarity of charge transfer with particular
materials under practical conditions can be obtained.

However, the observed

variability of charging characteristics for different samples of the same
material, places severe limitations on the applicability of the theoretical
models.

The observation of Section 3.7 that polar polymers charge positively

with respect to metals, whilst non-polar polymers charge negatively, permits
an immediate prediction of the expected charge sign with respect to metals,
if the polymer chemical structure is known.

Greater accuracy in prediction of

the sign of charge for a given pair of materials in practical conditions,
requires a degree of uniformity with respect to charging characteristics, which
may not always exist in practice.
3.

9. Contact electrification as a function of the normal contact force.
The charge (unit circumferential length)-1, transferred to a gold sphere in
contact with a polypropylene dielectric, is shown as a function of the square
root of the normal force in FIG.37.

The linear relationship observed is in

agreement with the results of WAhlin(59) for normal forces below 1.5N, and
sliding contact.

The linear

relationship indicates that the charge transferred

is directly proportional to the real area of contact, since this is directly
proportional to the square root of the normal force, for plastic d eformation,
or elastic deformation of a large number of small asperities (SecKon 2.1).
The present results indicate extension of the linear region to much larger
contact forces than those observed by WAhlin(59).

The s urface charge density

during the present experiments was constant to within 5%, as determined by
measurements using the induction probe.

The non·-lineal' behaviour observed

by Wdhlin(59) for a contact force of 3N is presumably due to extrane ous
material trans fer effects.
The observed linear d ependence of charge transferred, on the square root of
the

normal force, indicates that effects such as hy s tere ffiB energy di ssipation

processes, which are partly re s ponsible for rolling friction(63), and
frictional forces due to plastic deformation(63), are not important for charge
tran s fer.

These effects 'fOuld produce non-linearity in the charge transferred
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(F)2 relation.

These findings are in agreelllent with one of the conclusions

of Section 3.6, that frictional effects are not of overridin'g importance for
charge transfer processes.

Further confirmation that e lastic d eformation was

not of principal importance, was provided by the observation that no change in
the charge transferred was found, when the contact sphere diameter was changed
from 19.1 mm to 12. 7mm for the othenrise identical contact conditions of FIG. 37,
and a contact force of 10N for both spheres.
3.

10. The effect of the time of contact on contact electrification.
A typical example of the charge transferred to a metal sphere in contact
with a polyethylene (L.D.) dielectric specimen, as a function of the contact
path length, is shown in FIG.38a.
specimen is sho'Nn in FIG.38b.

A typical result for a Nylon 66 dielectric

The b ehaviour with polyethylene is consistent

with increasing cont&ct area during repeated traversals, as described by
Bowden(63) for plastic deformation.

The charge deposited, reduces subsequent

charge transfer to a very small level after several turntable revolutions,
since only a small amount of charge spreading occurs.

The charge on Nylon 66,

on the other hand, und e rgoes rapid diffusion or' surface conduction immediately
following deposition, as mentioned in Section 3.5.

Thus charge transfer is much

less influenced by the charge already deposit ed, than

1S

the case with

polyethylene. (FIG.38).
The charge (unit circumf erent ial length)-1 transferred to the contac t sphere
after one turntable revolution, as a function of the reciprocal of the linear
velocity, is shown in FIG.39a for Nylon 66 and polyethyl en e (L.D.).

The time

of contact (t ) is related to the linear velo city by, t = d
, where d
b
b
w
'f
---"--dx
dt

is

diameter of the approxima tely circular contact region between the sphere and the
dielectric (which is equal to the contact track width), and (dx/dt) is the
linear velocity.

Thus the abcissa in FIG.39a is dir ectly proportional to the

time of contact.

Each point in FIG.39a repr esents the average of four measure-

ments for polyethylene, and two mea surements for Nylon 66.
deviation

LS

a130 indicated on the diagram.

The maximum

Allowance wa s made for the s low

response of the electrometer ",hen the cha]'ge levels ",'ere calculated, as
described in Chapter 2, for all results in the present section.
The charge transferred can be represented by an equation of the form

=

q

-t /

qf(1 - e

b 1 b ),

3.19

,.here q is the charge (unit circumferential length)-1, qf is the charge (unH
circumferential length)-1 at t

=

Q),

1 b is

fl,

charging time constant, tb is the

time durng ",hich any particular area element of the polymer surfa.ce is in contact
with the metal sphere.
The time constant is dependent upon (a) mechanical transient contact area
behaviour, (b) conduction effects, (c) charge transfer transient effects.
duction effe~ts are anticipated in t",o principal forms,

Con-

(1) as the time of

contact decreases, the time for charge spreading to the observed cha.rge ",idths
decreases, and the charge injected may thus decrease, due to an increase in the
opposing electric field.

(2) As the linear velocity increases, the time for

conduction to occur back to the contact sphere, from nearby charged areas,
.
(96 149)
effectively decreases and the net contact charge transfer Increases
'
•
The time for the charge spreading process to occur is unkno1Vn, since high
field conductivity and diffusion effects may influence this quantity.

An approximate estimate of conduction transient effects back to the sphere
can b e

0

·
bt alned
from th e c harge d ecay t·lme cons t an t (150)

between 4.4 s

E 2 E r.
r

0

This is

3
and 4.4 x 10 s for Nylon 66, and orders of magnitude greater

for polyethylene, using the bulk resistivity and dielectric constant values
given in Table 2.

Oncp. the contact sphere is further from any element of the

charged area than the base plane, the electric field ",ill be principally
directed into the base plane.

The time taken to

at the slowest linear velocity, is 5.83s.

tl~ avel

this length of 3mm.

This is much less than the expected

decay time constant values for polyethylene and Nylon 66.

Consequently charge

decay back to the contact sphere, ",ill probably not be important.
Since polymers are visco-elastic, the area of contact is dependent upon the
time after loading(63).

Relat ed effects are observed in complex time dependent

.
I .d .
fric t ional behaviour, a 't spee d s above 20 Omm s -1 durIng
SlIng
con t ac t ( 1 51) •
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This could reflect complex time dependent real contact area behaviour, ,.,hich
may also be expected with rolling contact.
Amorphous polymers have a viscosity i_n the region of 10 7 N s m- 2 (152)at room
temperature.

The surface deformation time can be estimated very approximately

from the quotient of polymer viscosity and the modulus of elasticity.

Using

the modulus of elasticity values of Table 2, this yields a time of 56ms for
polyethylene and 6.5ms for Nylon 66.

The contact region during motion is not a

- I e ( 1 5 3 ) ,owever,
'
. t Y rna ter1a
· 1 s s t u d'1e,
d th e
h
f or th e h'19 hV1SCOS1
prec1se
C1rc

assumption of a circular contact area is reasonable.

Tbe measured contact track

widths for polyethylene and Nylon 66 are 1.2mm and 0.7mm respectively, and the
contact track width is equivalent to the instantateous contact circle diameter.
Hence, using the surface deformation times calculated above, the critical linear
velocity reciprocal at which point area effects should become important, is
47s mm

-1

for polyethylene, and 9s mm

-1

for Nylon 66.

The value calculated for

polyethylene, coincides approximately with tlte,elocity reciprocal for which
charge levels start to decrease on polyethylene (FIG.39a).

However the value

for Nylon 66 is much less than the critical value shown in FIG.39a.
suggests that the viscoelastic behaviour is not

re~ponsible

This

for the decrease in

charge levels, but owing to the highly approximate nature of the calculations,
this conclusion is only tentative.
Thus the only one of the

mechanisms which appears likely to affect the

charge injection process, 1S the intial charge spreading.

A further possibility

is that the actual charge transfer process determilles the observed transient
characteristics.

There is no means of distinguishing the relevant mechanism

using the present results.

Indeed the initial charge spreading could be

responsible for determining the total charge transferred, and could therefore
be considered as a basic part of the transfer mecha nism.

Thus, the transient

characteristics appear to be associated with the ba s ic charge transfer
mechanism.

The time constant for charge transfer, the time to transfer 63.2%

of the final charge, is equal to 8.1 ms for polyethylene and 9ms for Nylon 66
from FIG.39a.

These values are calculated a s suming the previous contact circle
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diameters.

The time constant :Lor Nylon 66 ,,,ould le ad to an inj ection time,

much less than the transit time discussed in Section 3.5, and

i~

consistent

wi th the conclusion dra,m in Section 3.5, that charge inj ection is effectively
instantaneous with respect to the transit time.
Some previous studies have shown that contact time has little influence on
charge transfer, down to values of 60ms(59), 36ms(154), 6ms(155).

The first

two r esults are consistent with the present observations, and the discrepancy
with regard to the third is probably due to a different charging technique
of corona charging, which was employed.

Sasaki

(54)

. (156)
and Ja',Tadl.
report

noticing a decrease in the charge transferred with decreasing contact time, for
contact times down to approximately 12ms, in accord with the present results.
,Jewell-Thomas

(157) and Wagner(82) found a maximum in the charge transferred to

a rolling dielectric sphere in contact with a metal.

Although conduction

effects obscured the time constant, the charge reduction for short contact
times is consistent with the present results.
monofilaments are contradictory.

Levy

(158)

Results from the contact of

reports a decrease in charge transfer

.
Wl.·t·h d ecreaSl.ng
con t ac t t·l.me, an d H ers h(159) repor t s el.·tller no e ff ec t

0f

con t ac t

time, or an increase in charge transfer with decreasing contact time, dE;pending
on the material. Temperature effects probably modified these results.

The

present results could account for the observation of Nanevicz (160), that the
charge transferred to a projectile fired through an ice fog,
increasing r esidence time from 1m s to 3ms.

increased with

(59 )
All results except those of Wahlin

and wagner(82) were carried out at atmospheric pressure, and air breakdown
processes may conse quantly have influenced the observations.
The effect of contact time on the ratio of charge transferred after one
turntable revolution to that transferred a fter several turntable revolutions,
was also studied in the present

experimen~s.

FIG.39b shows this ratio for

Nylon 66 and polyethylene (L.D.), and the same number of ob servations as FIG.39a.
The results for Nylon 66 are consistent "i th the rapid initial charge conduction
/diffu sion effect, resulting in charge transfer occurring under essentially
identical conditions, for every revolution.

'Hth polyethylene (L.D.) little
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charge spreading occurs, and the total charge transferred reaches a limit
before twelve turntable revolutions.

Thus the ratio of FIG.39b closely

resembles FIG.39a.
Time constant values of the order of 10ms, found for the present experiments,
are much less than the values anticipated from electron transfer theories
considering the polymer bulk (Chapter 1).

Several minutes are required for

charge equilibrium unless the energy barrier for charge transfer is very small.
Thus, it appears probable, that either electron transfer to surface states on
the polymer is occurring, or ionic transfer is dominant,
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CHAPTER

4

A THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION OF CONTACT ELECTRIFICATION
AND CHARGE DISSIPATION OCCURRING IN A VIBRATED BED
4.

1. Introduction.

studies of particulate electrification in the past have often concentrated
on specific particle handling situations.

Electrification associated with

. ( 4 3 1 61-1 64 )
pneumatic transport has been the subject of several studles'
•

An

increase in the solids loading ratio and the gas flow rate have been found to
lead to increases in (a) tte current flow to earth from an isolated section of
6P ipeline(43,161), (b) the potential(162) of and the current flow to earth(163)
from, a metal probe located in the pipeline and (c) the charge per unit . mass
.
(164)
of powder collected after pneumatlc transport
.

The observed functional

dependence of the equivalent charging current in each case, was different, but
the general trends were similar.
The potential of a metal probe immersed in a fluidised bed has been studied
by several wor k ers
v~lue

(165-168)

.

The potential was found to increase to a limiting

with time, after fluidisation was started.

Increasing the fluidising air

velocity(166-168), decreasing the fluidising air relative humidity(166) to 30%
h uml. d'1 t y, an d lncrcaslng
.
.
th e b u II~ par
.
t·lC 1 e resls
. t·lVl. t y, (166,168) all
·
re 1 a t lve
resulted in an increase in the probe potential.

Ciborows ki (167) however

observed a maximum probe potential as the air humidity was increased.

The

position of this maximum was dependent upon the material being studied, and
occurred at 70% relative humidity for vinyl polyacetate and 15-20% relative
0

humidity for sand, in each case at 20 C.
.
(157 169).
.
Studies of particle flow along inclined metal chutes
'
lndlcate that
charge transfer is always dependent on the time of contact, \milst velocity
during contact, and the mode of contact affect char ge levels with certain
materials.
In all these cases, conduction, induction and air di ss ipation processes, as
well as contact charging, can affect the observations.

Induction and dissipation
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(43,157,161-169)
processes have not been considered explicitly in the studie s mentioned,
consequently the results are not applicable t.o general particle handling
situations.
In many practical particle handling situations the bulk voidage is sufficiently low to permit continuous contact paths to exist through the material.
Typical cases are:- fluidised beds, vibrated beds, particle drying equipment,
powder flow along chutes and movement inside hoppers and bunkers.

Air break-

down processes (Chapter 3) impose an ultimate limiting value on the charge
density, whilst conduction effects may limit the charge density to levels below
the breakdown value.

Since interparticle charging effects will tend to

produce a net charge of zero, for a given particle mass, the principle net
charge generation processes, during particle handling, are linked to contact
and separation of the particles with boundary surfaces.
Some illlderstanding of the electrification behaviour of general particle
systems, with continuous contact paths, can be obtained using a suitable
simulation experiment.

This experiment must

well defined contact and

util~e

separation with a boundary surface, in order to define the charge generation
process.
eff~cts

Continuous contact paths must 'oe maintained to en s ure that conduction
closely resemble those encountered in practical situations.

Ideally, the

charge measurement system, should allow interpretation of the importance of
dissipation processes.

With these ideas in mind, the system chosen as a simu-

lation of bulk handling processes, was a vibrated particle bed.
Sinusoidal vertical motion impo s ed on a platform, which supports a vessel
containing granular material, will cause the pa rticle mass to lift from the
vessel base when the acceleration reach es a critical value.

For beds of large

particles, ,.,here alr percolation effects do not gr e atly modify th e bed behaviour, the critical acceleration is equal in magnitude, and opposite in
·
t·lon t
d lrec

0

th e gravl. t a.lona
+.
1 acc e I er
' a t lon
· (170) .

C'lrcu 1 a t·lon pa tt erns d eve 1 op

in the bed at this point, and the bed viscosity decreas es markedly
bed is said to be vibrofluidised in this stat e (171).

For 210-355

(170 )

~m

.

The

diameter

particles, the bed voidage decre as e s by l es s than 15%(170) at 50Hz and a
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platform acceleration of 7g , where ga is the acceleration due to gravity.
a
The particle bulk undergoes repeated contact and separation with the vessel
base, during vibration, and continuous contact paths are preserved.

Electri-

fication occurs due to the impact, and can be measured.
The bed support vessel, used in the present experiments, consisted of a
metal base, and perspex walls.

This enabled measurement of the alternating

current induced in the base by the moving charged particle bulk.

In order to

study conduction effects, a plane metal perforated electrode was inserted into
the bed, parallel to the base.

This caused further

one dimensional conduction path.

and defined a

By connection to a suitable electrometer, a

net conduction current could be measured.
were

char~ing,

chosen to be sufficiently large

The immersed electrode perforations
to allow the screen

to have a

minimum modifying influence on the bed displacement behaviour.

Charge genera-

tion and dissipation, were studied as a function of vibration amplitude and
system geometry.

The particle bulk resistivity is of great importance in

determining the observed behaviour, and the effect of this variable was also
studied.
The relation between the measured quantities, and the charge generation and
dissipation processes, is derived in the remainder of this chapter

for

various bulk resistivity regimes.
4.

2. The induced pot e ntial due to a moving ch a rged particle mass.
The physical arrangement and electrical circuit shown in FIG.40are considered.
This circuit assumes that the measuring ins trument input capacitance lS much
smaller than the eff"ctive capacitance of the charge layer(172).

The capa-

citivereactance of the measuring instrument input is as s umed to be much
. .lns t rumen t lnpu·
·
t reS1S
. t ance
. (172) .
grea t ·er th an th e measurlng
will be shown to be valid in Chapter 5.

TIlese assump t·lons

Similar situations with different

charge distributions and geometrical consid e rations, have b ee n analysed by
Sessler(173) for electret microphones, and Van Turnhout(117) for charge measuring
instruments.
The physical situation considered lS that of a vibrated p owd e r bed, moving
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vertically between a base plat~, and a parallel upper electrode.
By charge conservation,
4.1
"here Q3' the charge on the base plate

=

~03'

~

is the effective area of the base plat e which has a surface charge densi~ 03'

~

is assumed to be equal to the lower bed surface area

A~.

i3 is the current flowing through the electrometer resistor R, in time dt.
4.2
where V3 is the potential of the base plate.
Thus from equations 4.1 and 4.2

V3 = -R dQ

3

4.3

dt
By Gauss's Law, Q = ~ EoE3
3

4.4

where E3 is the electric field in the air gap region below the lower bed surface.
E3 is given in Appendix 1 by equation A.1 .. S. Eliminating E3 from equations
A.1.S and 4.4 gives,
Q
3

~.(,~+ g,) +V3 ]
+
g,)
=~~g1 Eo+ ~ + g2J[ - EoPh(:~
Eo
Er 4
2Er4

4.5

Er4
where g1 is the air gap between the upper bed surface and the upper electrode,
g2

lS

the air gap between the Im,er bed s urf ace and the base plate, L1 is the

particle bed depth,

Er4 is the dielectric constant of the particle bed,

the uniform surface charge density on the lower bed surface,

P

c

°c

is

is the

uniform volume charge density in the particle bed.
Equation 4.5 is bas ed on the assumption that the particle bed has a uniform
volume charge density ( Pc) and a uniform su rface charge density (Oc)'

The

application to particular charge di s tributions "ill be considered in Chapter 5.
Equation 4.5 can be written as

Q3 = Ch (V - Vh )
3
where C is equal to
h

~

4.6
Eot'

g2

-1

.' the capacitance of the unit,

4.7a

)

and V
h

lS

equal to

4.7b
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the equivalent potential of the charge distribution.

Diff ere ntiati ng

equation 4.6, combining with equation 4.3 and rea,rranging yields,

dV

3
-dt

+

V3(---.dCh +
C
h

dt

V

dC

h
h
-._-

:s,J

C
h

4.8

dt

The particle bed is assumed to move so that the lower air gap changes with
time, during one cycle, as shown in FIG.41 , according to,
g2

=

sin wt , for 0 <t< 2n:~

g2

2f3

o

W

g2 = 0, for 2n:~ < t < 2n:

W

W

where g20 is the maximum gap width,

~ is the

W is the angular frequency,

fraction of the cycle spent by the bed in flight.
This is close to the observed behaviour as described in Chapter 5.
From equation 4.7a,

=

-C h g20 W cos CWt/2 ~)

4.9

2~{g1 + L1 + g2)
\

""E;4

Usi ng an integrating factor e

II

+

~Ch)-

eq ua ti on 4.8 c a.n be so Iv e d for

o < t < 2TC~, to give,
W

t
dc .e(1 + RCh)dt
h
dt

V :..- e - (1
3 -

where k2 is a constant.
Since (g1 + L1/ E r4) is much greater than g2 (Chapter 5), the small vari a ble
part of C can b e n egle cted in deriving the integrating factor, and hence
h
equation 4.10.

Since t is much greater than Re

h

for ne a rly all measurement

times as discuss ed in Chapter 5, the transient term in equation 4.10 can be
neglected.

Substituting for dCh/dt from equation 4.9 into equatio n 4.10,

integrating and rearranging yields,

v3 = -g2 vh.( si n Wt
o

2

P

+ ~ cos
WChR

4.11

For the conditi0ns of the present experiments (Chapter 5),WC R
h

IS

very much

--
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less than 2 ~ , thus
cos Wt .

4.12

The measuring instrument output potential as a function of time, predicted
from this equation is shown in FIG. 52, making due allowance for the inverting
)

characteristics of the measuring instrument (Chapter 5) and assuming unity gain
and a negative particle charge.

It should be borne in mind throughout this

chapter, and Chapter 5, that the predictions for the induced potential due to
bed movement, apply only when the bed is in flight.

When the bed is at rest

relative to the vessel base plate, the induced potential is zero.

Thus the

anticipated behaviour is that of a series of induced pulses of period T,
(FIG.52), separated by sections of zero potential.

The overali wave has a

period T (FIG.52).
2
The electric field at the bed base, can now be determined as a function of

v ' the measured potential.
3

E3

= ~ (V 3 -

Eliminating Q from equations 4.4 and 4.6 yields,
3

4.13

Vh )

~ Eo
Elimination of V from equation 4.13 using equation 4.12, gives for the
h
electric field E
corresponding to the peak potential
3m
E

V3m ,
4.14

3m

Equation 4.14 shows that the relation between the electric field and the
observed potential is independent of the charge distribution within the
particle bed.
The simplification that WChR is very much less than 2

p,

made in deriving

equation 4.12, is equivalent to simplifying equation 4.6 as follows.
equation 4.6,

From
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The first term on the right hand side can be neglected. since C
h

1S

very

small, and the second term can be neglected since V3 is much less than V •
h
Thus, from equation 4.3, V3

-R

=

VhdC h ' "rhich has the solution using equation 4.9

-dt

and assuming g2 is much less than (g1 + L1/ E

r4

),

cos Wt
2~

This

1S

identical to equation 4.12, and indicates that equation 4.6 can be

treated by neglecting the terms discussed above.
The assump·tion is made in deriving

equation 4.12, that the charge on the

vessel walls has a negligible effect on the induced potential.

This is

expected to be true, since the wall charged area exposed

vibration

much less than the charged particle area .

dur~g

1S

Confirmation that this assumption

is correct was found by examining the induced potential at the screen in the
bed.

This was found experimentally to be similar in magnitude, and inyerted

with respect to the induced potential in the base, during the bed flight.

This

behaviour is expected if induction effects are due.to particle charges, but
not if they are due to ,vall charges.
The assumption is made in all the derivations connected with vibrated bed
charge production, that the fundamental charge transfer process

~

not affected

by the height through which the bed falls.
Th e contact of the bed with the vessel falls into two distinct regions.
first is during the actual collision process

The

The time of this collision

.
(170)
process is determined by the velocity of a stress wave through the bed,

and is approximately equa l to 4.5 x 10

-4

s for the present 45mm deep bed

(170)

.

Thus charge transfer during this region will be small, if the time constants
found in Chapter 3 are applicable.

The second region is that during which the

bed is at rest relative to the vessel.

The area of contact is determined

in thi s case by the bed 1{eight and system geometry, and is not affected by the
height of the bed dispacement prior to contact. · Thus, since charge transfer
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was shown in Chapters 2 and 3 to depend directly on the area of contact, the
variation of bed displacement will not affect th~ charge transf~rred.
4.

3. The electrification behaviour of insulating particles.
The situation under consideration is the vibrated bed shown in FIG.40,
containing insulating material.

Conduction currents are negl ec ted 1n the bed,

so that each contact surface can be con s idered independently.
able for bulk resistivity greater than approximately

This is reason-

1013~m.

The quantity of interest is the particle bed charge as a function of time.
After a rapid initial increase, the surface charge on the .essel walls will
remain approximately constant.

The time constant for the wall transient charge

behaviour is determined by the charge transfer time, and the time necessary for
all wall areas to be contacted by particles.

The charge transfer time is of

the order of ms as shown in Chapter 3, and the time for all areas to be contacted is small.

Thus the wall charge time constant lS much less than the bed

charge time constant and is subsequently neglected.

The net charge due to

interparticle cbarging is zero, consequently interparticle charging lS neglected.
All charge is assumed to arlse as a result of particle collisions with the base
plate, which is h e ld at approximately z er o potential.

Only one type of . particle

material is considered to be present in the particle bed.
Particles are brought to the lower bed s urface as a result of the mixing
action caused by the vibration proces s .

Wnile at the surface, they undergo

repeated collision with the ba se plate, until they are mixed with the bulk of
the b ed again.

The rate of surface renewal for a given vibrat ed bed is deter-

mined by the vibratiou amplitude and frequency.
The case of a particle undergoing repeated contact 'w i th a boundary 'vall
during pneumatic transport ha s been considered by Cole(43).
be modified to d escr ib e vibrated bed charging.

Thi s approach can

The charging process has been

analysed on the ba s is of the following assumptions(43).
(1) The initially charged particle is assumed to have a charge distribution
over its surface, which is equivalent to having the total charge concentrated
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at the centre of the spherical particle.

This assumption will not be

absolutely true in practice, since charge regions will be localised on the
particle.

However the approximation is reasonable, since the principal field

component reducing charge transfer is found to be due to the bulk space charge,
and not the individual particle charge.

(2)

Charge transfer is assumed to occur due to the establishment of an

effective driving potential V •
cp

(3 )

Charge transfer ceases at a critical separation distance d , which defines
c

the capacitance at separation as

Eo Ac /d c .

(4 ) A , the area over which charge transfer occurs during a contact, is
c

assumed to be the area of an equivalent parallel plate capacitor.

A is approxc

imately equal to 2TCR d , since d is assumed to be much smaller than the
p c
c
particle radius R (FIG.42).
p

No stipulation is made as to the mechanism

governing the formation of V
cp

The charge transferred per contact event

· )lS
··
( con t ac t an d separa t lon
glven as (43) ,
dq
dn

pt

= E A Z (V

c

0

d

p

cp

-V1

p

- V ),

6

4.15a

c

where qpt is now, the particle charge due to collisions with the base plate,
n

p

is the number of particle collisions with the base plate, Z is a factor to

allow for the discrepancy between real and apparent contact area, due to the
effect of surface roughness(43).

The range of expected values for particle/

boundary surface contacts, is 10- 3 to 10-7 (7,43).

V
is the induced poten1p

tial difference between the particle and the base plate due to the particle
charge.

V6 is the 'potential difference cau se d by the bulk of th e particles.

The theoretical approach of Cole(43) can be generalised by removing the constraints of assumptions (3) and (4), to accomodate various charge transfer
mo d e I s (12,38,39) .
dq
dn

pt

=

Cb(V

If equa t·lon 4 . 15 a lS
· wrl·tt en as,
cp

- V
- V ),
6
1p

4.15b

p

then C and V
can be deduced from the particular charge transf e r model chosen.
cp
b
.
(43)
The situation deflned by Cole
can be d erive d directly from the s urface state
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electron transfer model (Chapter 1), 'vi th the surface state density greater
than 10

18 -2
-1
m eV .

The value of V
is then given by the effective work
cp

function difference between the contact materials.
It was shown in Chapters 2 and 3 that no individual model of charge transfer
is lilliversally applicable to practical situations.

Thus, rather than speci-

fying V
in terms of a particular charge carrier energy distribution, the
cp
(43) .
analysis will be given in generalised form. The approach of Cole
wlII then
be applied since this has the advantage for present purposes, of defining
C by geometrical considerations, and making no stipulation as to the mechanb
ism

governing the formation of V
cp
By considering the image charge produced by the charged particle in the

base plate, V
can be shown to be given by(43),
1p
4.16

where qpf

the total particle charge.

lS

The potential difference between the base plate and a point d

.c

from the base

plate, is found by integrating the field in the particle bulk (Appendix 1).
The result is given in equation A.1.12. as V6 = NbqpfM

A.1 .12

where Nb is the number of particles per unit volume.
M

d 2
c
2

L d
1 c
2
E 0 Er4

(1

+ g1 E r4

(d - d 2)
c

.

c
2L

A.1 .13

-I

+ g1 Er4 )
L1

Considering initially a particle in the surface l&..fer adjacent to the vessel
base plate, undergoing repeated contact ,vi th the base plate.

By definition

qpf = qpt + qat' where qat is the initial particle charge before contact of
the particle.

The particles in the bulk of the bed are assumed to have a

uniform charge qat' whilst the particle under consideration has a cbarge
qpt + qat'

Substitution of these charge expressions, and equations A. 1. 12 and

4.16 into equation 4.15b yields
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dq
dn

pt

4.17

=

p

Here f, the vibration frequency is equal to dnp/dt, and q1 is defined as
· h uS1ng
.
C0 1 e f s (43) approac h 1S
. equa 1 t
C V ,wh 1C
b cp

0,

2TC E R ZV
o p cp

4.18

k1 1S defined as Cbd

c
2TC R Z E
p
0

Zd

' which using Cole f s(43) approach is equal to,

4.19

c

R

P

K1 is defined as Cbd

c
2TCR Z E
p
0

+ CbNbM,

which using Cole f s(43)approach is equal to,
Zd

+ NbM2 TC E ZR
cop

4 ..20

R
P
Solving equation 4.17 with the boundary condition qpt =

o

= 0,

at t

yields

for the particle charge at time t,
4.21

This describes the transient charge characteristics of an individual particle
whilst in the layer adjacent to the vessel base plate
In order to determine the transient behaviour of the bed as a whole, an
effective average charge for each particle in a given surface layer is first
calculated.

If s 1S the rate of renewal of surface area (unit total area)-1,

then the fraction of surface area with age between t and t+dt has been shown
to be se

-st

dt, by the surface renewal approach of Danckwerts

(174)

.

If the:re

are C particles (unit area)- 1 then the overall charge (unit area )-1 of the
a
101ver surfac e layer, using equation 4.21 is given by,

1
ClJ

= Ca

-st

~

(q1

- Kq

1 at

)(1 _ e- k1ft )dt

o k1

4.22

Thus, qpt

where s ...

=

s/f.

For the vibrated bed system under consideration s'

18

much greater than kl

(Chapter 5), consequently equation 4.22 can be simplified to
4.23
If the particles at the surface are considered to have an average residence
time of l/s, rather than the age distribution given by Danckwerts(174) , then
the charge per particle after this average surface residence time is given by
equation 4.21 as qpt

=

when s' is much greater

(q1

than k1 this simplifies to
which is an identical result to that derived using the age distribution function.
Consequently it is valid to regard particles as having an average surface
residence time, provided s; is much greater than k .
1
The transient characteristics can now be derived for the whole bed from
either equation 4.22 or equation 4.23.

Equation 4.22 will be considered.

This

equation enables the particle bed charging process, to be specified in terms
of discrete charge layers.
the mixing process.

Each layer is brought to the lowar bed surface by

On average every particle will

ac~uire

a charge given by

equation 4.22, before being returned to the bulk of the bed.

The charge per

particle in the bulk of .the bed is assumed constant and equal to qat

during

the charging process of any layer, consistent ,{ith the derivation of equation
4.21.

As successive layers are brought into contact ",·ith the base plate, then

the value of qat will increase, but for any given layer in contact, qat can
be considered constant during the contact time.

The overall bed charge increase

due to successive layers contacting the base plate, is given by
dQ

m

4.24

= N

s

dL
p

where L

1S

p

N

s

1S

the number of particle layers, Q is the total charge in the bed,
m

the number of particles in the lower bed surface, adjacent to the base

plate.
Elimination of <lpt from equatiom4.22 and 4.24 gives

dQm
dL

p

=

N s,,--~(q1
__
k + s/
1

4.25

where q"

k, and K, are defin~d in equations 4.'8, 4.'9 and 4.20 respectively.

All the particles in the bed, are assumed to have a charge qa before vibration.
The charge added subsequently, due to vibration is denoted by q .
P

By definition,

4.26
and by assumption,
Qm = Nv qat + Nsqpt
where N

v

4.27

is the total number of particles in the bed.

Differentiation of

equation 4.27 gives,
4.28

Differentiation of equation 4.22 yields
.dqat
dL
P

from this equation and equation 4.28 gives dQm
dL
P

Eliminating dq pt
dL

P

c,dqat,
dL

4.29

P

N + N (C - 1)
2
v
s

and

dQ

m

C2

= k1

k,

+ s/ - K,

+ s'

is now eliminated using equations 4.25 and 4.29, giving, after rearrangement,

dL

p
= q,N s
dqat + qatK,N s
(k + s')C,
dL
(k · + s)C
1
1
t
p

Solving, and applying the boundary condition that qat is equal to qa ,.hen Lp
is equal to " [Yields,tk,N S
qat =

~

, -

('

-

Lp)\]

e\(k, + s)C,

oJ

(K,N s (' _

LpY\ .

+ qael(k, + s)C,

.")

.

4.30

K1

Substitution of qat from equation 4.30 and qpt from e4.uation 4.22 into
equation 4.26
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Since dL - s,
--R
dt

L
P

=

4.32

st + 1,

using the boundary condition that -Lp is equal to 1 when t

= o.

Elimination of qpt from equations 4.26 and 4.27, and substitution of the
expression for qp from equation 4.31 and qat from equation 4.30, into the
result, together with substitution for L

p

from equation 4.32 and simplification,

Yields for Qm'

The time constant for charge acquisition L1 is given by
4.34

(k 1 + S)Nv - K1N ss •
K N 5
1 s

Equation 4.33 does not consider gas discharge effects.

If discharge occurs

at a certain value of the bed charge, then the increase of Q with time will
m
abruptly terminate, at the time corresponding to the critical charge level.
t is much less than L"

Qm

=

e~uation

4.33 can be simplified to

(Nv -

4.35

For the conditions of the vibrated bed, s' i s much greater than k1 and K1
(Chapt er 5), thus
4.36

4.37
The values of qpt and qat can also be derived assuming t is much less than
Substitution of q a t- from equation
4.30 into equation 4.22, followed by this simplification yields for qpt'
4.38

Similar simplification of equation 4.30 gives for qat
qat = q1 tN/
N
v

+

4.39

If

The potential induced in the base plate by the moving particle bed, is given
by equation 4.12.
charge density,

Vh , given in equat ion 4.7b is expr8ssed in terms of a bulk
P c and a surface charge density

°.
c

From equation 4.39 the

bulk charge density

+ q a Nv

4.40

U

where U is the volume of the bed.
The surface charge density can be calculated from equation 4.38
4.41

Hence,

Pc and

and 4.41.

0c can be eliminated from equation 4.7b using equations 4.40

Substitution of the resulting expression into equation 4.12, tog-

ether with substitution of the capacitance C from equation 4.7a, gives for
h
the peak induced potential V , assuming a negative particle charge,
3m

Thi s equation shows that the observed peak potential s hould increase linearly
with time, whilst vibration is applied.

However if air breakdown processes

occur, then the bed charge will remain constant, and the potential should
remain at a constant value.
applied,

1S

The anticipated behaviour then, when vibration

1S

a line ar rise in peak potential with time, as the charge in the

bed increases.

This is followed by a con s tant peak potential when the bed

charge has reached a high enough value to initiate air breakdown processes.

4.

4. The electrification behaviour of conduct.ing particles.
The situation considered is s hown in FIG.43, where in this ca se a direct
current measurement is considered. The Vibron®electrometer time constant
is sufficiently long so as to
Chapter 5.

regi s t~r

a direct current, as discussed in

The particles considered in this case have a bulk resistivity ,."hich

is sufficiently low" tl) ensure that charge layers at the ba se and screen are
of much smal l er dimensions tha n the bed as a whole .

Some idea of the magnitude

>
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of this resistivity limitation can be obtained by considering the .::hargelayer
adjacent to the screen, as shown in FIG.44.

Convective

particl~

movement

carrying charge away from the screen, is opposed by return conduction currents.
Consideration of the limit of the charge balance over the differential
element shown, together ,.,ith the assumption of a steady state and substitution
of the differential form of Gauss's Law

(118 )

, allows the resulting equation

to be so lved to give,
4.43

where

vp is the particle velocity dy/dt,

the screen surface, and Er4

Pco

is the volume charge density at

the effective dielectric constant of the bulk

1S

particle bed.
Th e distance over which the charge den sity falls to 63.2% of the value at
y equal to 0, is given by rb vEE 4.
p

Considering

v

p

0

r

as the velocity due to bulk mixing in the bed, this is of

the order of 5rmn s -1 (Chapter 6 ) .

The minimum value of L1 was 5mm.

Conse-

quently the maximum resistivity allowable before th e charge boundary layer
approaches the bed dim e nsions, is

of the order of 10 10 ~m.

For mat eria ls having a bulk resi s tivity below this value, the charge
boundary layer is much smaller than the electrode separation distance and the
electric field in the bulk of the b ed due to the boundary charge is uniform.
It is now postulated that charging will occur at the perforated
to the cascading action of the particles passing through the screen .

screen due
This is

superimposed on any impact charging occuring at the base plate and screen .
The cascade charging is postulated a s the driving force for ohmic conduction
currents in the bed, and diffusion effects and charge migration are neglected.
It is further po s tulated that the vibration proces s establishes the ca scade
charge layer depth, since vibration determines the physical position of the
charged particles.

The extreme depth of the charge layer is given by the

amp litude of vibration.

It

1S

further po s tulat ed that the charge loss during

a vibration cycle is s mall, in relation to the total charge at the sc re en, hence
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the electric field time dependence is determin ed solely by the charge layer
depth.

The charge density is assumed constant in the cha.rge layer, so that a

quasi steady state prevails.

On the basis of these postulates, an expression

can be derived for the expected direct current measured at the screen.
fi eld around the screen is given by Gauss's Law.

The

Considering unit area and a

one dimensional situation (FIG.43),

E4 =

(2

pc y

Pcdy

Er4 E0
L - y
2

4.44

4

Er 4E0

where L2 is the bed bottom surface to screen

separation distance.

Thus, using equation 4.44,

4.45

The potential at the edge of the charge layer V6e ]_s given by equation
4.45 as,
4.46

",here g3

1S

the depth of the charge layer, and k3 .i s a constant to aCCowlt for

the fact th a t the charge layer will not be entirely uniform, due to some
conduction back to the screen.

If g3 is much less than L2 , as is the case in

practice, then L2 is approximately equal to the screen to base plate s eparation
distance L , and the wliform electric field in the bed i s equal to V6e /L 3 ,
3
Thus the conduction current den s ity j3 is given by equation 4.46 as

The current measured by the electrometer i s the average v a lue.
g 2 0 co s

LL)

t

, for 0 < t. < _~11 ~

2~

and

a

,

W

for 2TIP/W<t<2n:/W ,

then j3Av' the average curr ent. den si ty,is given by
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dt.

Thus~

i

3Av

' the average current

Ao j 3Av

=

1S

given by,

-Ao
---

4.47

4L3rb

The assumption that the charge layer depth is directly proportional to the
amplitude of vibration, requires that the particles cascade through the screen
at a sufficient rate to fill the gap caused by the bed movement.

perforations

The mass rate of flow of particles through a circular orifice has been given by
Beverloo(175) as
/

W

1

=

where 'lb =

0.585 'lb(g/-(Dpo - k2Dp)

5/2

l1s(1 -V) is the bulk density, V is the voidage (-::::::0.4(170)),

'ls is the solid density (2600 kg m-

3

for gla.ss ballotini), D
is the orifice
po

diameter, which 'vas 2mm, k2 is a constant Telated to the material and equal to
1.4 for glass ballotini, D

p

is the particle diameter, the average value being

128 11m for glass ballotini.
Thus, 1.4 x 10

3

particles can flow through the orifice in half a cycle at 48Hz

(th e frequency studied in Chapter 5), if there
screen .

This quantity

1S

1S

no particle ma ss below the

greater than the numb e r requir ed to fill the volume

of the air space below the scre e n, produced as a result of bed mov ement.

Conse-

quently the gap is completely filled in accordance with the assump-Lion that the
charge layer depth is directly proportional to the vibrational amplitude .

The

same result applies to quartz particles, by application of the particle flow
equation, using relevant parameters .

,

.
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CHAnER

')

AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF VIBRATED BED
CONTACT ELECTRIFICATION AND CHARGE DISSIPATION.
An experimental study of particle electrification in a vibrated bed was

carried out.

The effects of vibrational amplit ude,

elt~trode

geometry and

particle resistivity were studied.
5.

1. The Vibration System.
The physical arrangement of the vibration system is shown in FIGS. 45a,b.
A rectangular perspex vessel (C), was supported on a steel vibration table
The vibration table was supported horizontally by
each of which was clamped to the table at one end .

t1.,T o

(Q).

spring steel leaves (J),

The other end of each leaf

,,,as clamped between dural blocks (I), which were he ld rigidly to the Dexion@
support framework (S).

The DexionQDframework was firmly bolted to a massive

steel base (H).
The vibrator (O) was a Ling Dynamic Systems, Series 202 Hodel.

For its

operation, this utilised the force exerted by a permanent magnet, on a current
carrying conductor.

The moveable central core of the vibrator, forming the

current carrying conductor, was rigidly coupled via a dural bar (p) to the
vibrating table.

A permanent magnet ,ms mounted in the vibrator housing, whic h

was securely bolted to the massive steel base.

Vibration of the central core,

was produced by the passage of an alternating current through the core.
power sources were used.

Tvo

The first was an oscillator/amplifier combination

constructed in the department, which could supply a maximum pover of 40V A
the vibrator.

to

The alternative pover supply, used for lover power requirements ,

Has a Ling Dynamic Systems TPO 20 oscillator/amplifier combination.

'rhis could

supply maximum power of 20V A. The TPO 20 uni t supplied a maximum current of
2.5Ar.m.s., for vhich natural convection cooling of the vibrator vas adequate.
The power unit constructed in the department could supply4.5A r.m.s. to the
vibrator.

Cool air Has blown through the vibrator housing to produce the

required cooling rate in this case.

Significant power losses occurred through

mechanical damping in the support system.

Consequently it was nece s sary . to
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operate at the resonant frequency of the system.

The spring leaf lengths,

shown in FIG.45b, were chosen to produce a resonant frequency of 48Hz.

The

maximum table amplitude of displacement, available at this frequency, was 0.8mm.
Operation at the resonant frequency of the system ensured that the table displacement behaviour was closely sinusoidal, corresponding to the principle
harmonic.

Other harmonics were considerably damped in magnitude.

The displacement of the table was monitored using an ASL

Model 1055 Displace-

ment Indicator.

This device could accurately monitor capacitance changes at a

given junction.

The capacitance of the junction, "as balanced against a

variable condenser in the instrument.

Changes in capacitance at the measured

junction, produced an out of balance voltage, which ,vas viewed on an oscilloscope.

The measuring capacitor, consisted of a parallel disc arrangement as

shown in FIGS. 45a,b.

One plate (G) was held firmly by epoxy resin to a poly-

ethylene block (K) on the vibrating table.

The other plate (F) was aligned

above and parallel to the first plate, and held rigidly to the support framework,

The instrument bandwidth of 300Hz, was sufficiently large to limit

attenuation at 48Hz to a small value.

Consequently, position calibration under

static conditions, was used to determine the relation between output potential
and displacement.

Simultaneous measurement of the displacement using a

travelling microscope, and the instrument output voltage, enabled calibration
of the instrument in terms of displacement, to an accuracy of 5%, down to a
displacement of O.01mm.
was 7mm.

The equilibrium capacitor plate separation distance

This could be accurately reset prior to any experimental test, by

adjusting the plate separation distance to produce a zero output voltage, for
the known calibration instrument settings.

A typical output voltage trace is

Sh01Yl1 in FIG.46.
Distortion of the vibration table sinusoidal ,vaveform was negligible, since
the system was operated near the re s onant frequency.

The weight of the

vibration table and attachments was much greater t.han the particle bed we ight,
thus the out of phase bed movement, had little effect on the table displacement
behaviour.

r
The frequency of vibration ",as monitored using
to an accuracy of +
- 0.1 Hz.

0,

1 .2Ivlliz Racal counter timer,

The drive frequency from the power suppJi es remained

constant over a period of several hours.

This was sufficient for all

experiments.
Measurement of the air gap beneath the vibrated bed, was achieved using a
.
(170)
capacitance technique descrlbed by Gutman
•

This consisted of measuring

the capacitance between a pair of plates, parallel to the perspex vessel walls,
and adjacent to the bottom of the bed.

During bed displacement measurement,

the dural base plate shown in FIG.45, was replaced by a perspex base, shaped
so as to allow positioning of the capacitance plates adjacent to the bed bottom.
The bed behaves as if it were a single plastic mass with a zero coefficient
ores
t 1· t u t·10n (170) •
f

Thus the change from dural to perspex does not alter

the displacement characteristics of the bed.
The dimensions and positions of the plates are shown in FIG.47, along with
the support vessel dimensions.

The field bet"'een the measurement plates was

uniform due to this configuration, except for edge ef fects round the plate
perimeters.

The plates were connected via shielded cables to a transformer

bridge, which had been constructed in the department.
is shown in FIG.48.

The measurement circuit

The bridge operated in a similar fashi0n to the ASL Dis-

placement Indicator, mentioned earlier.

The bridge ",as balanced to give a zero

output voltage for the static bed situation.

The out of balance voltage corres-

ponding to bed movement was th en displayed on an oscilloscope.
the incirument ",as carried out as describ ed by Gutman

(170 )

Calibration of

, and consisted of

noting the voltage change as the vessel 'vas filled to a knmm h e ight ,vi th
granular mat erial.
Voidage change s in the bulk .of th e b ed could also affect the measured capacitance.

However, for the virtual earth plate dimen sio ns used, this effect has

been shown to be small

(170)

.
.
, partlcularly at the maximum di sp lac ement values of

interest.
A typical displ acement measurem ent i s sho",n in FIG.49, from ",hich it is
apparent that the air gap thickness approximCLtion used in section 4 .2 is

also confirms the approximation of Section 4.2.
5.

2. Current and potential measurement.
The direct current produced at the perforated screen in the bed, '. . as
moni tored using a

Vibron~33B-2

measurement attachment.
instrument, was shown

electrometer, with a B33B current and resistance

The equivalent first order time constant of this

i~

Chapter 2 to be 144ms.

periodic time at 48Hz, of 20.8ms.

This is much greater than the

Consequently the current measured

average value of any current pulses produced.

w~s

an

The electrometer input resistance,

was always maintained at a value at least ten times less than the bed resistance
between the screen and base.
The induced potential in the base plate was moriitored using an instrument
constructed in the department (FrG.50).

The internal loop gain of the instrument

was approximately 10 5 which due to the feedback circuit employed, reduced the
~L1

effective cable input capacitance from 50pF to 5 x 10 'pF.

The overall gain was

1, and the instrW11ent had the property of inverting the signal.

The effective

input capacitance was much less than the smallest C value of approximately 0.4pF,
h
justifying the assumption made in Chapter 4, that the instrument input capacitance can be neglected.
was equal to 6.6 x 10

12

The instrument capacitive reactance, (Wx 5 x 10 -16)-1 ,
0at 48Hz.

This was much greater than the input resis-

7
tance of 10 0, thus fulfilling the other requirement given in Chapter 4 for neglecting the instrW11ent input capacitance.

The instrument input resistance was

at most equal to 1% of the resistance between the screen and base in the bed. The
response time constant of the instrument was less than lms,which was sufficiently
small to cause negligible attenuation of a signal having a periodic time of 20.8n&

ne h
ments.

was calculated to have a maximum value of O.lms for the present experiThus the assumption that the transient term can be neglected in

equation 4.10 is reasonable for a signal having a periodic time of 20.8ms.
l0C n has a maximwn value of 3 x 10
h

-2

,the assumption made in deriving equation

4.12, that this should be much less than 2 ~
is reasonable.

Since

which has a minimum value of 1.2,
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The dural vessel base plate was insulated from the vibration table , using
a perspex block as shown in FIG.45.
means of nylon SCre1'lS.

Attachment to the vibration -table1.;as by

Electrical screening was positioned as shown in FIG.45b,

to reduce any extraneous signals.

The position of this screening ¥Tas found to

have a very small effect on measured potentials in the vessel base plate.
o
0
The ambient air temperature 1ms within the range lS C - 22 C for all experiments, and the ambient relative humidity ,{as within the range 40% - 60% throughout.
All metal parts associated with the apparatus, other than those used in
electrical measurements, were earthed to a common point during the experiments.
The perforated screen 1ms connected to earth during measurements at the
base electrode, whilst the base was connected to earth during current measurements at the screen electrode.
5.

3. Bulk resistivity measurement.
A concentric cylinder, resistivity measurement cell was constructed as shown
in FIG.51.

This is similar to the design given by Lawver(176) , and the

relation between bulk resistivity and measured cell resistance, neglecting end

. glven
.
by (176) ,
e ff ec t s, 1S
rb

=

2n:Lb~

In(D

p2

/D

5.1
p1

)

where Rb is the measured cell resistance, Dp1 is the diameter of the inner
cylinder, Dp2 is the inner diameter of the outer

cylind~'T,

~

1

s the length of

either electrode covered with particles.
. t ance b e t Meen t h e concen tr1C
· cy l'In d ers was measure d
'
'I'h e reS1S
uS1ng
a V1. b rOn®

33B-2 electrometer, and a B33B attachment.

The lmo\m re s istance used in the

measuring potential divider network, was adjusted to be less than 1% of the
unknown.

The applied potentia l required for the measurement, ¥Tas su:pplied by

an APT Electronic Industries Hodel 509 voltage source.
The current flowing in the measurement circuit was directly proportional to
the applied potential up to 100V for quartz particles.

Apart from a small

deviation at low potentials, the same proportionality was observed with
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ballotini.

This ohmic behaviour, confirmed the validity of the resistivity

concept applied to the particulate material.
'llhe resistivity values were determined, after having vibrated the cell
during filling, to give a constant bed voidage.
packing for all measurements.

This ensured standard material

The resistivity ,vas calculated from the electro-

meter potential reading, immediately after stabilisation, following application
of the known voltage.
voltage.

This was approximately 5s after application of the known

Prolonged voltage application, caused an apparent increase in the

measured cell resistance.

The method of measurement chosen, ensured that the

resistivity deduced, was closely related to the effective resistivity,
experienced by contact charge, present in the material as a result of yibration.
The measured value was a complex combination of surface,bulk,and interparticle
resistances.
The particulate materials used in the vibration studies, together wit.h
measured resistivity values taken immediately after the contact electrification
experiments, are shown in Table 11.

The bulk dielectric constant values in

Table 11, were calculated from the approximate relation, € 4
r

where €

r

= €r

(1 -

V) +V,

is the dielectric constant of the pure so lid material, V is the

.
(170)
voidage of the bed, and is approxlmately equal to 0.4
for the present

experiments.
This relation is derived on the assumption that t.he bed can be treated as
a parallel combination of solid and air layers.
The bulk dielectric constant values shown,are accurate to within approxirna tely
5.

:t

20%.

4. The electrification behaviour of insunting }JfLrticles.
The potential induced in the ve sse l base plate, as a result of a moving
charged particle bed was given in equation 4.12.

The predicted proportionality

be-bveen the measured potential, and the ins trument input r esist<:m ce, was
observed experimentaly for both conductive and insulating particles in -the
vibrated bed.

Typic a l oscilloscope records of the output from the

measuring electromet er, are shown in FIGS.53a,b and c.

The particulate

-

.

material was polypropylene of extremely high resistivity (Table 11) in a bed
45mm deep.

The perforated screen was positioned 20mm above the upper bed

surface, and the results for

'three values of

is the amplitude of the table displacement.
were charged negatively.

2

W y /g
o

a

are shown, where y

0

The polypropylene particles

This was verified, by pouring the vessel contents

Vibron~33B-2

into a Faraday pail connected to the

electrometer.

The Faraday

pail was of a similar design to that described as Type 1 by Lawver (177) , and
consisted of two concentric metal cylinders insulated from one another. The
sign of charging observed is consistent with that reported in Chapter 3 for
polypropylene charging at a single contact.

For negative particle charge,

equation 4.12 predicts a positive induced potential immediately following the
bed lift-off (FIG.52).

The nearly horizontal sections of FIGS. 53a,b and c,

correspond to the bed at rest on the base plate.

Since the amplifier carried

out inversion of the signal, the induced potential is seen to be positive as
expected, immediately after bed lift-off.

'1'he form of the signal, is close to

the cosine behaviour predicted by equation 4.12,
the expect e d frequency.

(FIG.52) and th e signal has

The vertical sections predicted are not precisely

observed in FIG 52, due to the finite time required for bed lift-off, and
contact.
The predicted induced potential, as a function of tim e after starting
vibration, is given by equation 4.42.

This was derived on the assumptions

that K1 and k1 were much less than s~ and that twas much less tha n 11 •

The

-10
-7 Z, for d equ.al to 10m
as given
c
(12 )
-9
•
equal to 10 m as suggested by Krupp

value of k1 from equation 4.19 is 8 x 10
by Co Ie

(43)

,and 8 x 10

-6

Z for d

c

From equation 4.20, with Er4 given in Table 11, g1 equal to 20mm, and L1
equa.l to 45nun, then K1 is equal to
less than 1.

1 .09 x 10

-4

Z+k _ " . . here Z ha s a value
l

The minimum value of s is shown in Chapter 6 to be of the order

2
1
of 2s- , thus the minimum s/is equai to 4.2 x 10- •
assumption that k1 and K1 are much less than s~

This confirms the

For a voidage of 0.4, Nb is

4
equal to 7.3 x 10 10, and N is equal to 3.4 x 10 , ,. . hilst N is equal to
v
s
6
6.08 x 10 , for a 45mm bed depth. N i s ca::'culated from Nb assuming the top
s -
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layer occupies approximately a volume AoDp'
therefore equal to 3.43 x10

4

/Z.

11 from equation 4.36 is

Since t is less than 3.6- x 10 3 , the assump-

tion that t should be much less than 11 is seen to be reasonable.

Since these

assumptions, made in deriving equation 4.42, are seen to be reasonable,
equation 4.42 should describe correctly the induced potential as a function of
time after starting vibration.
FIG.54 shows the peak to peak induced potential as a function of time after
starting vibration, for a 45rnm deep vibrated bed of polypropylene particles,
with g1 equal to 20mm.

Each set of results at a given vibrational amplitude

was obtained with a fresh sample of material.

The initial non-linear behavioU'

is attributed to the non-uniform nature of the bed charge at the start.
Equation 4.42 was derived on the assumption of uniform bed charge.
initial region, the

rela~ion

After the

between induced potential and time is seen to be

linear as predicted by equation 4.42.

A

~imiting

value is reached, which is

expected if air breakdown processes occur, as mentioned in Section 4.3.
The relation between the electric field adjacent to the hase l)late, and
the induced potential is given by equation 4.14 ,,,hich involves no arbitrary
constants •

Substitution of the measured

0 value

of 0.9, and the fil1al

constant value of Y
from FIG.54, into equation 4.14, gives an electric
3m
6 -1
field of 2.34 x 10 Y m for U) 2
y g equal/
to 5.28,
and an electric field of
o a
2
are taken as 3. 6 9 x 106-1
Y m for U) y /g equal to 6.02. The values of Y
o a
Jm
half the peak to peak voltages.

The field values are calculated from

equation 4.14 using the measured peak bed displacements of 0.38mm for
U) 2Y o/ga equal to 5.28, and 0.465mm for U)2y /g
o

a

equal to 6.02.

The eledric

6
1
fields predicted from the Paschen curve for air(16), are 5.61 x 10 y m- for
0.38mrn gap ,ddth, and 5.26 x 106V mpressure.

1

for 0.465mm gap ,ddth a t atmospheric

The agreement between these electric field values, and the

ohserved values is good, providing further evidence for the presence of
gaseous discha.rge effects.

The predicted breakdmvn field values are greater

than the observed values by a factor of 1.4 - 2.4.
same order as

t~e

Paschen curve

ove~estimate

This

r~tio

is of the

of the non- uniform field br eak-
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down level, which was found to be 1.9 i.n Section 3.4, for single conta.ct
studies.
'fhe value of the product ZV

cp

can be es timated from the slope of the linear

section of the line in FIG. 54, and equation 4.42.
5.28, ZV

vp

ZV

cp

2
For W y

2
3
lS found to be 0.99 x 10- V, and for W y /g
u

is found to be 1.9 x 10

-3 V. Since V

1V(43), Z is of the order of 10- 3 •

cp

o

I ga

equa l to

equal to 6.02,

a

is expected to be of the order of

This is much greater tha.n the value of

10- 7 postulated by Cole(43), and indicates that the real area of contact
occupies a greater proportion of the apparent area than
However the value of Z is close to the value of 10

-4

~uggested

by Cole (43) •

suggested by Harper

(7) •

A direct current component was not observed with the polypropylene
particles, when the perforated screen was positioned in the b ed and the induced
potential had stabilised to a constant value.
Assuming the direct current to be directly proportional to the electric
field across the bed divided by the resistivity, then for the resistivity
value of Table 11, and the estimated charge density from equation 4.37, the
predicted current is very small , of the order of O.1pA.

This value is below

th e measurement sensitivity of the electrometer and is consistent with the
o bserva ti ons.
5.

5. The

electri~ication

behaviour of conducting

particl~s.

1
When particles of bulk resistivity below 10 °S"2m are vibrated, the charge
layers produced by contact electrification, are of sufficiently small width,
to produce a uniform field across the bulk of the bed examined in the present
studies (Section 4.4).
currents.

Electrolytic effects can also produce measurable

This was observed in a static bed.

The e"lectrolytic direct

currents, ,.,rere always less than 10% of tho se due t.o contact electrification,
and were subtracted from the contract electrification current values
measured.

Some effects which appear to be related to this static bed behaviour.

.
(178) f or liquid systems.
have been repor t ed b y Gl· bb lngs
The direct and induced currents due to vibration "lith conducting mat.erial,
were found to stabilise to constant v a lu es , in time s of less than i s .

This

100
is in contrast to the behaviour ,·l ith in sulators discussed in Section 5.4,
and reflects the lack of volume charge in the conductive case.

'rhe repro-

ducibility of the results with conductive materials ,vas vithin 10% from run
to run, which is good for contact electrification ","ork.
Equation 4.47 predicts that the dir ect current

sho~\ld

tional to the screen to base separation distance L ·
3

be inversely propor-

FIG.55 shows the

measured direct current as a function of 1L3 for values of L3 greater than
20mm, vith quartz particles.

The plot is linear as expected, however the

lines do not extrapolate to the origin.

This

indicate~

b0haviour is not

entirely as predicted by equation 4.47, for large values of L .
3

FIG.56b

shows the direct current as a function of L3 for quartz over the ",hole
measured range.

A maximum is observed in FIG.56b, indicating some deviation

from the predicted behaviour for small values of L •
3

Similar b e haviour with

regard to a maximum was observed for ballotini (FIG.56a).

Deviations from

the predictions are attributed to, (1) Modification of the particle movement
pattern as L3 is changed. (2) A change in the conduction path uniformity for
small L3 values, due to the screen perforations having a significant effect in
reducing the field uniformity. (3) The simplifying assumptions made ill
deriving equation 4.47, "'hich are not entirely repre sentative of the actual
situation.
Equation 4.47 also predicts that the direct curr ent should be proportional
to the bed maximum displacement (g20) squared .
as a

The direct current is shown

f~ction of (g20 )2 in FIG.57a for ballotini alid FIG.57b for quartz.

The anticipated lir.ear dependence ,vas observed for quartz and ballotini over
most of the range at all values of L .
3

Some non-linearity was observed for

the highest vibrational amplitude employed with ballotini.
to instability in the bed cyclic motion.

Thi s was attributed

The non-linearity at the smallest

vibrational amplitude , is attributed to a change in the value of ~ , th e
fraction of the cycle during which the bed is in flight.
indicates that

Previous ,york (170)

~ ,-rill not vary by more than approximately 10% over the rest

of the range of vibrational amplitudes, whic h would have a smal l

effeGt on

101
the results.

Since

~

can only be accurately measured to about 8%, no

correction was applied for variations in ~ •
The values of g20 shown, a.re obtained from a calibration experiment with
no screen present in the bed, or with the screen positioned at a value of
greater than 25mm.

L)

Values of g20 could not be lmambiguously measured for

smaller values of L), since the presence of the screen affected the capacitance measurement.

However errors in estimating g20 for small values of L),

from values measured with

L)

greater than 25ffim, will be small and systematic.

Equation 4.47 predicts that for a negatively charged particle mass, the
current flow from the screen should be positive to earth.

This was observed

for both quartz and ballotini which charged negatively on pouring into a
Faraday pail.

As expected from charge continuity considerations, an

and opposite direct current was observed at the base plate, when the

equal

Vibron~

electrometer was connected to the base plate, and the screen was earthed.
The induced potential in the base plate can be pr edicted using a similar
approach to Chapter 4.

Since the charge in the bulk of the bed is small, the

induced component is due principally to the charge lay ers adjacent to the base
and screen.

Conduction effects and the char ge transferred to the screen at

each contact are neglect ed, on the assumption that the charge conducted during
a cycle is much less than the total charge at the base"and screen.

This

assumption is reasonable, as di sc u ssed later.
The charge adjacent to the lower side of the screen, consists of a surface
cha rge due to impa ct over part of the area, and a charge distributed in
depth, due to particles cascading through the perforations.
adjacent to the lower surface of the screen,

ocu

Thu s , the charge

is" given by
.

where y is directed as s hown in FIG.43, thus,

ocu

Pcu g)k)

+ 0c
1,

5.2
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where

0c1 is the s urface charge density adjacent to the screen,

Pcu

is t.he

volume charge density adjacent to the screen, k3 is a constant defined in
equation 4.46, to account for charge conduction back to the screen , g3 is
the depth of the charge layer adjac ent to the screen.
A similar analysis to that des6rib ed in Chapter 4 can now be carried out,
to give' the induced potential.

An air gap will form in the r egions below

the screen adjacent to metal sections. To simplify th e analysis) the field in
this region, immediately below the screen is assumed to be given by

E5 = V /k g , where k4 is a constant dependent
5 4 3

upon

vibration conditions and

screen geometry, to account for the non-uniformity of the air gap.

Using the

same method as that outlined in Appendix 1, the electric field in the air gap
above the vessel base is found to be,

E3 = -__
°c (L_2_ +
Eo

5.3

E1'4

Thus , following Section 1.2, the induced charge in the v esse l base is given by,

Q)

~ [~g:~g2+LfJ[ -~::2Eo

5.4

Thus Q = C (-V + V ),
h1
h1
3
3
,,,here Vh1

=

5.5
+ k 4 g 3 ( 0c + 0c1)

0cL2

-----

5.6

E

Eo Er4

o

5.7

The present experimental arrangement can b e analysed to give (S e ction 4.2),
V3

= RC h1 dVh1
dt

+ RVh1 dC h1
dt

5.8

Thus differenti a ting equations 5.6 and 5.7, subst ituting into equ a tion 5.8,
" l"f"
SJ.mp
1 Y1ng,
yields,

sl"nce g 2 and D3
a
are much l ess than L2/El' 4"and rearranging
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sinl Wt)+
. \ 2~

Pell g2 0 k'1k4

5.9

0

The induced potential during the bed flight is expected to possess a
complex time dependent form, with a period equal to the time of flight of
the bed.
FIGS. 53d and e show the induced potential for a bed of ballotini (Table 11)

with L2 equal to 45mm and L3 equal to 40mm.

The period of the variable

potential section of the waveform corresponds within measurement accuracy to
the bed time of flight.

The phase of the induced potential corresponds to a

negative particle layer, which existed in the bed.

The cyclic behaviour is

seen to change from a straightfor\Vard Slne or cosine wave during bed
flight, when the vibrational amplitude is increased.

This is consistent with

the increased importance of the final term in equation 5.9.

This term repre-

sents the second harmonic of the induced wave form.
FIGS. 59a, band c sh01' the induced potential for a bed of quartz particles

(Table 11), and the same geometery as for ballotini.

The particles were

charged negatively and the phase of the induced potential corresponds to this
sign of charge.

I

Conduction back to the screen during a cycle can he estimated from equation
4.43.

The maximum particle flo" velocity is given by g2oW/2

cascading, and y is equal to g20'

due to

The velocity of the particles due to bulk

mixing, is much less than that due to
neglected.

0,

bed

movement (Chapter 6) and can be

Thus, at 48Hz, the exponent in equation 4.43 is equal to 0.55 for

.quartz, and 3.32 for ballotini, with
values of 'fable 11.

0 equal

to 0.8, and the resistivity

This indicates that significant non-uniformity of the

charge layer may exist for the bullotini, and hence k3 may be less than 1.
However, the electrical resistivity of t.he part.icle mass below the screen may
be greater than the values given in Table 11, due to increased voidage.

This

would lead to a decrease in the values of the exponents calculated above.
The peak to p eak induced potential as a function of (g20)2 is shown in
FIGS. 58a and 58b, for ballotini and quartz. respectively.

The fact tha·b a

r
lineal' dependence is observed over most of the range, indicates that the
term involving

p.eu

in equation 5.9, is dominant over this region.

Deviations

from linearity are due to the importance of the bed surface charges in the
equation.

The observation that even with no screen present in the bed, the

peak to peak induced potential is directly proportional to (g20)2 is contrary
to expectation from equation 5.9 since Pcu and
reason for the discrepancy is not certain.

0c1 are equal to O.

The

It is possible that conduction

effects on the vessel walls near the base, modify charge levels to give the
observed behaviour.
When the screen is introduced into the bed, maintaining L3 approximately
constant, the induced potential increases by approximately 50% from the value
with the screen above the bed.

Thi s indicates that both the charge layer

adjacent to the screen and that adjacent to the tase make a significant
contribution to the observed potential.
The assumption that the charge conducted during a cycle, is much less than
the charge at either bOlmdary surface, can now be checked.

2
ballotini ,,,ith WYO/ga equal to 5.93,
40n~,

Considering

(g20 is equal to 0.71mm), L3 equal to

then the induced potential V
from FIG.58a i s equal to 2.15V.
3m

g20 is equal to 0.71mm, then from equation 5.9,

6
2
approximately equal to 8.1 x 10- C m- •
the same conditions i s equal to 2.9 x 10

(k

4

0 c1

-I-

SinGe

Pcug20k3k4) is

From FIG.57a, the direct current for

-8A.

Thus , during one cycle, the

change in charge per unit area is given by 3.3 x 10

-7 e m
-2.

Thi s quantity is

much less -than the permanent char ge density, and the asswnption that this can
b e neglect ed is reasona ble.

For quartz the conduction charge movement is

much smaller, and the assumption is also reasonable.
The ratio of the direct current s for ballotini and quartz. from equation
4.47 for id ent ical vibration conditions and electrode geometry is given hy,

5.10

05
where the final subscript b refers to balJotini, and q refers to fJ.uartz.
For given vibration conditions and geometry, the ratio

12£E.

is expected to

Pcq
be related to the ratio of the alternating peak to peak potentials, Assuming
that the volume charge adjacent to the screen is dominant, from equation 5.9,
2

= V3m~b~~~b__k~3~g___(g~2~0~g~)~

Pcb
Pcq

V3mq

~q

k3b

5.11

(g20b)2

Thus substituting equation 5.11 into equation 5.10, and putting ~b equal to
~q which is app~oximately observed in practice,

gives, i
i

3Avb

=

3Avq

Thus, for

rbqV3mb
r

2
W y /g

o

a

V

bb 3mq
equal to 5.93, and L2 equal to 40mm, using the induced

potentials of FIGS. 58a and 58b and the resistivities of Table 11, gives
i
i

3Avb

=

22.2.

In calculating this value, V
is assumed to be
3m

3Avq

equal to half the peak to peak induced potential shown in FIGS. 58a and 58b.
The observed ratio from FIGS. 57a and 57b is 56.9.

The predi6tion then , is of

the correct order of magnitude, the discrepancy is due to the simplifying
assumptions
5.

ma~e.

6. The electrification b ehaviour of particle s of interm ediate re s istivity.
The bulk resistivity of a Diakon® particle mass , 'vas fOWld to be
1.9 x 10 12r2 m (Table 11 ).

This value is intermediate, between the resistivity

of conducting and insulating particles discussed in Sections 5.5 and 5.4.
Neither the assumptions that, (a) charge layers are much smaller than the bed
uimensions, nor (b) the charged particle mass has a uniform volume charge
density, are valid in the present case.

The charge behaviour is

an -~icipated

to reflect some aspects of both the conductive and insulating regimes.

The

time to establish constant current values was of the ol'der of several minutes,
intermediate between th8 conductive and insulating cases.
charges were often found to be positive,

Initial particle

however, after several minutes

of vibration, a constant negative charge developed.

The anticipated particle
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charge from the rolling and sliding contact results of Chapter 3 for ?MHA,
is positive.
particles.

si~n

This corresponds to the usual initial charge

with ihe

Rose(50) has quoted earlier studies in which all dielectric

particles investigated charged negatively after impact with a metal surface.
Thus the negative charge observed during impact caused by vibration with the
present studies, is in agreement with these previous findings.

The impact

contact mechanism appears to influence the sign of charge transfer.

All

results shown from the present investigation for Diakonqp particles , were
obtained 'fhen the system had stabilised to constant

curr~nt

and potential values

after several minutes of vibration.
The induced potential for different values of U)2y / g is shown in FIGS.
o a
.
59d, e and f, for a bed of Diakon® particles.

The 'faveform exhibits some

deviation from symmetry, presumably due to the non-uniform bulk charge.
The peak to peak induced potential as a function of the maximum bed dis- .
placement is shown in FIG.60.

The linear behaviour observed , is predicted

by equation 4.12 for a volume and surface charge distribution.
vation corresponds to the behaviour of insulating material.

This obser-

A net direct

current was observed however, consistent with conductive material behaviour.
The direct current is seen to be linearly related to the bed displacement
squared in FIG.61 for all values of L3 except 5mm, when charge 'fidths would
exceed L •
3

The linear relation is in accordance with the prediction of

equation 4.47 for conductive material.

In the present case , the effect of

L3 is of course modified by finite charge layer depths.

The direct current

is shown as a fillction of the screen to base separation distance in FIG.62.
A maximum is observed, in accordance with
(FIGS. 56a and 56b).

observati6~for

conductive maierial

As anticipated then, the material of intermediate

resistivity exhibits some characteristics of both insula.ting and conducting
particles.
5.

7. The relevance of the vibrated bed studies to
a nd to g ene ral parti c l e ha ndling s ituahions.

previo~£ 'fOrk,

Some previous studies of electrification associated with low voidage granula.r
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ma t

. I , I lave b een concerne'd

er~a

in Section 4.1.

.. h f lUJ.
· d 1se
. d b e d s ( 1 65 -1 6 8 ) , as

Wl 'v

Previous authors

(165~168)

.

d~scussed

have made no distinction betw'een

the various bulk resistivity regimes considered in the present study.

Thus

the theoretical technique of treating each bOlmdary surface independently,
in the case of insulating particles, was not developed.

Likewise, the impor-

tance of conduction currents from bOlilldary surfaces other than the measurenent
probe, with conducting material, was not appreciated.
Bafrnec

(166)

~.

has stated that

acquires a charge of the

s~me

~f

a metal probe immersed in a fluidised bed,

polarity as the charge on the fluidised particles,

then charge transfer by direct contact from the particles to the probe is
occurring.

This w'ill be the case with insulating particles.

However, with
(166 )
conductive particles or those of intermediate resistivity as used by Bafrnec,
conduction currents from other bOlilldary surfaces, for instance the vessel

walls or the distributor plate, can lead to the immersed probe acquiring the
same charge pclarity as the particles.
vibrated beu stuliies.

This was evident in the present

Further evidence for the importance of conduction

currents, is the observation of Ciborowski(167) , that the presence of earthed
objects in a fluidised bed, caused a large increase in the potential of an
immersed metal probe.

This behaviour was observed for particles of the

intermediate resistivity range, and is consistent with the occurrence of
conduction currents.
1'nlen the screen in the vibrated bed studies, was connected to an Anders
Electronics Ltd., Electrostatic Voltmeter Model 23, with a full scale range
of 2kV, then potentials up to 500V 'fere occasionally recorded, although
generally the potential remained below 70V.

The vessel base plate was earthed,

and the bed consisted of quartz or ballotini particles.
observed 'fere fOlilld to be highly non-reproducible.

The potentials

The potentials are smaller

by approximately an order ,of magnitude, compared with those measured at metal
probes in fluidised beds. (166-168) The final probe potential 'fith a conductive
particle bed, can be considered to be determined by an equilibrium bet'ofeen
charging and decay curren t s

(167,168)

•

A change in the leakage path

resi~tance
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will therefore cause a change in th e probe potential.

Since particles were

observed on occa s ions to adhere to the vessel ,,,aIls in the present studies,
this could have caused a resistance charge, and would account for the
variability of the potential values.

The lower vibrated bed potentials

compared with the fluidised bed pot entials, are attributed to a lower leakage
path resistance.
Kiselnikov(168) conside:s that the observed transient probe potential
behaviour, for a probe immersed in a fillidised bed of insulating particles, is
due to an approach to equilibrium between leakage and ch?_rg ing currents.

For

highly resistive material,bhe decay currents are negligible, and the
transient behaviour according to Kiselnikov(168) is determined entirely by a
so-called effective

resitance to charging.

This situation corresponds to

that analysed in Section 4.3, and the time constant predicted for vibrated bed
charging was of the order of 10

7

5.

The time constant for fluidised bed

charging will probably not differ by more than two orders of magnitude from
' va I ue.
th lS

K'lse InltoV
' 1 ( 1 68) repor t s a s t a b
t an t c h arge I eve I 'ln a t lme
.
e I
cons

of 900s for high resistance material.

Thus, the charge is not l imited by the

opposing electric field due to the bed charge, and some other
is operational.

limitin~

factor

This is probably the occurrence of air breakdown effects.

Thus, the expected transient probe potential should

re~emble

FIG.54 if air

breakdown effects are operative, since FIG.54 has be en shown to be determined
by air breakdown.

The results reported by Kiselnikov(168) are indeed similar

to FIG. 54, and thus the presence of air breakd01m seems probable.
Boland(179,180) has studied the current and potential, in a metal probe
embedded in the wall of a fluidised bed, as a bubbl 'e passes the probe.
Typical re s ults are shown in FIG.63.

The apparent charge polarity reversal

as the bubble passes th e probe, i s interpreted by Boland

(179,180)

.
as eVldence

that different charging mechanisms occtir in the nose and wak e of the bubble.
There is no reason to anticipate tha t thi s should b e the case, and it i s
possible that the observed behaviour is in fact due to induction effects,
combined with conduction on the vessel wall

in front of thg probe.
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Increasing the relative humillity from 15%; resulted i il a maximum
occurring in the peak heights of FIG.63.

Ciboro"ski (167) has reported a

maximum in the potential of a probe immersed in a fluidised bed, as the
relative humidity is increased.

The appearance of ma xima could reflect a

change in the particle hehaviour, from -that corresponding to the resistive
r egime, to that corresponding to the conductive regime, as the relative
humidity and h ence bulk conductivity is increased.
Dolgopolov

(1 81 )

has carried out investigations of electrification in a

vibrated bed of quartz particles.

In this case the total bed charge after

vibration "as measur ed using a Faraday pail.
the plot

ot

Complex behaviour was found in

total bed charge against vibra tional frequency, with the
2

principal variation around W y /g equal to 1.0.
o a

Similar studies were carried

out in the present series of experiments for ba llotini and quartz particlp.s.
It was found that the particle bed charge,
pouring method into the Faraday pail.

'faS

principally determined by the

This is to be expected since, any

charge produced during vibration will quickly flow to the vessel walls, "hen
vibra tion is terminated, for conductive materials such as
results of Dolgopoloy

qu ~r tz.

Thus the

(181 )
. probably reflect the influence of packing changes,

induced by vibration, which modify the mat erial behaviour on pouring.

This

is further supported by the observation that cha nging the vibr at ion time, in
(181)

the measurement r a ng e of 60 s to 600 s , had no effect on observed charge levels,
as expected if the observed charge,as due to pouring and not to vibration.
The importance of air breakdown eff ects in limit ing charge lev e ls is underlin ed in the pres ent study.

Smy

(182 )

r epo rt s that air breakdown processes

occur ,,,hen a pile of du s t is di sperse d from a plane surface by an air blast.
Th e du st charge wa s found to be almost independeu-t; of flo,", velocity, par ticle
size and material.

Th ese re s ults are con s isient with the observations reported

in Sections 3.4 and 5.4, and support the vie" that in pract ic e air breakdo"n
processes "ill invariably limit charge le'/e is with insulating materials at
atmospheric pressure.
It is apparent from the present study that s i gnif i cant charge build u:!1 can
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occur on isolat ed conductors, in contact with particulate material of bulk
9
resistivity below 10 nm.

These mat.erials may at first sight appear to be

sufficiently conducting to eliminate charge build up.

Thus, to avoid any

danger from spark discharges in practical hand ling situations, it is essential
to ensure that all conductors are earthed, even if they are in contact with
a particle mass of bulk resist.ivity below". 10 9
The present results indicate
monitoring technique.

t~e

n m.

possibility of a novel economical vibration

Vibration is of importance in several aspects associated

with chemical plant operation, for instance wit.h regard to compressor behaviour.
Thus expensive vibration monitoring devices are available.

A cell of similar

design to the present vibrated bed, could be attached to the item of interest,
and the measured induc ed potential, would show both the frequency, and with
prior calibration, the amplitude of vibrat.ion.

~he

iu strumentat.ion required

in this case is inexpensive, a current. amplifier of similar design to FIG.50,
and an oscilloscope would suffice.
The pot ential induced by moving charged particles in nearby conductors,
could also be utilised as an additional analysis technique for studying fluid/
particle systems.

For instance an in strument similar t.o FIG.50 could be

employed to detect bubble movement 1n a fluidis ed bed, as an alternative to
conventbnal capacitanc e techniques.

CHAP'fER

6

NOVEL APPLICATIONS UTILISING PAHTICLE CHARGE
The force exerted by a uniform electric field E, on a particle 'vi th a
charge qpf' is equal to Eqpf'

This fundamental property is utilised in most

industrial applications of particle charging(24) , and in the two applications
of particle charging

considered in the present study.

These new appli-

cations are (a) improved heat transfer in a fluidised bed, using contact
electrification as a means of particle charging, and (b) electrostatic separation
using induction charging in a vibrated bed system.
6.

1. Improved heat transfer in a fluidised bed - Principle of the technique.
The particles in a fluidised bed are known to be charged(165-168).

Limit-

ations on charge levels are imposed by conduction effests and air discharge,
as discussed in Chapter 5.
Thus, tile application of suitable electric fields will produce additional
particle motion in the b ed .

Fluidised beds are empl()yed conventionally where

.
(183 )
high heat transfer coefficients are requ1red
, for instance in combustion
or drying operations.

Vigorous particle motion in the bed leads to a low

re sistance to h eat tran sfer.

A further improvement in the h eat transfer

coefficient would be beneficial in two principal areas .. (1) When a given heat
transfer coefficient is necessary for a particular process.

Since increasing

the air flow rate leads to an increase in the heat tran s fer coefficient, application of a low power requirement technique to increase the heat transfer
coefficient, would permit decreasing the air flow rate to the bed, and result
in a net power saving.

(2) For a situation such as drying, ~here the time of

drying is of economic impartance, an increase in the heat transfer coefficient
would result 1n advantageous reduced drying times.
Part of the resistance to heat transfer from an immersed s urface in a
fluidised bed, is due to a stagnant gas film at the heater s urface

('184 185)
'
.

Heat transfer adjacent to an imm e rsed s urface can be considered as heat conduc-

.

.

tion across a gas boundary lay e r to the part1cles

(1 85 )

.

In the limit of very

small objects in a fluidis ed bed, of the same size order as the h eate r used in
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t"19a t"lon, W"lC k e (185) h as s h mfn th a t tl1e h ea t t rans f er
"
the presen t lnves
coefficient to the inunersed object is given by,
6.1

where h is the heat transfer coefficient, kg is the gas thermal conductivity,
L

g

is the thickness of the gas layer through which heat passes by conduction.
Application of an alternating e l atric fie ld normal to the surface will cause

oscillation of the charged fluidised particles through the stagnant gas layer.
Due to the fluidisation process the particles will also move parallel to the
boundary surface.

Thus, the oscillating particle movement 1fill tend to reduce

the gas layer thickness (L ), and increase the heat transfer coefficient.
g

If the rate of rene1ml of particles at the surface of the immersed object is
slow , then an additiunal resistance to heat transfer may arise, as a result of
"
(184 186)
an increase in temperature of the surface partlcle layer
'
.

The heat

transfer coefficient in this case 1fill be smaller than indic a ted by

e~uati on

6.1.

Application of an electric field will also decrease this resistance.

Since particles of both polarities exist in the bed, as is s hown lat e r, application of an electric field will c a use movement and collision of

partic~es.

This will lead to increased mixing and an incr ease d heat transfer coefficient.
The movement and collision process, will tend to cause the bulk particle mass
to remain in a fixed position.

However, particl es adjacent to tIle immersed

surface are fr ee to move und e r the influence of the electric fie ld.

Since the

motion of a charged particle in an alternating electric field is of fundamental
importance to the heat tran sfe r enhancement proc ess , charged particle movement
will now be considered.
6.

2 . The motion of a char ged particle in a n a lt e rn atinlLe l ectric fi e ld.
The physical situation con s idered, is that of the motion of a charged particle
in the horizontal plane, norma l to a vertical boundary surface .
is made that drag forces can be represented by Stokes I
reasonable for the frequencies, materials and geo metry

( 187)

The assumption

Law.

consider~d ,

This is
since the

particle Reynold.s Number i s alvays l ess than 1, and th e dra g force lS s hulo{l1 lat e r
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to have little effect on the part.icle motion.
the particle is assumed to b e uniform.

The electric fi8ld E, acting on

The e lectric field due t o the charge

on the particle mass is neglected, since this is constant ,,,ith re spec t to time,
and is independent of the applied electric field.
By Newton's second law for a particle in the gas boundary layer, adjacent
to a bound.ary surface,

=
where Mp

1S

Eqpf - 3 !-L v Dp dX 2
dt

6.2

the particle mass, !-Lv is the air viscosity, x

coordinate

2

the distance

1S

measured from, and normal to, the boundary surface, E is given by

Em sin Wt; W,qpf' Dp and t are as defined previously.
Equation 6.2 is a second order ordinary differential equation, which can be
solved by the standard t echnique of determining the Particular'Integral to
give the transient behaviour, and determining the Complementary Function to
give the oscillatory behaviour.

Neglecting the tran sient term, the amplitude

of the oscillatory t e rm is given by

6.3

For a particle di ame t e r of 240!-Lm, which was the average size u se d in the
experimental investigations, air vi scosi ty of 1.66 x °10
o
20 C, and a

par~icle

2
20Hz,( W )2

q

-2

N5 m

,the value at

specific gravity of 1.1 which applied to the material used,

is equal to 4.72 s

then

-5

-1

Thus for the lo west frequency u sed of

and equation 6.3 can be simplified

pf

E

H W2
p

m

6.4

Thus the maximum total di sp l ace ment due to the oscillatory term is given by
2q f E
P
m
M W2
p

6.5

,I 1t.t/
Equation 6.4 can also be derived directly from p.quation 6.2 if thp. Stokes'
L,nT term is neglect ed.

Thus the drag t e rm is not important for the present

studies, and any error due to the assumption of Stokes' La,. applying is
negligible.
6.

3. Experimental aEparatus and experimental procedure.
FIG.64 shows a schematic diagram of the apparatus, together with associated
electrical equipment.

The fluidised bed was supported in a 146.5mm internal

diameter perspex column (D), fitted with a gauze gas distributor at the base(E)
to ensure uniform gas di s tribution.

The unexp a nded bed height was 205mm in

all cases, and the top surface of the heater (C) was positioned 20mm below the
unexpanded bed height.

The air flow rate to the fluidised bed was monitored

with a rotameter (B) which was calibrated using a wet gas flowmeter .

The air

flow rate was adjusted using a manual contro--l value (A) situated in the inlet
air line.

The particulate material used in the fluidised bed was

240 11m average particle diameter.

Diakon~

of

The bulk resistivity of this material, during

the heat tran s fer studies, measured using the technique de sc ribed in Section
5 .3, was found to be 1.5 x

1014~m.

The heater assembly is shown in FIG.65.

This consisted of a mild steel

block, which ha s a slot milled into it, to support a 25W h eater element .

Two

brass plates coated with epoxy resin, were positioned on opposite sides of the
heater support block, paral lel to, and at a di stanc e of 11mm from the heater
block surface.
perspex rods.

The heat er unit and brass pl ates were supported by vertical
The heat er wlit was aligned with the central bed axis for all

experiments.
The temperature of the heater unit was mea sured with a copper/constantan
thermocouple, so ldere d to the support block si d e.

A simil a r thermocouple was

placed in the fluidised bed to measure the bed temperature.

The output from

the thermocouples was indicated on a Bryans Model 21004 chart recorder.

The

bulk bed temperature at differen"h positions, was found to b e con stant within
measurement accuracy of ~ 1°C.

Consequently one thermocouple reading was

s uffi c ient to establish the b ed temperature.

The th ermocouples were calibrated
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against a mercury thermometer, by immersion in an oil bath, at temperatures
o

+

0

"0

from 17 C to 95 C, to an accuracy of -1 C.

The variable direct current supply

to the heater unit, was produced by a rectifier/variac circuit.

The power

supplied to the heater was determined. by measuring the voltage and current
using an Avometer.
The sinusoidal electric field,was derived by applying a sinusoidal high
potential to the brass plates, from an oscillator/ampl"i fier/transformer network.
T"he heater support block 'fas earthed.

The epoXy resin coating of the brass

plates, ensured that leakage currents and hence the power c')nsumption were of
a small value, regardless of the bed bulk electrical resistivity.
mean-square potential applied to the brass plates was
Electronics Ltd. Electrostatic Voltmeter, Hodel 23.
available, with full scale ranges of 2kV and 1 OkY.

~easured

The root-

using an Anders

Two versions were
The IT,aximlUTI alternating

potential available was 8kV r.m.s. at frequencies from 20Hz to 600Hz.

A

constant potential of either polarity could also be applied to the brass
plates when required from a Brandenburg Model 776 high voltage unit.
up to 15kV were available.

Potentials

Values below 15kV were derived from a resistor

potential divider network.
The experimental procedure adopted, was to fluidise the bed at uniform
controlled gas velocities.

The power supply to the heaier unit was then

adjusted to the required level, and the system was allowed to stabilise.

The

point in time at which the heater was in a steady state, could be determined
from the recorder output of the transient behaviour,

Since the bed thermal

capacity ,vas large, and the heater input po\,rer was ccmparatively small, the
bed temperature change was slow, (3,nd a p s eudo steady state situation was
assumed.
The required electric field magnitude a nd frequency was then selected, and
applied to the brass plates.

The h eater temperature was then noted again,

,{hen steady state conditions prevailed.
(188 )
The heat transfer coefficient for any given conditions was calculated from,
6.6

where h is the heat transfer coefficient, Ah is the surface area of the heater
support block, ~:;; is the temperature difference betw-een the heater support
block surface, and the bulk of the bed, and X

1S

the power supplied to the

heater.
A preliminary experimRnt had shown that the heat transfer coefficient was
independent of the heater input power, and thus one power _ setting was sufficient
to determine the heat transfer coefficient for particular

conditions~

During all series of experimental runs, the heat transfer coefficient with
no applied electric field was checked regularly.

Thus, if, as happened

occasionally, the zero electric field heat transfer coefficient varied during
a set of experiments at particular fluidising conditions, the experimental
data were rejected.

This variation in the heat transfer coefficient, is presum--

ably due to changes in the bed bulk charge, affecting the bed fluidisation
behaviour.
o
0
The ambient temperature was within the range 1S C to 22 C throughout the
experiments described in this chapter, and the ambient relative humidity was
within the range 40% - 60%.
6.

4. Exp eri mental results and discussion.

Preliminary experiments indicated, that if the particle bed was left for
several days without supplying fluidising air, then the effect of an electric
field on the heat transfer coefficient was small.

During subsequent fluid-

isation, the effect of an electric field on the heat transfer coefficient was
found to increa se , reaching a limiting value in a period of the order of two
hours ~ During the same two hour period, the minimum fluidisation veloci -t y was
observed to increa se by approximately 10%.

Both of" these effects were attri-

buted to particle charge build up in the bed.

All subsequent experiments were

carried out when the electric field effect was constant with respect to time
after fluidisation.
Variation of the gas fl01" velocity, caused a change

1n

the heat transfer

coefficient, both with and without an applied electric field, as shown in FIG.66,
and a change in the heat trwlsfer coefficient increase due to an applied

11 '7
I

electric field, as shown in FIG,67.

I

The minimum fluidisation velocity through-

out the experiments ,vas approximately 25mm s

-1

•

In agreement with previous ,.,rork(184), the heat transfer coefficient without
an applied electric field is found to increase with increasing gas flow
veloci ty.

The increase in the heat -transfer coefficient due to application

of an electric field, decreases with increasing gas flow velocity (FIG.67).
The effect of mechanical stirring on heat transfer 1n a fluidised bed, has been
shown previously (184) to be virtually independent of gas velocity, in contrast
to the effect of an electric field.

Mechanical stirring is unaffected by gas

velocity, and thus the heat transfer coefficient increase due to mechanical
stirring should be independent of gas velocity.
technique, acts locally on individual particles.

However the electric field
Increasing agitation of the

particles, due to fluidisation air velocity increases, will tend to cause the
agitation due to the applied electric field to be over,.helmed.

Thus the heat

transfer coefficient increase due to the apulied field, will tend to decrease
with increasing gas flow velocity.
The heat transfer coefficient as a function of the frequency of the applied
alternating potential, is shown in FIG.68a for a gas velocity of 28.2mm
-1
FIG.68b for a gas velocity of 32.S mm s

-1

5

,

and

For potentials below 4kV r.m.s., the

heat transfer coefficient decreases with increasing field frequency from 20Hz.
For potentials above 4kV r.m.s., the heat transfer coefficient passes through
a broad maximum as the frequency is increased from 20Hz.

The heat transfer

coefficient for a 4kV r.m.s. applied potential passes through a maximum for a
-1
gas velocity of 28.2mm s , ,,,hilst no maximum is observed for a ga.,> velocity of
-1
32.8mm s •

The explanation for this behaviour can be deduced from equation 6.5, and
considerations of the critical impressed particle moveme nt length.

If particle

movement across the gas boundary layer is the principal mechanism which is
changed by electric field application, then the optimum electric field parameters would be those for which the a mpli tude of particle movement is equal to
the bow1dary:layer thickness.

If the p a rticle doe s not traver s e the whole
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boundary layer thickness, then the reuuction in the effective gas layer
thickness will be below the optimum value.
qu~ckly

boundary layer thickness very

If the particle traverses the

and is held at the heater surface for

a length of time, then a reduction in the heat transfer coefficient is
expected, compared ,.".i th the case where an insignificant time is spent by the
particle at the heater surface.

At high frequencies the former effect ,.".ill

become operative, and at low frequencies the latter effect will appear, for a
particular magnitude of the electric field.

Thus an optimum is expected in

the heat transfer coefficient as the frequency is changed.

Due to the variation

of particle sizes and charge levels, the optimum is expected to be broad, as
1S

observed in practice (FIGS. 6Sa, 68b).

layer

An estimate for the effective gas

thickness can be derived from equation 6.1, using the

measured heat

transfer coefficient for zero electric field (FIGS. 6Sa, 68b), and the thermal
-1 -1)

conductivity of air (0.026W m K
ness is of the order of

•

Thus. the effective boundary layer thick-

If on the other hand, the principal mechanism

150~m.

al tered by electric field application is the mixing process, then the optimum
impressed particle movement length will be approximately equal to the particle
radius.

Shorter movem ent lengths will be ineffective in promoting mixing,

whereas greater lengths will cause particle adllerence

fo~

of time to the heater surface, as in the previous ca se .
tance of travel is of the order of

120-150~m

significant lengths
Thus the optimum dis-

in the case of either mechanism.

The maximum oscillatory displacem ent of a particle, wh en unimp eded by any
boundary surface, calculated from equation 6.5 is sbo,.,rn in FIG.69.

A particle

charge of 2.45 x 10-13 d has been assumed, since this ensures that the optimum
travel distance of 120 11m, corresponds to the ob s erved optimum fr equ ency. (FIGS.
6Sa, 68b) of approximately 100Hz for 6kV r.m. s . applied potential.

The maxi-

mum oscillatory displacement is assumed to be equal to the optimum travel distance.

The charge value above

lS

reasonable, since the air bre akdown charge level

for a 240~m diameter particle is 4.8 x 1012C, based on a breakdo,.,rn electric
field of 3 x 10

6

V

~(7).

This indicates that the theoretica l requirements are

of the corr ect order of magnitude.
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If the optimum point is taken on the 6kV r.m.s. line of FIG.69, corresponding
to 100Hz and

120~m,

then it is apparent that for greater electric fields, the

optimum distance ",ill correspond to higher electric field fre!J.uencies than at
6kV .

Due to the breadth of the observed maximum (FIGS. 68a and 68b ) , i t is not

possible to accurately dptermine any movement in the position of the optimum
for different electric field values.
in the behaviour.

Ho",ever, no inconsistencies are apparent

If the electric field in FIG.69 is reduced belo,. 6kV r.m.s.,

then the optimum distance corresponds to lo",er frequency values.

Eventually

no optimum ,viII be observed for 101. field values, above the minimum frequency
employed of 20Hz.
The predi'cted optimum is at a frequency of 60Hz for a 3kV r.m.s. potential
applied to the field plates.
the assumptions made in

Ho,,,ever, due to the breadth of the maximum, and

deriving the critical length, it is not surprising

that no optimum is observed at this frequency (FIGS. 68a, 68b).

The behaviour

octuallyobserved (FIGS. 68a , 68b) is a continual decrease in the heat transfer
coefficient ",ith increasing frequency.

This indicates that the optimum lies

belo", 20Hz ",hich is at a much smaller frequency value than observed for the
larger electric fields applied, precisely as expected from FIG.69.
The result of applying a negative constant potential is sho",n in FIG.70.
The heat transfer coefficient reache s a maximum value at an applied potential
of -1 . 7kY, as the potential is decr ease d.

The initial increase is attributed to

increased turbulence, caused by different v e locities being imported to particles
of various sizes and charges.

When th e potential is decr eased belo"1-2kV,

particles are probably held firmly to the heater surface, causing a decrease in
the heat transfer coefficient.

When a positive potential ",as applied, the heat

transfer coefficient decreased for all potential values.

Thi s indicates charge

asymmetry in the bed.
PHMA

",as found to charge. positive ly ",i th respect to met a l s as discussed in

Chapter 3 for rolling contact.

Diakon@ (PI-iNA) particles ",ere found ofteh to '

charge positively before lengthy vibration periods, as mention ed in Chapter 5.
Thu s the particle layer adjacent to the h eater support bl oc.k in the fluidised
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bed, 'fill probably carry a predominantly positive charge.

Application of a

positive potential to the brass plates, ",ould lead to permanent a.ttachment of
positive particles to the heater support, and thus a decrea se in the heat
transfer coefficient.

Application of a small negative potential to the field

plates ",ould lead to the increased turbulence already mentioned.

Hmfever,

increasing the potential further ",ould cause negatively charged particles
present in the bulk of the bed to attach to the heater support block surface.
Due to the anticipated larger separation distances from the heater surface,
for negative as opposed to positive particles, attachment potentials for
negative particles ",ill be higher.

Thus, the observed b ehaviour is consistent

with the sign of charging observed in the other studies.
The fact that particles of both polariti es were present in the bcd, was
verified by lowering a plate at a high potential
found to adhere to the plate for either polarity.

~nto

the bed.

Particles were

No adherence occurred if

the high potential ",as not applied.
It is of interest to consider whether induction charging of the particles
1S

relevant to the present s tudies.

mately equal to

The charge relaxation time i s approxi-

Eo E rrb (11) for an element of the bed.

For

Diakon~

of bulk

dielectric constant approximately equal to 2.2 and bed bulk resistivity
1.5 x 10

14

0 m,the

3
relaxation time is of th e order of 3 x 10 s.

Thus for

frequencies of upward s from 20Hz, induction effects will be smal l, s inc e s ignificant induction charging require s electric field application for a time
greater than the charge relaxatio n time.
If

field

asymmetr~with

respect to time, is introduced, by combining

both alternating and constant potential valu es , th en further incr eases in the
heat transfer coefficient can be obtained, compared ",ith the va lu e u sing eithe r
separately.

The effect of app lying a negative constant potential to various

alternating potenti a l values,
28.2mms

-1

1S

shown in FIG.71a for a gas velo ci ty of

,and FIG. 71b for a gas velocity of 32.Smm s

-1

The behaviour

resembl es that for a n egative pot ential a lon e (FIG.70) an d the mechanisms
l eading to a n increase in heat tr a n s fer coefficient, due to both co n s t a nt a nd
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alternating potentials appear to be basically additive.

Moreover, the

increased particle movement due to the alternating potential, ~mproves the
effectiveness of the constant potential in increasing the heat transfer
coefficient.

Application of a constant positive potential combined ",,"ith the

alternating potential, leads to a decrease in the hea+ transfer coefficient
compared with that for the alternating potential alone.

This also is in accord

with the observations ,.hen applying only a constant positive potential, and
further suggests the effects due to constant and alternating potentials are
additive.
If reduction of the gas bOlU1dary layer thickness, is the principal effect
of electric field application, then the optimum anticipated improvement in heat
transfer coefficient will be of the order of 100%.

This is because in the

optimum situation for a symmetric field with respect to time, the particles
adjacent to the heater surface, will on average, be positioned half the
distance away from the surface,they occupy
Thus, from equation 6.1, a decrease in L

g

when no electric field is applied.
by 50% leads to a 100% increase in

the heat transfer coefficient, based on the zero field values.
increases may be expected due to additional mixing effects.

Further small

From FIG.68 , the

maximum percentage increase in the heat transfer ccefficient is 140% in accordance with expectation.
It should be noted that Masuda(189) has reported an investigation into the

charge production capabilities of various powder systems.

It was found that

certain pm.ders ,vauld charge naturally in a homogeneous state, polyethylene and
epoxy resin falling into this category.

Hm.ever, other powders such as nylon

and PVF, '.vould not charge if in a homogeneous state.

The addition of a small

proportion of a different material to the non-active powlers, ,.,ras found

to

give a product which was charged and responded to electric field variations.
Consequently it may be helpful in a practical apl)lication of the heat transfer
enhancement technique, if boundary surface areas are small, to add small
quantities of different materials to the bulk material, and therefore aid
contact electrification.
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The increase in heat t ransf er coefficient 1n the present experi ments was
achieved with the electric field only
heater support block surface.

act~ve

over approximately 65% of the

In a practical situation this percentage could

be raised, and proportionately greater heat transfer coefficient increases
could be expected, compared ,dth tho se ob se rved in th e present study.

6.

5. Applications of the technique.
It is essential to ensure that danger to personnel is minimal, during
practical operation of the heat transfer enhancement technique.

This can be

achieved by including a high resistance in the high potential circuit, in
series with the unit to which the potential is applied.

This limits the avail-

able curreni should anyone short circuit the device, and minimi ses the operational hazard.
Applications could be envisaged in any processing situation, where a particle
mass of bulk r es istivity greater than approximately

1011~m, is contacted ,,,ith

a boundary surface, to give heat or mass transfer.

The 1d1~m limitation is

necessary, to ensure that particles r etain contact charge for a sufficient
length of time, to be acted upon by the e lectric field.
Thus a po ssi ble suitable situation for application of th e teclmique, is
'
'
'
(183) ln
, a f lUl
' d'1se d b e d
paper d rylng
or t ex t'1 .1 e arylng

>

The process consists

of passing a continuous length of paper or textile through th e bed, which lS
maintained at a hi gh temp e rature.

Th e s h eet material is dri ed by contact with

high temperature particles and air, and a n increase in the heat transfer
coefficient could l ead to significant savings in drying time.

By positioning

two electrodes parallel to, and on opposite sides of th e shee t material, and
applying an alternating electric field to the elec'trodes, the h eat transf e r
coefficient could he increased.

An increase in the heat tra.n s fer coefficient

le a ds to a. proportionate decr ease in the drying time, if the drying periods of
, (190 )
importance are the constant. rate period or the first fal ling rate perlod
•
6.

6. El,e ctrostatic Separation - PrinciEle of the technique.
When a potential i s appl i ed across a capacitor, eac h p lat e carries a s u rface
charge d en sity dependent upon t h e magnitude of the applied potential and the

system geometry.

Due to the electric fielu uetWp.ell the capacitor plates, and

the surface charge density, a force is exerted on each area element of the
plates.

A critical point CRn be reached, when the electrostatic forces overcome

any restraining forces, and if one capacitor plate consists of discrete conducting units, then movement of these discrete units ,viII result.

The units ,viII

carry an electric charge, and the mechanism of charging is kno,.,rn as induction
charging as mentioned in Chapter 1.
For the purposes of th e pyesent separation technique, one capacitor plate
was positioned above a vibrated bed surface , whilst the other capacitor plate
was the bed surface.

The discrete conducting elements were particles in the

bed.

The charge induced in an isolated conducting particle (q .) resting on a
pl.
.
.
by Fl·
. Iat p Iat e, h as b een glven
'e l.Cl.. (191) as,
f

6.7

q . = 1.65 x 4 TC E R2E ,

pl.

0

P

where E is the electric field which would exist if the particle were not
present.
The initial removal force acting on the particle, is influenced by the
presence of image charge attraction, and has been given by Felici(191) as,

6.8
The force acting on the particle when it is far removed from the initial
conta.ct plane is given by,
6.9
Experimental observations confirming the applicability of these equations
.
as an
have been gl·ven by Cho(192) and Krasuckl.· (193). F'or a par t·l.C I e b e h aVlng
insulator qpi will be zero.

The criterion for conducting or insulating
beha~

viour will be discussed in Section 6.9.
Thu s, if the vibrated bed consists of a mixture of conducting and in sulating
particles, then conducting particles can be removed by electrostatic forces,
and a separation based on electrical resistivity is feasible.
The principal restraining force acting on a particle is gravitational , since
vibration will tend to overcome adhesional forces.

Also adhesional forces for

particles of diameter greater than 1 00 ~m will proha.hly b e mueh less than

.'
(194 )
grav1tat1onal forces
•
given by k5E

2

Ill.p '1 s

Thus the ratio of removal to restraining forces is

"here k", is . a constant and '1s is the particle density.
~l

By suitable selection of the electric field magnitude, this ratio can be made
greater than 1 for a particular particle type, and removal of these particles
from the bed will occur.

The electric field value can also be chosen such that

the force ratio is less than 1 for particles of higher density or larger radius,
and these particles will not move in the electric field.

Consequently , in

principle, size and den si ty separation are also possible using the vibrated bed.
The vibrated bed provides a convenient means of renewing particles at the
surface, to facilitate continuous collection of one component from a mixture.
Some degree of control over the surface renewal rate, can be obtained by
variation of the vibrational intensity.

Electrostatic separation using a

vertical applied electric field, acting upon particles charged by contact electrication as well as induction in a fluidised bed, has been descrihed by
Inculet

(32 )

•

In this case surface particle renewal is provided by the fluidi-

sation mechanism.
Design of a practical system based on the vibrated bed, would require a
means of predicting the particle collection rate for given conditions.

The

present study consisted of measuring collection rates for a single component
bed, and a

binary particle mixture.

A means of predicting collection rates

was developed, and this is compared \Vith experimental observations.
6.

7. Experimental apparatus and experim e nta l procedure.
A schematic diagram of the separation system is shmm 1n FIG. 72.

A dural

deflector pate and collector chute, were firmly attached to the top of the
vibrated hed

vessel d escribe d in Chapter 5.

The vessel was fitted with a

dural base plate as in the case of current measurements, and attached directly
to the vibration table.

The vessel base was earthed , and a high potential was

applied to the deflector plate and collector system , from a Brandenburg Model
776 high potential unit, fitted with a resistor potential divider network.
The applied potentials up to 10lcV

w~re

mea s ul:ed \Vith an Ande r s Electronics Ltd.
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Electrostatic Voltmeter, Model 23 ,dth a full scale range of 'IOkV.

Higher

potential values 1vere Immm from th8 resi sto r values in the divider network.
The collector chute was fitted with a dural cover (FIG.72), which ensuied
that no particles were lost from the system, before collection in a suitable
vessel positioned belm. the collector chute.
The deflector plate was constructed to give a deflection section at an angle
of 48

0

to the horizontal.

This ensured that all particles, regardle~s of the

coefficient of restitution, were moving after impact at the deflector plate,
with a velocity directed above the horizontal.

It wa s hoped that this would

ensure the collection of most particles travelling to the deflector plate.
The experimental procedure adopted, was to initially fill the bed to the
required depth of 76wn, leaving a gap of 23mm below the top of the perspex
vessel walls as shown in FIG.72.

Vibration of the required amplitude and

frequency was then initiated, and finally the electric field was applied for a
known time interval, during which all
collected.

parti~les

arriving at the chute were

Vibration of the collection chute ensured that no particles

remained on the chute.

Vibration was applied after electric field application,

for the case where no vibration was applied during electric field application,
to ensure that no particles remained on the chute.

The particulate mate ria ls

used, the corresponding measured resi s tivity value s , and the literature
density values, are

sho~1

in Table 12.

A crude measure of the surface renewal rate for the vibrat ed bed was obta ined
as follows.

A bed of grey glass ballotini (250-599 ~m in diarrEter), ,va s placed
"

in the support vessel to a depth greater than 30mm.

A layer of

300-699~m

diameter red glass ballotini was ev enly app lied on ' top of the grey ballotini
to a depth of 10mm.

Vibration ,va s then initiated at the required amplitude and

frequency, and the time from the start of vibration to the appearance of grey
ba llot i ni at the bed s urface, was measur ed using a stopwatch .

The rate of

surface renewal is given by the mea s ured nu.mber of surface layers rene,,,ed,
divided by the total time.

The number of s urface l aye rs renewed is approxi-

equal to the d epth of the red ballotini layer eli vided by the pn,r ticle dj [•.me ter.

r

T26
The rate of s urface renewal calculateJ from the measurcd time of appearance
particl~

of the lower ballotini section and assuming an average
500 11m, 1S shmm in FIG.73 plotted against W2YO/ga'

It is apparen-t, that the

2
rate of surface rene,val is linearly related to W y /g.
o

diameter of

a

The assumption is made

that the renewal rate measured for the particles de scr ibed, is appr oximately
applicable to particles in the diameter range 100-700 jlm.

Thi s assumption ,-rill

not be entirely correct, h01.evel' the measured values should give a reasonable
estimate of renewal rates for other particle sizes.
6.

8. Movement of an isolated charged particle in a

verti~al

electric field.

The situation considered is that of a single particle moving be tween two
electrodes in a uniform vertical electric fi eld.
to be represented by Stokes I La1.
2

M ~
Pdt 2

=

(187 )

•

The ((rag forces are assumed

By Newton I s seco nd la,. of motion,

FRf - H g - 3T(\J; D ~
pa
VPdt

6.10

where y is the vertical di stance coordinat e measured from the

lo~ e r

electrode,

FRf is th e force due to the electric field on the particle, and Mp' ga'

jlv'

D , t are as d efined previously.
p

Equation 6.10 is a second ord er ordinary differential equation, which can
.
(98)
b e solved by standard techn1ques
.

o

conditions tha t dy/dt

and y

=0

Solvi ng, a nd applyi ng th e boundary

wh en t

= 0,

gives,
6.1 "1

tv!

where 1: d

When t/1:

d

p

s.

is much l ess than 1, equation 6.11 simp lifies to,
6.12

Equation 6.12 1S the s olution of equation 6.10 with drag forces negl ecte d.
If the time taken by a particle to trav e l the distance b etwee n the electrodes
Yf' is defin ed as t , then t from equat ion 6.12 is given by,
f
f

12'1
6.13

6.

9. Th e distinction between conductors and insulators
from the vi ewpoint of induction charging.
For a particle to acquire the charge given by equation 6.7, it is necessary
that the particle potential remains equal to that of the elect~ode on which it
is resting, for a sufficient time for charge redi str ibution to occur and an
equilibrium situation to result.

I f the particle is lifted by the electric

field against gravitational forces, then electron tunnelling will ensure that
particle and electrode potentials are equal over approximately the initial 2nm

t·

.

o f separa Ion

(7)

Thus the criterion for a conduct.ing particle, is that charge

•

redistribution much occur in a time less than that taken by the parti~le to
travel the initial 2nm.
The time taken to travel the first 2nm can be estimated from equation 6.13.
Since the value of (P
compl ete charging,
charging.

(F

Rf

- M g ) must lie b e tween z e ro and the value
p a

M g ) is a ss umed to equal ha lf the value for compl e te
p a

Rf

In practice (P

of the initial region.

£01'

Rf

- Mpga) will vary continuGusly over some, or all, .

The value of FRf for complete charging is calculated

from equation 6.8 since image forces will still b e important over the 2nm
separation distance.

Thus the time tak e n by glass ballotini of 12S~m diameter

to travel the fir st 2nm is 4.5 x 10

5
-1
3.86 x 10 V m .

- 6 s for an applie d electric field of

5
-1
3.86 x 10 V m
i s the average e lectric field at the b ed sur-

face,when the maximum available potential of 15kV is applied to the d ef lector
plat e .

The charge redistribution tim e is given approximately by Eo Err.

Ther efo re the critical resistivity is equal to
E

7.&

x

104~m for ballotini since

is equal to 6.5

l'

The ratio of particle resistivity to bulk resistivity has been given by
Harper

(7)

as 2d

two particles.

p

In: Rp ,

where cl

The value of d

P
p

is the diameter of the contact circle between
can be calculated from equation 2.1, which

applies to light load s . · Assuming that the normal force during contact = H g ,
p a
2
10
and that Y
6.55 x 10 N m- for gla ss , the particle resistivity is found to be

5 .31

X

10- 4 1' b'

The bulk re s i stivity i s given in Table 12, from vhich the particl>
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4
resistivity can be calculated as 6.5 x 10 0m.

Thus the

128~m ballotini

should behave as conductors and charge to the limiting value.

Similar consid-

erations applied to the quartz particles of Table 12, indicate that the
material is in the insulating range, but close to the critical value.
1 04-250

~m

The

diameter iron shot is found to be ,,,ell into the conducting range,

and charging to the theor etical limit is anticipated.

The particles in the

sample of 300-690 ~m diameter ballotini, ",i th a diameter greater than 375 ~m,
~

",ould not move under the influence of the available field, even if conducting,
since FRf is less than Mpga.

All particles in this sample are also ",ell into

the insulating range, and little charging is expected.
The increase in induction charging resulting from decreased pm"der resistivity
has also been demonstrated by Sato(67), for photoconductive pOHders s liding
do",n an inclin ed metal chute under the influence of an appl ied electric field.
6.

10. Pr ed iction of the electric field induced particle
collection rate, from a vibrated bed.
In order to predict
tions are made.

the particle collection rate, three simplifying asswnp-

Firstly

-L~le

time taken by a partic Ie to travel the di stance

from the deflector plate, to the collector chute is neglected.

This assump-

tion is reasonable, since the average distance from the bed surface to the
deflector, is a factor of 3 greater than the average distance from the deflector
plate to the collector chute for the experimental results considered.

The

vertic Ie particle velocity in the region beloH the deflector plate, Hill on
average be approximately equal to the horizonta l particle velocity after impact,
since the coefficient of resitution is expected to be close to 1 .0.

Thus the

time taken by a particle to travel from the deflector to the collector is significantly l ess than the time taken to travel from the bed surface to the deflector,
and is neglected.
The second assumption made,is that the collection of particles can be considered in terms of discrete particle layers.

The system is assumed to behave as

if a complete layer of p8.r ticles is removed from the bed s urface at a particular
time.

Finally, it is

aSSI~ed

that only one layer of particles can exist in the
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space be-b.een the bed surface and the deflector plate (the freeboard) at any
instant.

This assumption ",ill be discussed after the derivation of the

collection rate equation.
On the assumption that the particles in the bed are conducting, the number
",hich can charge to the limit given by equation 6.7 can be calculated.

The

maximum charge which can exist on the bed surface, is equal in magnitude, and
opposite in sign to that existing - on the upper electrode.

As a first approxi-

mation the system can be considered as a parallel plate capacitor.

Thus the

maximum charge ,.hich can exist on the bed surface is given by Gauss's Lm. as
EA E , ,.here A
s

a

s

is the bed upp er surface area .

The maximum charge which can

exist on the top surface particle layer is f A E E , ,.here f is the fraction
p sop
of the bed surface occupied by particles.

Thus the number of particles ,.hich

can carry the charge given by equation 6.7 is fEE A

P

0

Since the total

S

1 . 65x4 IT c:: R2E
o p

2
number of particles in the top layer is equal to f A /11R , then
p s
p
the number of pa rticles cha rged to the limiting valu e of equation 6.7
the total number of particles in the bed upper s urfac e layer

If FRf is close to Mpga then the electric field- non-uniformity due to the
upper electrode shape, can result in particle removal over only a part of the
bed surface.

The correction for this effect, is calculated by determining the

proportion of the bed surface over which the electric field has a sufficient
magnitude to make FRf greater than Mpga' and thus produce particle removal.
This calculated fraction of the bed surface over which removal c a n occur is
defined as Pf'

The collection rate can then be calculated using the average

electric field over the active region, and knowing the value of Pf'
Thus, the mass of particles removed in time t
1V

=

C

MN

~u

t

",here 1V

c

I1

c

i s g iven by,

t pf t C

6.14

f

is the mass of particles collected, N
su

the upper surface layer, t

f

1S th~

number of particles in

is the time taken by a particle to travel the

-
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average distance to the deflector under the influence of the average electric
field.

If FRf is much greater than Mpg a , then from equations 6.13 and 6.9, t
f

is inversely proportional to the applied electric field.

Therefore the mass

of particles collected in a given time, from equation 6.14 is linearly related
to the applied electric field.
The assumption that only one particle layer can exist in the freeboard at
any instant, can nm. . be examined .

From Gauss's LalV and the line integral of

the electr ic field, the electric field in the regio n above the bed surface ,
below a moving induction charged particle layer is given by,
6.15

In deriving this equation the system was considered as a paral l el plate arrangement, with the upper plate at a potential V and a distance Yf above the bed
surface, and the particle layer a distance , a

f

above the bed surface .

From equation 6.15 it is clear that the electric field acting upon the bed
surface, increases as the particl e layer approaches the defl ector plate.

The

next layer could therefore lift before the first has left the freeboard, under
the action of a reduced electric field.

The two effects of lifting bef?re the

predicted time, and movement under a reduced electric field, "ill offset each
other to a certain degree, maintaining the actual colledtion quantity close to
that predicted from equation 6.14.

These effects IVill be most evident when

FRf is much greater than M g , and the particle layer can lift for an electric
,

p a

field IVell below the maximum.
If a particle mixture is initially present in the bed,one component of which
is removed by the electric field, then the collection ' rate may be modified,
compared with the case of a single component bed.
If the rate of removal of particles through the freebo ar d is given by NU1
particles s

-1

and the rate of renewal of the particles which are collected,

at the bed surface is given by NR2 po,l'ticles s

-1

,then for NR2 greater than
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from equation 6.14.
limiting step .

Particle mov ement through the freeboard is the rate

However , if NRI i s great er than N , then the rate limiting
R2

step is the rate of particle r~newal at th e b ed surface N , and this deterR2
mines the collection rate.
sXC Ns11'P f

6.16

'

where s is the rate of renewal of surface area (unit total area)-1, X
c

1S

the

volume fraction of the bed occupi e d by particles which are collected.
If a batch separation process is carried out, X

c

,.ill change with time.

The

change in X over the collection time employed in the present exper iments, was
c
sufficiently small to be neglected.
If the vo"lume fraction of removeable particles is increased from zero, a
linear increase in the collection rate is expec ted from e qu ation 6.16, terminating at a constant value "hen NR1 is equal to N .
R2

The renewa l rate for

which the collection rate becomes constant with increa si ng X

c

,is fOlmd · by

equating NR1 and NR2 as,
s

=

n

6.17

t

X t

cc f

where X
is the value of X for which the collection rate becomes constant
cc
c
with increa si ng X •
c
6.

11. Experimental results and discu ss ion.
Preliminary experiments indic ate d th at the particle bed h eight had a large
effect on the particle collection rate.

Thi s confirme d the validity of

r egard ing the e lectric field as app lied b e tw ee n the upper bed surface and the
d e flector plate.

The importanc e of induction charging as the principal particle

charge mechanism, rather than contact electrification, was also esta blished.
The ma ss of 106- 150

~m

diameter glass b a llotini collecte d ov e r the initial

30s period after application of an applied electr ic fie ld, i s shown plotted
against the applied potential in FIG.74.

For potentials above 9kV,F

Rf

i s much

greater than M g , and thus it i s anticipated from Section 6.10 that the mass
p a
collected should

b~

line ar ly r elated to the appl i ed e l ec tric field, and h e nce

the applied potential.

This inde e d is see n

t6

be the case (FIG. 74 ).

The lower
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2

collection rates for lower l0 yo/ga values; are presumably due to the

2
(1) Increasing · W y /g causes a small increase in the
o a
2
(2) Increasing W y /g causes a reduction in image and adhesional
o a

following two factors.
bed height.

forces by separating particles.
The bed height decreased slightly during the 30s collection period.

This

effect was small, resulting in a decrease~ less than 20% in the amount collected
over the following 30s period.
The mass of particles collected over the initial 30s period, is shown plotted
2
against W y /g in FIG. 75, for a 15kV applied potential, and particle beds of
o a
1 06-150

~m

iron shot.

diameter ballotini, 1 06-150~ diameter quartz, and 1 04-250

diameter

Also shmm in the diagram, is the prediction from equation 6.14 for

the mass collected, of 1281-.1m diameter ballotini and quartz, and 177
shot.

~m

~o

The constant Pf in equation 6.14 was calculated

and ballotini and 0.54 for iron shot.

~m

iron

be 1.0 for quartz

The average electric field values based

on the dimensions of FIG. 72 were used to cRlculate t

f

.

The value of N
was
su

determined from N , the number of particles (unit volume)-1, Nb was calculated
b
assuming a voidage of 0.4(170).

The surface particle layer was assumed to

occupy a volume AD.
s p
It is apparent from FIG.75 that prediction and observation are in good agreement for the glass ballotini.
1S

For the iron shot, the observed mass collected

less than the predicted value.

This is attributed to the assumptions made

in determining Pf' and to neglecting the time for particles to travel from the
deflector to the collection chute.

In view of the asswnptions made, agreement

between measured and predicted values is good.

Quartz has a resistivity above

the level at which particles exhibit inslllator behaviour (Section 6.9).

Thus

the particles receive a charge below the value pr e dicted from equation 6.7, and
the collection rate is expected to fall below the predicted value, for charging
to the upper limit.

This indeed ,,,as found to be the case (FIG. 75).

The assumption made in deriving equation 6. ·13, that t
than

td was checked for both ballotini and iron shot.

f

s hould be much less

The error in the final

predicted collection rate due to this assumption, was less than 10%" for the
ballotini and much smaller for the iron shot.
III order to investigate the importance of pa.rticle concentration in the
bulk of the bed when performing a separation, mixtures of 300-69911m diameter
red ballotini, and 106-150l1m diameter clear ballotini were prepared at various
concentration levels.

The bulk resistivity of the t,.,ro materials ,,,hen separated

is given in Table 12.

As discussed in Section 6.9 the red ballotini will

behave as insulators.

Since FRf is le ss than Mpga for partic le s of diameter

greater than 375 11m, separation based on size is anticipat,ed.

Thus a combined

size/resistivity separation will result with this particle mixture.
FIG.76 shows the mass of clear ballotini collected over the initial 30s
period after 15kV potential application, plotted against the initial volume
fraction of clear ballotilli in the mixture.

For the int e rmediate volume

fractions, a line ar relation is observed bet","een the amount collected and the
initial volume fraction.

Equation 6.16 predicted this linear section and also

predicted that the straight line should pass through the origin in FIG.76.

The

observation that the line does not pass through the origin is thought to be
due to

~he

action of smaller particles falling through the interstices between

the larger particles.

This reduces the concentration of clear ballotini in

the surface layer , below that in the bulk.

Thus the origin of the straight

line is effectively moved along the vollUne fraction axis of FIG.76, and some
non-linearity occurs in the observed behaviour for the smaller volume fractions.
The collection rate reached a constant value with increasing concentration
as predicted in Section 6.10.

The rate of surface renewal for

constant value occurs is given by equation 6.17.
by equation 6.13,

n

and

gives s equal to 4.79 s

-1

which~his

Usihg the value of t

f

given

2

t

= 0.15, X
= 0.61 from FIG.76 for W y /g =3.99,
cc
0
a

from equation 6.17.

For the same value of

2

W y /g , the measured surface renewal rate is shown in FIG.73 to be 4.6 s
o a

-1

Thus, the measured "surface renewal rate agrees closely with the value predicted
from the separation collection rate theory.

From equation 6.17, for two

different W2
Yo/ga values, the. surface r e neval rates for ,,,hich Nn.,==NU2 ' should
be inversely proportional to the X

cc

values.

2

For W y /g
0

a

equal to 3.99 and

3.06, the measured surface rene,mi rate ratio is 1.32 from FIG,'{3.
ratio of the X values from FIG.76 is 1.32.
cc

The inverse

Thus agreement is good between

observation and prediction.
The percentage by ,,,eight of the red ballotini collected, is Shovlll plotted
2
against W y /g , for an applied potential of 15kV, in FIG. 77.
o a

It is apparent

that the separation process is extremely efficient for all values of
2
The improved efficiency wi th increasing W y / g is thought to be a result of
o a
the fact that red ballotini ,,,ere always carried over in association with clear
ballotini, presumably due to image charge attraction.

02
I ncreaslng
W y /g
o

a

would reduce association bet,.een the particles, and therefore improve the
separation efficiency.
For industrial application, several separators in series would permit continuous separation.

The bed bulk resistivity must be maintained close to that

of the conducting component, to ensure that the electric field acts principally
bet.ween the bed surface and the deflector plate.

This can be achieved by

maintaining the conducting component volume fraction in the bed above 0.07
0.25(195).
o

-0

The critical level depends on the relative particle sizes of the

dlfferent components.

(195)
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7.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS ANTI SUGGESl' IONS FOl( FURTHER "'ORK.
(i) Even under 'veIl defined contact conditions, at gas pressures below
10

-3 torr, metal/insulator contact electrification ,vas found to be s ubject to

a certain lack of reproducibility.

In spite of this variability, it ,ms

apparent that the chemical nature of the dielectric material had an important
influence on the sign and magnitude of contact electrification, although the
effect of commercial additives was found to be small.

Polar materials were

found to charge positively with respect to non-polar materials

an~

metals.

(ii) Previous suggestions that contact electrification between a metal and
an insulator material, could be directly correlated with the metal woik
function, were found to be contrary to the present experimental observations.
The present studies provided further confirmation of the notion that relative
movement between contact materials serves merely to increase the contact area,
and thus the charge transferred.

The functional dependence of the charge

transferred on the normal force, was consi s tent with the real contact area
being defined by plastic deformation, or elastic deformation of a large number
of small asperities over the contact region.

Charge transfer was observed

not to be directly correlated with frictional forces during contact.
(iii) The magnitude of the time constant for charge transfer, which was found
to be of the order of 10ms, indicates that charge transfer

~

probably not a

result of electron transfer from the material bulk, if, as appears likely,
transient contact area effects can be neglected.
(iv) Gas pressure was found to influence charge separation in a manner broadly

. .

antlclpated from Townsend's theory of gas breakdown

(15 )

.

The observed charge

level on in s ulating surfaces, pas se d through a minimum value a s the pressure
was decreased from atmospheric.

The . pres s ure range for the minimum (0.5-20 torr)

corresponded approximately ,,,ith the minimum range in the Paschen curve for
conductors.

TIle minimum charge level was b e low the mea s uring instrument sensi-

tivity of 4 x 10

-7 C m-2 ,and was much smaller than that expected from the

Paschen curve.

The ob s erved dep e ndence of charge density

Oll

pres s ure, for

pressures above that corresponding to the minimum charge valve, was close to
a prediction from the critical corona electric field, asswning the discharge
length decreased with increasing gas pressure.

The discharge length was

4
estimated to be of the order of 10- m at atmospheric pressure.
for pressures below 10

Charge levels

-3 torr were a factor of 2.5 - 3.2 greater than at

atmospheric pressure.
Even at pressures below 2 x 10-

4

torr, charge regions of opposite sign to

that initially formed by contact, were observed on occasions adjacent to the
initial charged area.

These region s were attributed to field emission, or ion

capture from the vacuum space.
The good reproducibility of charge level s observed at atmospheric pressure,
suggests that attainment and utilisation of well-defined charge levels, under
a variety of practical conditions is a realistic possibility.
(v) Bulk conduction processes follo,ving co ntact electrification of Nylon 66
and Vi ton~ were found to be in accordance with the theoretical predictions
given by Wintle(91).

The charge carrier mobility was found to be independent

of carrier concentration, charge injection was total, deep trapping with no
subsequent relea se during the time of interest did not occur, and

~iff usion

effects were found to be negligible after the rapid initial phase.
The charge carrier mobility was found to be related to the initial s urface
potential, s u ggesting some form of causal relationship between contact electrification and carrier mobility.

The observed mobility values of the order of

- 1, con f 1rme
.
d a prev10us
.
· '~ h U·t th e h·191
I reS1S
. t·1V1. t y 0 f
conc I uS10n,
1 0 -11 m2V-1 s
polymers is due to extremely low charge carrier mobility.
(vi) The contact electrification and di ss ipation cha r a ct e ristic s of part iculate materials, were great ly influenced by the bulk re s istivity.

The presence

of continuous cOlltact paths, facilit~tes~he appearance of condu~tion current s .
This was observed with a vibrat ed bed system, and a bulk resistivity below
9
10 0m.

Theoretical prediction s of the influe nce of vib rational amplitude and

bulk re s i s tivity on the conduction curr e nt s were in reasonable agree me nt with

137
observation.

However, the electrode

geomet~

lnfluenced conduction currents .

in a manner which was not predicted theoretically.
(vii) The appearance of air breakdo,mprocesses, predicted from the vacuum
chamber studies, ,vas implicitly observed for insulating particles of bulk
resistivity greater than 5 x

1015~m

in a vibrated bed.

The electric field at

which breakdown was considered to occur, could be determined using a theoretical
model to interpret charge induction observati ons.

Thi s gave a breakdo,m electric

1

field of the order of 3 x 106V m- , which was related to the prediction from the
Paschen curve, by a similar factor, to that found in the single contact studies
relating observation to prediction from the Paschen curve.

The transient charge

behaviour of the vibrated bed of insulating material, was fOWld to conform to
a prediction from a theoretical model, once the charge in the bed had be come
uniform.
(viii) The possibility of developing an economical vibration monitoring device,
arises from the theoretical and experimental studies of electrification in the
vibrated powder bed.

Likewise, the possibility of using induced charge effects

as an analysis technique to study fluid/particle mec ha nic s , arises from these
studies.
(ix) In brder to reduce hazards arising from contact electrification in a
practical particle handling situation, it is essential to ensure that all conductors in contact with the particulate material are earthed.
even if the bulk particle resistivity is below 109~m.
resistivity greater than 10

13

This applies

If particles of bulk

r2m are being handled, then charge can be retained

for considerable periods of time.

If any possibility of fire exists, due to the

occurrence of a spark, then precautions to allow for this eventuality must be
taken •.
(x) The application of an applied alternating electric field, to cause movement of particles charged naturally by contact electrification ill a fluidis e d bed,
was demonstrated as a technique for increasing the heat tran sfe r coefficient at
an immersed heater surface.

The optimum h eat transfer coefficient was foun<l

for frequencies in the region of 100Hz; and increa sesi n the heat tr a n s fer

-

8
coefficient of up to 140% vere obtained.

A semi-quantitive explanation of the

observed behaviour vas given, and the application of the techn{que to paper or
textile drying was suggested.
(xi) Induction charging of vibrated bed particles, together with charged
particle movement in a vertical applied e l ectric fie ld ; was d emonstrate d as a
ne'. . electrostatic separation technique.
resistivity or density is feasible.

Separation based on particle size,

The predicted collection behaviour from a

single component bed and a binary particle mixture was found to be in good
agreement with observation.

The effectiveness of the proposs was demonstrated

for a glass ballotini separation, on a combined size /r esistivity basis:
Suggestions for further work.
(i) The vacuum chamber apparatu s could be usefully employed, to study contact
electrification behaviour involving dielectric materials of well-define d
composition, to clarify the importance of the polar nature of the material.
Extension of tlie investigations to include other variables such as polymer
orientation and surface roughness would a l so be of interest.

The effectiveness

of anti-static treatments and charge neutralisation devices could a l so be
usefully st ud ied.
(ii) The vibrated bed investigations , suggest further work could be directed
towards assessing the economic and practical utility of the system as a
vibration monitoring device, and towards developing charge induction as an
analysis technique for fluid /particle systems .
erations would be of use in these cases.

Charge

The present theoretical considmea~urement

in a broader range

of particle handling situations would also be of interest, to assess the
generality of the theoretical ideas in the present study.
(ii i) The heat transfer studies could be extended, to include diel ectrophoretic
forces in non-uniform electric fields as a pos s ible means of obtaining further
increa s es in the heat tran s fer coefficient.

A study of the iIOporta nce of

particle size, and the influence of higher ga s velocities than those investigated, would also be of practical utility.

(iv) The electrostatic separation \{ork, could be usefully complimented by
optimising the design of the deflector plate system, using the theoretical
ideas in the present study.

Construction of

R.

continuous multi-stage unit

would also be of interest, permitting determination of the economic advantages
of the system for particular separation requirements.
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APPENDIX
'l'RE ELECTRIC FIELD AND POTENTIAL, DUE TO A CHARGED PARTICLE MA.SS .
The geometrical situation considered is sho,m in FIG.40.

The particle mass

is assumed to have a uniform volume charge density Pc' and a uniform surface
charge density °

on the lower surface.

c

The following derivation is similar

to that for the induction probe in Section 2.5.

Surface charge densities 03

and Or. are induced on the base and screen respectively, by the particle
)

charge.

The base is at a potential V3 relative to the earthed screen.

By

Gauss's Law,
D5

=

Pc L1

D4

=

°3

=

°3

and D3

+
+ Pcy

A.1.1

+ °3

°c

+

A.1.2

°c

A.1 .3

From the line integral of the electric field and the definition of electric
displacement, the following relations can be established, where V is the
4
potential of the lower bed surface, and V5 is the potential of · the upper bed
surface.

=

A.1.4.

L1
V4 =

-[ 0

=

=

A.1.5

= - D3

A.1.6.

E4 dy

- E

3

[

o

Er4 is the effective dielectric constant of the bulk particle bed.
surface charge density

° 3 can be eliminated from equations A.1. 2 and A.1. 3.

The resulting expression for D4
can no'" be integrated.

1S

then substituted into equation A.1 .5, which

Elimination 'o f D3 and V

4

from the result using

equation A.1.6 gives,

(~3L1

V5 = - - -

[r4

L 2

- V +
3

The

E g

32

-I-

Pc 1

U-[r4

0

+

A.1.7

Elimination of 03 from equationsA.l.1 ana A.I.3, determines E5 as a
function of E3 using the electric di sp lacement definition.
/

Equation A.1.4 permits

elimination of E , ali-c1, e limination of V5 from the
5

result and equation A.1.7, together ",ith rearrangement yields,

eLl(Ll + gl)

- p

E3

Eo

2Er 4
g1 +

(L

- -a-c --1
Eo

+

L1

+

gl)

A.1 .8

+ V3

Er 4

g2

Er4
The potential at a defined distance from the base plate is also required,
for the situation ",here the particle mass

=

Since V5

1S

very close to the base and
A.1 .9

D g
5 1

E
o

V5 can be eliminated from equations A.1.5 and A.1.9.
equations A.1.1 and A.1.2 having eliminated

Substitution of D4 from

03' into the result, together

",ith integration, permits determination of D~.
)

Using this result together with

equations A.1.1 and A.1.2 to eliminate DS and 03,and the definition of ele~tric
di splacement yields,

=

The potential bet",een the ba se and a point d c very close to the base is given
by V6

=-

V6

=

J

d~
0

E4 d y.

Thus,

Pebde -

d 2
c
2

EoEr4

+

gl Er4 (de

_ d 2
C

2L~

\~\

._ V3 d C E r 4 E 0

)J .

L1

A.1 .11

C+ g\:r4~

Equation A.1 .11 can b e s implified,si nce V3 d c Er4 Eo/L1 is much s mall er than
the other terms due to the measuring circuit (Chapter 5), and expresse.d as

=

A.1.12
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where Nb is the number of particles per unit volume, Clpf

1.S

the charge per

part icl e assuming all particles have the same charge,

M

=

L1 d c
2

d 2 +
c
2
EoEr4

t

g1 E r 4 (a
\ c

+ g1

2

_a_c_ ) .
2L1

Er4~
1.1

A.1 .13

NOHENCLATUR.E
a
a

Consta nt in the charge decay equation (Section 3.5.2)
1

Radius of the particle charge transfer area during contact (1"IG.42)

(m)

Bed surface to particle layer separation distance (m)
A

2
Induction probe s urface area (m )

A

Contact area (m )

. 2

Constant defined in equation 2.3 (V s-1)
Effective area of the vibrated bed base plate which ha s a charge 03'
(approximately equal +.') -::'he lower bed s urface area). (FIG.40) (m 2 )

2
Area of the lower surface of the vibr a ted bed (m )
2
Particle charge transfer area (m )
2
Cross-sectional area of a differ e ntial element (m )

2
Hea ter support block surface area (m )
2
Area of the upper surface of the vibrated bed (m )

Actual charge line width (m)

b

Meas ur e d charge line width modified by the induction probe
resolution (S ee FIG. 16a) (m)
B
c

(cosh pc + E

r2

sinh pc coth pL )

(co s h pd + Er2 si nh pd coth pL )
(cosh pg + Er2 sinh pg coth pL )
B

g

c

for

A=

CO , P = 0,

-1

-1

O.127mm

-1

. e. (1 + E

1.

, "th e r e d

r2

g / L )-1

Length over which gas discharge occurs (m)

(cP)HIN

C

Value of (cp) for which the minimum s urface charge d e nsity
occurs.
(torr mm)

Capacitance (F)

C ,C Constants defined in equation 4.29
1 2
C

a

Number of particles (unit surface area)

-1

Particle cha r ging capacitance ( eqn. 4.15b)

-2
(m)

(F)

Ca pacitanc e as so ciated with the induction probe, d e fined in e qn. 2.15 (F)
Initial and final values r espec tiv e ly of Cd
C
E

(F)

Electrometer input capacit ance (F)
Capacitanc es associated wit h t h e charge d particle bed, d efi n e d
in equation s 4."(a a nd 5 . 7 respectively (F)
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d

Induction probe to dielectric surface

d

c

d

m

d
d

p

w

sepa~a tion

of 0.127mm

Distance over which charge transfer occurs (m)
Molecular uiameter (m)
Contact circle diameter (m)
Contact track width (m)

(C m-2)

D

Electric displacement

~
~

2
Diffusion coefficient (m s-1)

D1

2
Electric displacement in the air gap (C m- )

D2

2
Electric displacement in the dielectric (C m- )
Electric di sp lac~ments associated with the vibrated bed
(FIG. 40)
(C m- )

D

Particle diameter (m)

D
po

Perforated screen orifice diameter (m)

Dp1

Resistivity cell inner cylinder diam e ter (m)

Dp2

Resistivity cell outer cylinder inner 1iameter (m)

D

Density of electron surface states (unit energy of surface levels)

p

s

( m-2 eV-1)

e

Electronic charge (1.6 x 10-19 C)

E

Electric field

E

1

E2

(V m-1)

1
Electric field in the air gap (V m- )
Electric field in the dielectric ( V m-1 )

E ,E ,E
3 4 5
Elc

-1

1
Electric fields associated with the vibrated bed (FIG.40)(V m- )

1
Electric field at which point gas bre akdown occurs (V m- )
Electric fields at the induction probe s urfac e , for probe
1
to dielectric s urf ace separations of d and g respectively (V m- )

E.

IgAv

1
Average value of E
over the induction probe surface (V m- )
1g
1
Electric field in the dielectric befor e charge decay (See eqn .3.10)(V m- )

E

3m

E

L

E
m

Value of the electric field at the vibrate d bed base plate when the
. d
1 ·value
"
(V m-1)
1n
uc edpot en t·1a 1 h as th e pea~
Electric fi e ld ~ e low the charged particle layer 1n the e lectrostatic
separator (Vm- )
1
Peak value of the sinusoidal alternating e l e ctric field (V m- )

f

Vibrational frequency (Hz )

f

p

F

Area frac·t,ion of the vibrated b e d surface occupied by particles
Force

(N)

Force acting on an induction charged particle, well removed from
either electrode, in an electric field (N)
Force acting on a conducting particle, placed on an electrode
to which an electric field is applied (N)
g

Separation distance b e tween the induction probe, and either the
dielectric surface or the high potential plane during calibration (m)

g1

Vibrated bed surface to screen electrode,separatio~ distance (m)

g2

Air gap width adjacent to the vibrated bed base (m)

g20

Peak value of g2(m)

g20b,g20q

g20 for ballotini and quartz respectively (m)

Air gap ,.,idth a nd charge layer d epth, adj ac ent to the lo''' e r
surface of the s creen in the vibrated bed. (m)
Acceleration due to gravity (9.81m s-2)
G

ElectromAter gain

h

Heat transfer coefficient (W m-

H

Constant in the charge decay equation (S ection 3.5.2 ) (V sa)

2

K-')

Electric current from the vibrat e d bed
Average value of i3
i

i
3Avb' 3Avq

i

3Av

(A)

(A)

for ballotini and quartz respectiv e ly

(A)

j3

Electric current density from the vibrated bed (A m-2)

j3Av

2
Average value of j3 (A m- )

k

Constant to account for deviation of the charge distribution,
from the infinite sinusoidal case.

k1

Constant defin e d in equation 4.19

k2

Constant in particle flow rate eqn.

k3

Con s tant used in eqn . 4.46 and subsequently

(Section 1.4)

k3 for ballotini and quartz re spe ctively
k4

Constant u s ed in equation 5.3 and s ub s equently

k5

1
Constant used in Section 6.6 (F m- )
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k

g

Gas thermal conductivity (VT m-

1

Ie1 )
23

1
J K- )

k

Boltzmann's constant (1.38x 10-

Kl

Constant defined in equation 4.20

L

Dielectric sheet thickness (m)

L1

Vibrated bed depth (m)

L2

Screen electrode to bed bottom separation distance (m)
Screen to base plate s~paration distance (m)
Resistivity measurement cell electrode length covered
by particles (m)

L

g

Gas boundary layer thickness (m)

L
m

Gas molecule mean free path (m)

L

Number of particle layers

P

3

Constant defined in equation A.1 .13 (m

M
p

Particle mass (kg)

n

3
Concentration of injected charge carriers (,n- )
n for materials

n

p

n

s

F

-1

M

)

A and B respectively (m- 3 )

Number of collisions by a particle
Initial concentration of injected charge carriers (m-

3)

Fraction of particles in the vibrated bed upper SlITface ,
charged to the induction limit (See eqn . 6.14)
N

3
Molecular concentration (m- )
Number of particles ( unit volume ) - 1 (m-3)
-1 )

NR1

Rate of particle remova l from the bed surface

NR2

Rate of particle renewal at the bed surface (s -1 )

N
s

Number of particles in the lo,.,er surface layer of the vibra"'(,ed bed

N
su

Number of particles in the upper surface layer of the vibrated bed

N
V

Number of particles In the vibrated bed

p

2TC/i\

( S

1
(m- )

Proportion of the vibrated bed surface, f:!:'om ,.hieh particle removal
can occur due to application of a s ufficiently large electric field
2
Yield pressure (N m- )

P

Gas pressure (torr:- mm mercury )

1I cI
/

-1

(

-1
C m )

q

Charge (uni t circumferential length)

q1

Particle charge defined in eqn. 4.18 (C)

qa

Initial particle charge before vibration (C)

qat

Charge on any particle in the bulk of the vibrated bed (C)

qf

Charg e (unit circumferential length)-1 for tb

qp

Particle charge in excess of qa (C)

qpf

Total particle charge (C)

= 00

(C)

Particle charge due to induction (C)
Particle charge in excess of qat

(C)

Charge (C)
Total charge on the vibrated bed base plate (C)
Overall vibrated bed charge (C)
Resistivity (r2 m)

r

Particle bed bulk resistivity O;~ m)
rb for ba110tini and quartz re s pectively (r2m)
r for materials A and B re s pectively ( ~)
R

Electrical resistance (r2)

Rb

Resistivity measurement 8e11 electrical resistance (r2)

R
p

Particle radius (m)

R
po

Wire radius ( See eqn. 3.31)

R
pp

Probe radius (m)

R

Probe width (01)

s

Rate of renewal of surface area ( unit total area) -1

p',

/

(m)

( s-1 )

slf

S

Laplace Transform variable ( s
t

Time (s)

t/

t +

tb

Time of contact (s)

t

Collection time (s)

c

1:

c

-1

in eqn . 2.3)

(s)

Time for particle to travel the a verage distance from the
vibrated bed surface to the deflector plate ( s )

'7
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Transit time (s)
Periodic time of the variable part of the induced potential
(See FIG. 52) (s)
Periodic time of the overall induced potential waveform
(S ee FIG. 52) (s)
•
U

3
Vibr ated bed volume (m )

v

Particle velocity in the vibrated bed (m s-1)
p

V

Potential

(V)

Potential of the upper surface of a dielectric, positioned as in
as in FIG. 13a (V)

V
V

o

1p

Potential output

(V)

Induced potential between the particle and the base plate due
to the particle charge, defined in equation 4.16
(V)
Vibrated bed base plate potential

V
3m
V

(V)

Peak value of V3

V

3mb' 3mq

(V)

V
for ballotini and quartz respectively
3m

(V)

Potenti~ls associated with the vibrated bed (FIG.40)

(V)

(V)

V6

Potential ill the vibrated bed

V6e

Potential at the edge of the screen charge layer

V

Applied potential during the induction probe calibration

V
ba

Bias potential

V

Potential at which point gas breakdown occurs, as defined by
the Paschen curve (V)

a

c

V
V

V

cp
cpd
e

(V)
(V)

(V)

Potential respon s ible for charge transfer
Contact potential difference

(V)

(V)

Equivalent pot~ntial of a surface charge, defined in eqn. 2.15
Final induction probe potential

(V)

(V)

Equivalent potentials of vibrated bed charges, defined in
eqns. 4 .7b and 5.6 respectively (V)

V.

Potential input

V.

Induction probe electrometer output potential

J
V

Increment in

1

m

Vmd' Vmg

V.

(V)
(V)

due to an applied elec tric field from a conductor
J
Increment in V., due to induction probe mov e ment parallel to
a charged diel~ctric, se pa rat e d from th e prob e by di s t a nces
d and g respectively (V)
.

(V)
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V

Initial value of V
mg

V

Initial induction probe potential (V)

~gs

s

(V)

Flow rate of particles (kg s-1)
,~

Mass of particles collected (kg)

c

Length along the contact track (m)

x

Distance coordinate, parallel to the dielectric surface
and normal to the charged line (m)
x

Distance coordinate normal to the heater surface

2

(m)

x2m

Amplitude of particlc o::;cillatory movement (m)

x

Input power supplied to the heater (W)

xc

Bed,volume fraction of particles which are removed by
electric field application

xcc

Value of X at ,.hich point the collection rate becomp.s constant,
when X iscincreased from 0
c

y,y/

Vertical distance coordinates (m)
Amplitude of the vibration table displacement (rn)
Average distance bet,,,een the vibrated bed SUTface and
the defl ector plate (m)

Y

2
Young's Modulus (Modulus of Elasticity) (N m- )

z

Ratio of real to apparent area of contact

a

Initial charge penetration depth (m)
Fraction of cycle spent by the vibrated bed in flight
~ for ballotini and quartz respectively

Relative gas d e nsity defined in equation 3.3

6.:::;

Temperature diff e rence betwe e n the heater support block
surface, and the bed bulk ( oK)

E

Permittivity of free space ( 8.854 x 10

a

E

r

-1 2

,- 1 )'

F m

Dielectric constant

E rl ' Dielectric con s tant of the au s pace (~1)
Er2

Dielectric con s t a nt of the in s ulating s heet

Er4

Bulk vibrated bed dielectric constant

1s

3
Particle density (kg m- )
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Bulk density,

= 'YI'Is (1

- V)

-3

(kg m · )

Temp erature (oK)
Sinusoidal charge distribution wavelength (See FIG.16b)

(m)

Measured charge distribution wavelength modified by the
induction probe resolution (S ee FIG. 16a ) (m)
2 1 1
Charge carrier mobility (m V- s- )
II
t-"

f or rna t er1a
°
Is

A an d B respec to1ve I y (2
m V-1 s -1)

I-lv

Air viscosity (N s m-2)

V

Voidage

Pc

3
Volume charge d ensi ty in the vibrated. b e d (C m- )

()

Volume charge den s ity

1C0

p.

c

at the vibrated bed screen

(C m-3)

for ballotini and quartz respectively (C 1!J-3)

Volume charge d e nsi1y adjacent to the vibrated bed scree n
lower s urf ace (C m- )
-'">

Surface charge density on a n insulator (C m '")

°

Surface c h arge ~ensiti es associat0d with the vibrated bed
(FIG. 40) (C m- )

0a

2
Surface charge density du e to the meas uring so ur ce potential (C m- )

0b

Induced surface charge den sity on the base plane (C m

0c

Surface charge density on th e vibrated bed lower surface

0c'"

Surface charge dcn ity on a dielectric s urface a,fter gas breakdo',m
2
has occurred (C m- )

-2)
(C m.-2)

0c1 Surface charge density a~~acent to the lower s u rface of the
vibrated bed screen (C m )
0cu Effective total surface charge d e nsity a djacent to the lowe~2
surface of the vibrated bed sc reen defined in eqn . 5.2 (C m )

°°
°

e

p
r

Pe a k to peak surface charge den s ity of a sinu~oidal distribution
2
Induc ed surface charge density on the induction probe (C m- )

-2 )
Effective peak surface charge density (C m
2
(C m- )

os

Initial s urf ace charge den s ity ( eqn. 3.16)

11

Vibrated bed. charging time constant defined in eqn . 4.34 ( s )

1b

Time constant for charge transfer ( 5 )

(C m-2)
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Effective time constant of VibrOli.@ electrometer (s)

1: c

Time constant defined in equation 6.11

lP m lP p
I

W

(s)

Metal and polymer ,",ork functions respectively (eV)

Angular fr equency (s

-1
.)

-
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